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Abstract ,

2.

Injhe fall a5f 1980,-the original sample still in .college
,

(n = 19'6, response'rate1490 ipercent) filled out again the
.).

set of research instruments measuring the dependent''variablea.

The major resear?h effort of fall 1980 was.in'seduring 70 in-
.

depth-interviews (2 two -houf interviews with each). of a sUbn

sample of our panel, We have located several major problems.
a

experienced in transition to colleqe, such as a disorienting..
loss of identity., an "invisibilitf" caused by the impersonality

A

of an urban college; culturhock; and various challengea to

self-esteem and, more generally°, to self-concept when exposed to
, .

thisheteieous and intellectuallY 'selective student body.
* -

b
The interviews suggeSted hypotheses for relative vulnerability

of freshmen to the problems of the first yeaPkof.college
j I .

success and fail4e of affected freshmento cope with th

developmental tasks,.

- The data on impact,of college on occupational decisiori-

king -and on life-style preferences awaits the current on7going

d for

,study of the panel in its senior

a.1

.4

e

ar for.final analysis.
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The encloseedoaument reports the first st ges of the longitudinal

Study of-the class of'1983, beginning with the research completed in the.

Fall of 1919, oovering the input variables of the enterintfreshmen..4.
a' 1

S

The grant for the completion,of the study was not renewed by the. NIE.,

I was able to obtain some suppOrt from a private foundation and Barnard'

College that will enable me to return to'the Panel in their Senior year

1982-1983. The total sample of 1979, still in college in the current year.

(N=174), has already received a set of questionnaires dealing with the

major dependent variables4 (see Appendix). The research desigh calls for a

'second set of indepth interviews with the subsample 'of 70 students who had,

been in iewed in their sopto)mobe year;

The materials on the entering freshmen have been analyzed as reported

in the enclosed published artiple, and a paper dis 6o be submitted for

pubVcation (see Chapter 1)i

The rest of ,this report follows the Outline of the book to be

published'by Bgsic Books, Inc. when the data of the Senior .year of our

panel is collected, analyzed, and the results.writttn up.

ILO



Women in College: Challenge and Response

The tentative title of the book, the contract for whiCh was signed

with Basic Books, Inc.

Introduction

Va

The theoretical foci. Sample. Research instruments.

The original sample was a random sample, stratified by race and

religion, of 620 new freshmen who entered Barnard College in September,

1979. ,(This sample will be compared with The American Freshman: National

Norms for Fall 1979, A. W. Austin 'et al. Cooperative Institutional Research

Program.)

Of the sample originally approached to fill out a set of 15 qubstion-

daires, scales, and other tests, 232 did so, a response rate of 96 percent

with n =232 cases. The high rate of response was in part attained by

follow.-up telephone calls.

The Appendix includes _copies of all research instruments use& in

1979 and in 1980.

.

In addition to the 15 quantitative instruments, we obtained 201 brief -,

interviews with the entering freshmen.

In September 1980, the original.sample (minus 14 who withdrew fro

N.

college), now at the'start of their sophomore year, xeceivea again the
I

set of questioddaires that measured our outcome or-dependent variables.

The response rate was 90 percent (n = 196).

The main research operation in the fall ofj980 was the collection

of 68 case studies of sophomores in our sample, based on two two-hour

Ae
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Women inQ.0. 14e: Challenge and Response-2

interiews with eaFhlitudent. The Interview Guide, prepared by ale and used
..'

-by me and my associate graduate student interviewers, is included in the

Appendix.

For findings of the 1979 and 1980 quantitative operations, see earlier

A

( res-s reports on'Grant G-79-0087. Most of these findings were reported

\)

.

in threea.pepers presented at meeting's of the American and Eastern Sociolog-

ical Associations in 1980 and 1981. See also publication under Chapter 1..

.Chapter 1. Life-Style Preferences and Gender Ideology of Entering Freshmen.,

See two enclosed articles.

Chapter 2. Transition t College..

See enclosed aft, of the chapter.

Chapter 3. Occupational,Plans 1979-1983.
o

See enclosed draft of chapter. This will be revised in the

light of the 1983 data and some theoretical reformulations.

Chapter 4. Life-Style Preferences 1979-1983.

Chapter awaits 1983 data.

Chapter 5. Female and Male Professor and Femeers as Agents of

Socialization for Adult Roles.

Chapter awaits further analysis of 'the 1980-interiews and

1983 data.

Chapter 6. Emotional and Sexual Relationships with Men: Gender Roles

in Transition.

See enclosed draft Of .Chapter 6:

Chapter 7% (Continued)

-See enclosed draft of Chapter 7.
&

\ Chapter 8. Theoretical Summary. ,

Study not completed.
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Femal Undergraduates View Gender: A Study of Attitude:Consistency*

Mirra KomArovsky

Barnard College, Columbia University

Ellen R. Mayei

. Columbia UniRersity

*This research was done in the Fall of 1979, supported by N.I.E. G-79-0087.
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Female Undergraduates /iew Gender_: A Study of .Attitude Consistency

ABSTRACT 4'

This articld presenis data on beliefs about psychological sex differ-
,

ences, attitudes toward8"sex roles, and ideals of femininity and masculin-

ity, expressed by a ,random sample (n = 232) of freshmen, entering a,waman's

allege in. September 19,79. The deliberate replication of instruments used

in recent studieg permits comparisons with research dohe at other colleges.

The theoretical focus of this research; however, centers on the degree of

consistency Xand conversely, of.indepen ence) th;tAlbt;ins among beliefs

about p3ychological sexdifferehCeS, 4ttitu es towards sex roles, and

ide s of femininity and masculinity. Bast researqh has focused on eac
... ,

.4

of these components of gender phenomena separately. This study, lit con=

trast, examines both interrelationship6 and dispnCtions among <them.
- .

10
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Female Undergraduates View Gender: A Study of,AttitudelConsistency*

Recent decades witnessed several social changesgender-related

!Literature began to

stress the vailaion within each sex 4ba the consider le overlap in
I

psychological traits of men. and women.4ttitudes towairds sex 'roles have

attittdes. As'to psychological sex differences, the

Aanged in the direction of greater, egalitariani!sm. Finally, both in

ideology of the fethiniat movementaAk in thesf4 existing studies of

social attitudeA, the ideals'/Of masculinity and femininity have become

more "androgynous," with less difilerentiation in the ideal attributes of

the sexes.

This study deals

attitudes towards sex

gith beliefs about psychological sex differences,
,

roles, and ideals of femininii alict masculinity as,

ebpressed by a sample of female undergraduates.

The deliberate replication. Of instruments used in,same paSt studies

of undergraduates lends a coltative dimension to our findings. We.shall

r .

note both continuities and differences of our resultWiin relation to same

recent investigations.

,The theoretical focus of,this study, however, lies, beyond. these cam-

parative peispectives. It centers on the problem of relationships between

the individual's beliefs, attitudes, towards sex roles-,

'Historically, the societal support for the differentia

ideals.

ion in sex

.roles'was buttressed by' the belief in significant psychological Sex differ-

ences. It is plausible to assume that some erosion of that rationale would
o.

predispose women question the:traditional differentiation in the social

*This research is supported by N.I.E.'Research G-79-0087.
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Female Undergraduates View Gender.
2.,

roles of the sexes- More specifically, do women who stereotype psycholOgi-
.

cal sex differences tend to-subscribe to. more tradiaonal definitiods of
0 .

sex rol's? Conversely, is a less gender-dif eTentiated perception of

female and male personality associated with Igal'itarian norm* -1kmore',

"androgynous" ideals1 of femininity and masculinity? These hypotheses

remain to be tested. Despite extensive research on each of these separate
d

components, the-issue of ideological consistency among them has heeh.rels-
,

tively neglected., Irideed, beliefs and norms -have occasionally been used
. .

, . ;'- 'I .

interchangeably in comparative studies of tradilastonal or egalitarian tre
_

1-

The search' of the literature found few exceptions to this neglect o

the problem of consistency. Thus, Kamoleyer (1964) found.a moderate relation-

ship between beliefs about psychological sdx differences, on the'one hand,

and attitudes towards selected sex.rolps; on the other. Nielsen and Doyle
-

(1975), in their study of women undergraduates at. the University.of Wash-

,

ingtohin 1970, found that the twenty-three self-styl,,ed feminists had A

more positive perception of feminine personality t1an the 114 'non-sfeminists.

Rapin and Cooper (1980) found that non:lofeminist's did tend to stereotype

psychological sex differences to
4
a greater eatent-than the feainisti,un4 der-

11r

4iagtaduates. /--

These few exceptions'aside,the,,,,studies which addressed the issue of

attitudinal consistency dealt with a different problem They compared

attitudes towards sex roles within's variety of institutional sectors,

with no reference whatever to perceptions of psychological sex differences,

or to ideals. (See, for example, Mason and Bumpass, 1975;. and Thornton

and Freeman, 1979.)

12
t
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METHOD"

Female Undergraduates View Gender
3.

Yf

. t .

The Sample
fi

The present study is based upon-aarandom sample, stratified by' race

and religion of pitents;.of the 620 new students who eneered a wamenh.s

ei(on6 of the so-called "Seven sisters" Eastern colleges) in

Septailber 1979. The 232 freshmenwho,returned die-tailed questionnarieS.

constituted 96 percent of the approached random sample. This unusually

high rate of response may perk be .attrittuted to a brief reference to

the f.orthcaming-study made at the, meeting of the incomi

during the freshman orientation.

freshman class

The respondents were about equally divided among Protestants, Catholics,

andews. Of.the 232 About one-third were Asian- Black-'; and Puerto-Rican-
. ,

Americans. The majority of arents (62 percent of: the fathers and 53

percent of the mothers) were college graduates; some attended but did not

finish college, and the rest (25 percent of the.fathers and 30 percent of

the mothers) had twelve or fewer years of 's.

Research Instruments /

Beliefs

Beikefs about psychological sex differences were ascertained. using a

scale.adapted from Kammeyer (1964),Johnson-(1969), and Kamarovsky (1976).

The scale.consists of sixteen propositions asserting a particular psycho-.

.
logical sex difference, e.g., "Men are more original than women," "Wanien

tend to be pettier than men" with five options for each statement:

agree somewhat; uncertain; disagree somewhat; disagree".

"agree;

Subjects were given a total score by summing up the arbitrary weightsp..

13 -
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assigned to response

FemalelWiergraduates View GendA
4.

`categories (1 for "agree," 2 for "agree somewhat,"
11.

3 foi "uncertaiha 4 for "disagree somewhat," and 5 for "disagree").

The low scorers epdorsed the assertions of psychological sex differences..

Conversely, the 414h scorers rejected=the tendency-to stereotype each sex,

either positively,or negatively. Possible scores2ranged from
14'

to 80.

ThoA with scores under'50, were ,classified-as stereotypers And those

scoring 50 and over as non-stereotypers.

Attitudes towards sex roles

Attitudes' towards sex roles were measured .by the 15-item Attitudes

Towards Women Scale developed by Spence and Helmreich.(1972). is scale

consists of 15 statements regarding the roles, rights, and privilegeSof

ti
women, e.g., "Swearing-and obscenity are mare repulsive inliewspeech f

a woman than a man"2 " or "Under modern conditionswith.women being active
.

\
. .

outside the'home, men could share in household tasks such as washing
. . .

. . . ,1-- . .

dishes end doing the laundry" -- with four response options, front "strongly
. .

: .

agree," "agree mildly," "disagree mildly, " "digagree strongly." High scores

represent-egalitarian attitudes and, conversely& low scores the traditional

-ores. -Possible score's range from 0 to 45, with those scoring 37 and over .

classified as egalitarians and those Scoring 36 or under, the traditionalists.

Idea s of fear ininity and masculinity

freshmen in this study filled Out the Gough AdjeCtive Check List

(ACL: Gough and Heilbrun, 1965) for "Itr. Ideal Woman" and PMy. Ideal Man."

The scoring procedure for classification of-"feminine" and "masculine" qual-

ities was 'based on methods of Sherriffs and McKee (1957). Having classified

the traits checked by freshmen. for "My Ideal Man" and "My Ideal Woman," the

score was based on the ratio of feminine to masculine traits. Thus,j_.-

14



emale Undergraduates View Gendpr
5.

,

for-"My Ideal Woman," a scare.of l'would b.eoobtained by a student4,7ho 4.-

(checked as many stereotypically tfeminine" as limasculine'erSita in

depicting the feminine ideal. The higher the snore, the more stereo-

typically "feminindlis the ideal. A score below 1 reflects the infusion

Of "masculine" traits as attributes of the ideal woman.

A similar prdcedure was followed in scoring of "My Ideal Man". 'A

score of 1 and over would indicate a more ste6btypically "manly" ideal,

while a lower score was the result of -inclusion of stereotypically 'fem-
.

inine"'traits in the image of the ideal man.

RESULTS
U

Beliefs about Psychological Sex Differences: Extent of Stereotyping

The tendency to stereotype feminine and masculine psychological traits

has been demonstrated repeatedly. For earlier studies, see Fernberger

(1948); McKee and Sherriffs (1957); Rosenkrantz et S.1.(1968); and Broverman

0
et al. (1970, 1972).. Freeman, using, male and female undergraduates in

psychology classes, repotted that "both fenale and male subjects continue

to believe that sex -role stereotypic differences exist betWeen the average

female and the average male" (1979: 103). As late as 1980, Lueptow con-

firmed stereotypic perceptions of male and female persbnalities among under-

graduates in 1974 and again in 1977, with high consensus betweenthe sees

in the traits attributed-to each sex. A contrary finding,lawing some

erosion of psychological stereotyping; was found by Petro and Putn 79),

but their subjects were practicing school counselors with the mean age of

-about forty 'years.

Against this background of past research, the beliefs of our respondents

15



Female Undergraduates View Gender'.
6. .

represent quite a radical denial of the,stereotypical psychological sex

differenCes. The possible range of scores was from 16 to 80Y7-igth the

higtrpcores-indidating rejection of stereotypes and, conversely,: the low

scores refleCting an endorsement of the traditional sex-stereotypes. Out

of -230 respondents, 188 or 81.7 percent had scores of 50 and over and

only 42 or 18.3 percent scored udder 50,

There is another way of conveying the rejection of psychological

stereotyping of ,the sexes by our sample. Of 16 statements implying var7

ious psycholOgical differences, only 5 were upheld by 10 percent Or more

of the respondents. The percentage of the sample who believed in the

existence of sex differences fell below 10 percent for°the elev n out of

the remaining traits.

If our findings are exceptional in the denial of:sex stereotypes,

this diver de may in'part be the result of methodological differences.

Thesfamiliar asr instruments, used to measure stereotyping, often include

bipolar questions, e.g. "not at all aggressive" to "very aggressivq,"

asking the respondent to mark on a continuum the ,"typically male" or
10

"typically female" trait. It is difficult to escape the suspicion that

these references to "typical" male or female evoke the traditional stereo-

types and in turn reveal rarely the familiarity with the stereotypes rather

than "operative"-percepti is of sex differences (see kadarovsky, 1976: 19

and Lueptow, 1980: 140for similar observations).

The erosion of the beli f in strong psychological sex differences,

demohstrated6 by our sample, not likely to be solely an artifact of 'f-

.

ferent methods. At least two ast studies using methods Atimilar to ours,

16



remnle Underraduates View Gender
7..

. , .

Kaimmeyet°(1964) and KOmatovsky,(1976), found agreater tendency to stdeo-

type sex differetiCesi Odr,sa4ple, may be eiecept.sioaa)oi:we-may'-be witness-

Ing a more gener41'shift away frOm traditional stereotyping of psycho=

logical sex differences.

14
/

Attitudes Towards Sex Roles'

hepossible scores' Od'the Attitudes Twards Women Scale ranged from

titudeS0 to'45, with highscores representing feminist or egalitarian

and low scores the traditional ones. Of the 226 res , £5 or ,59°.7

percent had scores of 37' and over.(the egalitarians) And 91 0 40.3 percent,

scored 36 or under (the traditionalists).

These freshmen were more egalitarian than samples of femle under-

graduateS in other recent studies know to the authors, using identical,or

comparable methods. For example, Parelius (1975) reported,that'76 percent

of Douglass College freshmen in 1973 (a college she describes as being"

"especially sensitive-to women's issues") gave-feminist responses to the

expectation that-a husband shoUld help withiPlousework. The comparable

figure in the current study was 97.9 percent. Similarly, female under-

graduates at the University of Texas at Austin (predominantly freshmen)

who camplet the Spence and Helmreich Scale in 1980 also gave more tra-
,1.

ditional response than students. in this study.**

Fuitherresearch will be required to ascertain the extent to which

these egalitarian attitudes reflect a general tr%nd among women under-

graduates as against the selective character cif students at this Eastern

**The authors gratefully acknowledge the permission to cite thu ref ence
to an as yet unpublished paper, "Sex-Role Attitudes: 1979-80" by R. L.
Helmreich, J. T. Spence/ and R. H. Gibson.

.1 7
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8.

women's college. .It is lik4ly that both factors are at Uork. Other recent,
,.

studies; however, cited il:Othis article have alsa.confirmed, if to a.lesser
- --.

extenta shit towards moie2egalitarian gender orientations. As to the
a ,

6 ' ,

unique chhracteristiCs of our sample, "A Profile ofomens , colleges (The

Women's College Coalition, 1980) reported thit freshmen women at 117

women's colleges are nearly twice as likely as all freshmen women to plan

to become physicians,' lawyers, and Ph.D.'s.

Ideals of Femininity and Masculinity

n filling out the Adjective' Check List for "My IdeAl Woman" and "My:
kp#

Ideal Man," the female freshmen gave a relatively strong endorsement to

an "androgynous'! ideal of both sexes. Only one recent 'study known to the

authors, Freeman (1979), found few diffdiences between female conceptual-

ization of the "ideal female" and the "ideal male".

How "feminine" was the ideal woman of the female freshmen? As was .

indicated, the score of 1,would be obtained if. the respondent Checked. as

many traditionally "feminine" as "masculine" attributes. The higher the

$

score the more "feminirte" was the "ideal woman". The mean score for" the
3''

.//i

"id al woman" was 1.11, with the standard deviation of .27. The striking

finding is the low mean, indicating that the entering studefits expected

their "ideal woman" to possess also many stereotypic:117 dale traits.

The feminine traits checked by, the freshmen were familiar enough:

affectionate/Pi...easily, sentimental, artistic, kind, tactful, sociable,
i

sensiL.,_va. Eight-four percent of_the sample checked "imaginative";

72 percent, "patient"; 72 percent, "helpful "; 66 percent, "trusting";

42 percent, "idealistic"; 37 percent, "cautious"; and the like.



Female Underlipluates View Gender

The more surprising finding was the extent tot,ihich the image of
. .

,

"MY IdealWoman" for these young warren in 1979 included qualities repre-1

senting aCtiOn, vigar,, rational Competence, and effectiveness. Women

undergraduates ingcKee andShercillfs' 1959 study haditalso chosen many

4r
Similar qualities for both "ideal self" and "ideal man". The difference

',is one of degree -- with the-1979 sample accentuating the high evaluation

of traits such as 'Lka following: "ambitious" (checkedas an 'attribute

of "My Ideal Woman;: by 98 percent ofour sample);*"a tiVe" (89'percent);

"independent" (86 percent)`? "adventurouS" (79 perdent);: "determined" (77

percent); "forceful" (61 percent); "courageous"461.:percent); and "aSser-
...

tive' (an adjective'not'included in the 1959 studY), chosen by 73 percent
4

of our sample.

For the sample as a whole, the-mean score for "My Idtal Man" was 1.03,

with standard deviation of .34. Both the."ideal woman" (mean score 1.11)

and the "idoal man" (mean score 1.03) represented a nearly even mix of

stereotypically masculine and feminine qualities, but of the two, the image'

. of the ideal man contained relatively more traits generally attributed to

the opposite sex. The lower male score of 1.03 is the result of the,numer-

ous expressive qualities expected of "My ,Ideal Man".

.

. L, For example, the adjectives "warm," "affectionate," "sensitive" were

each checked by over 85 percent of the sample, whereas only 50 percent

included "qggressive" as an attribute of their ideal Man. A possible explan-

ation of these findings was supplied by the students inseveral interviews.

In reflecting upon the check lists, they surmised that the gender stereo-

types served as a background\against which they projected their "androgynous"

19
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ideals. Women, they claimed, needed to acquire more assertiveness and iade-

A
, pendence, wbereaa men should ideally possess more expressive qualities.

-. .

.1.00marovskY's (1982) caVeat'akout the use of dimilar check lists n6 Pubt

applies here: an attribute may be stressed prdcisely because of its prob-

lematic character while an equally valued trait is omitted becaUse its

existence is taken for granted.
. t

Degree of Consistency AmOng Beliefs,.Sex-Role Attitudes, and Ideals Of

" . Femininity acid Masculinity
o

Our findings pbint to a significant, association-between'be&efs abdUt
,

. 9 r
psychological sex differences and attitudes towards sex roles. More spec:.

ifically, the tendency to stereotype psychological:sex differences is

related to more traditional sex-tole attitudes. Conversely, respondents

who reject tht psychological stereotypes,aresmore likely t embrace egali-

tarian sex roles. but of 77 "high" stereotypers, 63.6 percent are tr,a'-

ditional,in their sex-role attitudes and 36.4 percent are egalitarian*"

Of 147 "low" stereotypers, only 29.3 percent traditio 1 in attitudes

`'towards sex roles and conversely, 70.7 percent are egal arian. (See

Table 10

(Table 1 here)

The question posed at the outset: "Do women who stereotype psycho-

logical sex differences tend to subscribe to more traditional definitions

of sex roles?" is, thus, answered in the affirmative. -Nonetheless, the

deviant cells are significant. Of 77 young women who perceive the sexes

to differ in psychological traits,l36.4 percent opt for symmetrical or

egalitarian role allocations. Conversely, out of the 147 women who deny

20
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the existence of psycholdgical sex differences, 29.3 percent uphold tra-
,

ditional sex-role stereotypes.-
. .

-i ,

We turn now to. the. relationships.beitween sex-role attitudes and ideals
! . .

w
, .

Of femininity and masculinity. ,:Aare, again.
2

logical! consistency 'would

.se6m.to-dietate some significant association. 'Traditional- role segrega-
..

,
tioatild appear to require more "feminine" or "expressive" women and

-, .

more "masculine" or,"instrUaltntal" men. that is thee case whenthe sexes

are expected to play less differentiated and more egalitarian roles.

There is a

inthe expected

'tional sex-role

slight but not a statistically significant relationship

directiori for "My Ideal Woman"; Of 91 women with tradi-

t

attitudes, 76.9 percent projected A "feminine" ideal of

femininity, whereas of 131 egalitarian wamen4 only 67.2 percent upheld

the more stereotypically "feminine" ideal-of womanhood. Table 2 presents

the 'result.

. (Tables-2 and 3 here)'
Att

,comes to the ideal of masculinity projected by these young
A

women, their sex-role attitudes had no relationship whatsoever to this

ideal. The strong emphasis on expressive traits in the "ideal man"

reported in the preceding pages characterized equally, women with tradi-
, a

tional and egalitarian sex-role attitudes. '(See Table 3.)

We have'also examined the relationships between beliefs about psycho-

logical sex differences and ideals of femininity and masculinity. Inter-

estingly enough, here again die ideal of femininity appears to be more

related to the other factor in the "equation" than the ideal of masculinity.

Women who believed in psychological sex stereotypes, described a more
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traditionally feminine ideal of women, in contrast to women rejecting

psychological stereotypes.- -Howeveri as seen in Table 4; this association

not statistically significant. _Table 5 shows,, the beliefs about psycho-

logical sex differences bear no relationship to the image of the "ideal

man".

(Tables 4 and 5 here)

DISCUSSION

In comparison with other published studies of woo4n,undergraduates,

our results are quite radical. The freshmen, class of 1983, tend to

reject the familiar psychalagicak sex stereotypes and to endorse egali-

tartan sex roles In depicting their ideal of femininity and masculinity,

they on balance maintain traditional images, but only barely so, since

they include many h rto "masculine" qualities in portrayal of the

ideal woman and their ideal man has Many expressive attributes in the past

viewed as typically feminine. One interviewed freshman reported that her

boyfriend-, looking over her Adjective Check List for "My Ideal Man,"

exclaimed: "But you have described a woman, not a man!"

Our results,, though somewhat mar extreme, nevertheless confirm the

findings of cited recent studies which also point to a-shift in attitudes

of femaleeundergraduates, especially their greater egalitarianism.

So strong a shift away from traditional attitudes puts,in question

tilb Continued usefulness of some standard scales.. Thesemeasuees are'

losing their discriminative power. The researcher who continues to use them

for the value of replication is forced to contrast the minorities at the
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extremes of the Sample and is ?leflected-from the task .of deVising new

measures,moreappropriatetto the.emerging gender attitudes.. A-similar\
*

'scepticism about the continued use of, the Attitudes Towardsliomen Scale ,

was expressed by eunan (1981, p. 1124). Methodological innovations

are also indicated in measu ing beliefs, about psychological sex differ-

,

ences. The traditional ereotypes of females and males are, of course,

still generally familiar to college respondents. The researcher must con-
/

struct a measure that does not reflectmerely this familiarity with the
4

traditional stereotypes but taps the respondent's own perception of
;.

psychological sex differences;

A significant association was found between the tendency to stereo-
.

type psychological seat differences and attitudes towards sex roles. By

dichotomizing the scores.for each variable, we found that those who tended

to accept the traditional stereotypes about sex differences also upheld

more traditional sex roles. Conversely, the non-stereotypers endorsed

mare egalitarian sex roles.

Nevertheless, the deviant cells in this relationship between beliefs

and sex-role attitudes were pronounced enough to warrant caution in their

interchangeable use in comparative studies of trends in gender ideology.

The disjnnction.between the stereotyping of female and male personalitilk,

on the one hand, and attitudes towards sex roles on the other, poses a

problem for future research. How to account for respondents who deny any

psychological difference4between the sexes and still expect them to play

different social roles in various institutional spheres? Anciagain, why
4

do others who accept the traditional stereotypes nevertheless opt-for the
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' or egalitarianmiersion_of sex roles? These issues reMains

to befexp ored.

4Some ideological tonsistency extende&to the ideal of femininity,

though too slight to be statistically significant. The gieater the stereo-,

.typing of sex di4erences, the less egalitarian the. sex-role.noxms, the

more traditional was theideal of femininity aAd vice versa.

These weak relationships break down\completely when it comes to the

ideal, of mascullSy. The stereotypers and the non- stereotypers, the tra-
.

ditionalists and egalitarians alike all projected a similar image of

an ideal man with many expressive attributes. We suggested that All check

lists of desired qualities must be interpreted critically. Attributes may

be stressed not only because they are highly valued but because of their

problematic character. Thus, for example, working class women when asked

to list attributes of a "good bmsband," ranked "being a good provider"

higher than did college eddtated women (Yankelovitch, 1974).. It is doubt-

ful that this difference indicates the more pronounced materialism of

working class women. College educated respondents might have simply taken

such economic abilities for granted.
J

This disclaimer does not nullify the signifiCance Of our finding that

female freshmen, whatever their beliefs and sex -role no want expressive

attributes of sensitivity, warmth, and the like in a Man.\ They may'have

*deemphasized some traditional "manly" attributes because thy have taken

them for granted. The significant fact, however, is precise

expressive qualities have become "problematic" and desired.

24
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The higher consistency of orientations involving woken may stem from ,

the almost exclusie emphasis on,woted's roleS in the current feminist

'literature (and its portrayaiitin mass media).'' -Such an emphasis may be

expected'to stimulate reflactiOn, bring hidden contradictions to light,

and 'create a strain towards'greaterideological consistency in eference

to women, to .men.
. A

Another hypothesis; which our-data cannot test,'relates to the stage

of the life cycle Of female respondents as one determinant ofA.deals of

masculinity. Young women., at the average age of 18, express their. longing

for gentle, warm, and supportive men. Just tal traits that ensure

success in the marketplace may assume relatively teater importance as

these youdg women marry and raise families.
,

25
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Table 1. Stere-cal Sex Differnces.

and Attitudes ToWards_,Sex Roles

Stereotyping

High

..,Attitudes Towards Sex Roles.

traditional Egalitarian.
Percent Percent

.63.6 36.4 n = 77

29.3
ti

70.7 n = 147

= 23:84 Sig.= .000

1.0
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Table 2. ex-Role,Attitudes and Ideal Woman"

Sex-Role Attitudes Id eat Woman"

Egalitarian

Traditional

4V4aibine",(
Percent

76.9

67.2

Androgynous.
Percent

23.1 n = 91

32.8 n = 131

= Sig. = -.154

Table 3.. Sex-Role Attitudes and,"My Ideal Man"

Sex -Role Attitudes. "My Ideal Man"

"Masculine"

Traditional

"Eg a li t ari

Percent

46.7

40.2

Androgynous
Percent

53.3

59.3

'92

n = 132

X2 = .711

2?

Sig. = 399
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Table 4. Stereotyping Psychological Sex Differences and "My Ideal Woman"

I

Stereotyping

High

"My Ideal Woman"

"Feminine"

ercent
AndrogynoUs.

Percent

79.' 20.8 a = 77

67.6 32.4 n = 148

X2 =4.1.831 Sig. = .092

>

Table 5. Stereotyping Psychological Sex Differences and "my Ideal 'Mau"

.Stereotyping "My Ideal- Man"

"Masculine"
Percent

High 43.8

42.2

X
2

= .008

2S

Androgynous
Tetcent

56.3 n = 80,

57.8 n = 147

Sig. = .930
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Chapter 2.. Transition to College

. Introduction.

Whether they approached it with idealized expectations or were

apprehensiVe, the freshmen regarded transition to college as a major

step towardsadulthood. They were quite explicit about the develop-

mental task's ahead. They must now wean themselves from dependence.

upon their parents; learn to establish relationships with a variety

gf classmates; develop self-discipline for demanding college study

without the supportive supervisIon of secondary sdhoola.

Those not already involved in a committed relationship with a

= man, hoped that college would bring new or more 'Satisfactory relation-

ships, whether they adhered to the value of premarital chastity or

felt, as expressed by one student t "One of my chief priorities

upon _coming to college was to lose virginity -- not promiscuously,

-but in a loving relationship." In contrast to this virgin, a few

students who have had an exclusive relationship with a man and who

felt that "they were missing out on Something" had other hdpes. -As

one freshman put it: "I felt that college would be the time to make

a new beginning and enjoy a new freedom. I wanted to see what it

would be like to play the field."

The reality of the'first months of college, "knowledge by experi-

ence," brought many unexpected challenges, disappointments, and sat-

isfactions. This chapter will focus upon some typical problems

experienced by the majority, including both maladaptive and successful

patterns of coping. The freshmen, especially those who moved into

college residences at a distance from parental homes, generally
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experienced a loss of former supports at a time when the new environ-

ment presented many unfamiliar demands. We shall allude to instru-

mental chores of daily existence. But the transition to college

required the discovery of norms operative in the new milieu, the

improvisation of new roles, the learning of new skills, conning to

terms with changes in self-concept and self-esteem, coping with the

"culture shock" in a heterogeneous student body., Since it is 144:

sible tomaximize all valued goals simultaneously, one is always con-

fronted:with the problem of striking an optimum balance bectween com-

peting goals. But this the freshmen had to accomplish frequently in

ignorance of existing corms and, therefore, also of the risks'inher-

ent in alternative decisiona. The resulting trials and errors, with

few guidelines, occasionally proved costly.

Resident students in college dormitories or apartments had to

assume responsibility for care of room, laundry, shopping, and ofteh

meals. A student who kept a journal for us described the additional

problems of living in an apartment close to but off campus. "This

college," she wrote, "takes it for granted that the student is capable

to deal with all the complications of living in the city. In my. apart-

ment, I have to deal with roaches, defrosting the refrigerator, dealing

with the phone company, a flasher across the airshaft, etc. I walk

up and down the city street searching for the lowest price for straw-

berries. I have to stick to a budget and decide what's important to

spend money on and what isn't. I converse with my neighbors and the

few people I meet daily on the street. I ignore the men who think

36
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r they can leer at me as a matter of course and I know what I can do to

try to protect myself from threatening people and situations."

Moving into a more structured college dormitory still creates

problems of noise, temperature, standards of cleanliness, taste in

furnishings. What frustrations should one tolerate in order not to

alienate potential frielads? One student found her two suitemates casual

about paying bills and doing housekeeping chores. Made too uncomfortable

by this disorder, she.was prepared to assume more than her fair share

of . responsibilities. But would she thereby. .acquire the reputation of.'
/

being a "heavy," a reputation which her suitemates would certainly con-

vey to the male friends frequenting the apartment? Similarly, how does

one strike a balance between the wish for privacy and the desire for

sociability? Does one keep the door to one's room open, can a visitor

come in 'by knocking at-any time, or, on the other hand, does one set

limits to protect sleep and study? The norms governing relationship

between roommates have to be learned. One freshman wanted to spend 4.

night with her boyfriend but her roommate was sick. Should she return

early to attend to the sick friend? If she doesn't, will she, should

she feel guilty?

A boyfriend from another college comes to visit and a freshman

. expected Iler roommate to accommodate her by moving out for the night.
I

The indignant roommate refused, only to wonder subsequently whether such

a request was ge erally deemed to e a logi itimate expectation. Inciden-

tally, this parti ular situation r 'fled troublesome even when roommates

shared the same v luesr as reported in a freshman journal:
c,. ,..--

3 7
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If the two are good friends, they both feel, guilty: the
one who imposes this problem, and the one who has.the ..e......e
option of'thwarting her friend's love life. In a case
like this, it usually goes on for as long as the person
who'is alone can tolerate_it or until the couple starts
to feel uncomfortable. The person who is alone usually
gives in to the boyfriend spending the night because if
she says "no, she will either a) seem jealous` or b)

herto have sexual hangups of her . So she says
nothing. But then the couple begins to feel guilty
for imposing on the girl. Having been on both sides
of the fence, I find this a situation to be avoided
like the 'plague.

Again, a freshwoman in a coed doxmitpry was'disturbed by the loud rock\

music played late into the night by freshman males. The latter, in

turn,.weree indignant at her request for quiet. Wasn't a degree of
*

S
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rowdy freedoml they remonstrated, now free of parefttal nagging, exactly

"whatOcollege life was all about?"

.Anothet illustration of conflicting expectations of college life

is drawn from the section of the interviews dealing with female-male

relationships. A feshwoman met, during a freshman orientation week,

a yout4/entering the coordinate male college. She described him as

"kind of rumpled, cute, innocentlooking, and very friendly." He wa$

fun to be with until he made it known that his agenda for the first

month of college was to get himself a woman," a sexual partner and

one, he hinted at it a lot," who would do'his laundry and bake cookies

for him. "I hate cookies," the girl exclaimed, "and I told him that

he is really barking up the wrong tree with that one." This friendship
7

was short-lived.

One universal task conffonting all freshmen, whether residents or

commuters, was that of organizing an effective schedule of study, indeed,

of allocating time in general. How much to study? How to review for

exams? What to do with an hour between classes? Unlike the high school,

the college places the responsibility for effective use of time upon

the student, and many were slow in recognizing this fact. Inpthe

absence of the accustomed reminders and checks, they felt adrift.

Only a minority was satisfied with self - disciplined habits of work.

Following is an excerpt from the interview with one such adjusted

student. This freshman, satisfied with her own steady pace of three

to four hours of studying every evening, described her classmates:

"I had heard stories about people pulling all righters
a couple of times a week. I don't think that's the
proper say to study, even for "an_exam. I worked hard

39
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and was very conscientious, but I worked regular hours..
I was always prepared for class, but I didn't go crazy .

and over-prepare. The people I've met basically fall
into two groups: .those who never come.to Class; never°
seem to study, and always want to barrow your notes
before an exam.and those who aren't happy unless they've
pulled two or three all nighters every weekr.whether we
are having an examor not. One examplel'for our geology
exam we had to answer four essay-type questions. I pre-
pared my four questions and concentrated on being able
to give gSod answers' to those four questions. One woman
in the class studied for a week.and knew all of the mat -.
erial that had been covered in the first h'alf of'the
semester. She was so over-prepared that she could
answer the specific essay questiot and thus did peErly
on the,exam I got an A. In comparison to `the other
women, I think I've worked hard, as hard as they did,
but I was more foctised in my work. Maybe my study habits
are better:" (Case 11)

In contrast to the sturdy students who were satisfied with their

appro to studying, others were influenced by, their Classmates In

various directions. One student fr740emanding high school. was

"surprisedand really shocked" at the outset by the "lackadaisical"

`attitude44,many classmates and by thecollegsleniency towards late

papers add incampletes. Towards the end of the semester, she herself

adopiedthat relaxed attitude and seldom turned in her own assignments

on time.

,A change in study habits in the opposite direction was reported my

a freshman who found college work much harder than she had anticipated..

.She was disappointed in her early gradas and began to watch the Study

habits of her friends. She soon realized that the pattern of studying

which worked for her in high school would not do in college. She was

in the habit of letting the less interesting wort/slide and then cram

L_. IAore exams. Her c.711ege friends, on the other

hand, kept up with all their courses .t' ughout.the semester and then

ti
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were relaxed before exams. She watched them organize their work, was

impressed, and tried to emulate them.

At the otherextreme 4ere students who could not cope. Some senses

of the struggle to keep afloat is conveyed by a journal of one such

freshman:

"After staying up.' very late to type a papet, ,I missed
'my alarm and didn't make class. I decided to skip the
rest of my classes because. I had a midterm the next
day... .I had also missed a few classes before the
winter break because I. had .bee,n_studying_for_other
midterms.

. .1 had my suitenate's boyfriend wake me early so
I could study some more. He woke me at 8:30, but
betwea7b-hbwering and talking =to my suitemates,/
didn't start studyin&until 10 I skipped my
first two'classes in order,to-k studying foe&
-anOther test."

This stUdent had two incamplAes at the end of the first semester.

A

The proper allocation'of time becomes especially disturbing when

criticism of some significant other is added to the conflicts the student

experiences herself:

"f-am forced to spend long days in the library or else
I won't_make it through this college. It isn't easy to
keep to the grind, especially on warm, days when I wish
I could hang around on the lawn, and meet some guys.. God
knows there are so few chances here to enjoy, social life.
I got upset when my mother, who was always proud of my
being a good student, suddenly told me not to spend so
many hours in the library. I didn't like it and told her
to let me handle my own life. The worst part of being in
college is not having enough time to do the things that
matter to you."

41
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"No One Knows My Name" -- The Lonely Multitude

A college that is part of a large unk!ersity, located in the midst

of a metropolis, cannot provide the pimeinschaft enjoyed by students in

a self-cotained-snall residential college. We were not prepared, how-

ever, for the acute feeling of isolations experienced by a large number

of freshmen. er, apparently, were they. For many, the experience

of anonymity in a social group to which they pr4aumably belonged was

disturbing`: As one freshman put it: "I went for days without talking

to anyone and it was depressing to walk across the campus and not even

see a familiar face." She felt "lonely and intimidated, as if IZidn't

really belong at the college."

Such isolation in the midst of dense collective activity in packed

elevators, in classrooms, libraries, and cafeterias creates not only
or

lone ness but a sense of disorienting loss of identity. Lack of com-

munication results in "pluralistic ignorance" of the extent to which

this emotion is shared by others. This, in turn, expl ns the recurrent

al;

complaint of cold indifference on the part of classmate. "I was sur- -

prised," remarked a freshman, "how cord people were. No one reached .

out to me, no one stopped me after class to talk, no one on this campus

wanted to form a friendship." Again, "People just come in and out of

class and that's it. You don't even see them on the- campus." "I used

to walk into the lunchroom;° said another puzzled freshman, "and see

people sitting there by themselves eating, looking down into their plates

as if they didn't want to meet another's eye."

Some insight int such lunchroom behavior is provided in an excerpt

from another-interview. This freshman admitted that. when she does have
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lunch in the college cafeteria, she eats quickly, looking down at her

plate in order not to appeai as lonely and insecure as she feel's. She

was all the more surprised by her behavior because in high school she

"always felt secure and never had any difficulties in making friends."

Entering college, however, she felt so shy that she often skipped lunch so' as

not to eat alone. She had attempted once to strike up a conversation

with a stragger but was put off by a cold response.

An editoiial in the student newspaper, published during the freshman
ri

orientation week, sought to prepare; the incoming student for the imper-

sonality of the new environment but, judging by the interviews, the

printed forewarning was not a sufficient remedy. The editorial, in

fact, captures the mood of the freshen and is, therefore, reproduced

here:

"You're all out in the wilderness now, away from your
homes and your roots, wandering around trying to spot
where you can settlaNdown -- you are trying to fit in.
But there is no 'in' at (this Univetsity). The first
thing you're going to have to learn about student life
after orientation is that there isn'tiany. No, you are
not going to die, but a lot of the time you're going to
feel that no one at this school would really care if
you did.

The basic attitude. . As that, if you e a student
at this school,you know how to handle urself. . .

how to select your courses, find your way around the
(city), handle all the emotional traumas that came
with being a student. . ."

Several interviews qualified the portrayal of cold indifference

of the college environment by reporting further intricacies in

patterns of interaction. The first few days of freshman orientation

are characterized by friexdly gregariousness: "People assume that

they are all strangers in thelsame boat and they approach each other

43'
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freely," reminisced one freshman: "But this cools down very fast.

After a while no one knows what's accepted or not accepted and I

was afraid to give the impression of being lo -t a stupid. Every-

I

one, except me, appeared to be walking b :kly and.knowing where they

were going. This added to my sense o insecurity."

A similar opinion, was exp d by another,freshman: "At first

it was still respectable to go up to somebody and introduce yourself

because everybody was new. Later this would be considered rather

forward, youmight be barging in when little groups have already

formed."

Although the initial sense of isolation was quite pervasive, its

intensity and duration varied as did the patterns of coping. For some,

as we shall demonstrate, the whole experience resulted in positive per-

sonality development, a few experienced disorganization lasting into

their sophomore year.

Underlying the variations are both social and psychological factors.

Some of these modify the intensity of the stimulus, oth44s pertain to

the vulnerability of the studats to similar pressures. For example,

freshmen who ppen to enter college together with one or more high
1

school friends enjoyed the reassurance .provided by these prior friend-
;

ships. One student who moved into the dormitory with two old friends

testified: "I was lucky. I didn't have to make the adjustment of

living in a little box with total strangers." ,Nor did she feel lonely.

"I didn't have to enter' the dining room alone and face all those

unf endly strangers.\She was not one,,she explained, to go to a

pick-up bar and be a part of the "meat market". Neither would she
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walk into a restaurant unaccompanie4 ,and.have people wonder why she

was sitting there alone.

Residence in college dormitories generally, but not invariably,

facilitated initial social adjustment. This presupposed some degree

of congeniality which was occasionally lacking. "No two people on my

floor were' alike,°Camplained one student. "Some were eggheads, some

druggies, some pu*s. It was as though, when I looked at them, they

weren't well-rounded people with whom I could associate."

Other social factors affected the students' vulnerability to

identical objective conditions. Types of communities and secondary

schools students came from played a part in their reactions: "College

was a very cold place," explained a freshman who

high school with 36students in her graduating class. On the fi

came fram,a small

day of college she was late for her biology class and had to walk
0

through a class of 350 students, larger than her entire high school.

She felt sure that adjustment to college would have been easier had

she been a resident student with a roommate as a friend.

Paradoxically, racial, 'ethnic, and religious minorities; however

alienated some may have felt within the dominant community, enjoyed

an advantage. The freshman orientation week was so structured as to

put members of some minorities in touc 'th one another and religious

clubs on campus served a similar fun tion. The social affiliations

bound students into segregated groups, oc asionally against their

better judgment. "/ have .always opposed," confessed. one freshman,

"segregation along racial and ethnic lines. After all, one of the

major advantages of college is supposedly to break down such divisions.
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But, here I am, having joined my own group at the outset, I now feel-

bound to it."- Not every member of a minority could take advantage of

such oppotpnity-for ready made affiliation. We shall examine in a

following chapter the case of an Asian student who, partly because of

class differences, would not identify herself with her racial group.

Her story illuminates some advantages and costs of marginality.

The des rate overtones of loneliness are evident insacrifices

made by sotfie -lreshmen in the interests of "belo g". One student

clung to a girl she had known in high school an the clique formed

around this friend despite her strong disappr val of their values.

She found them superficial, materialistic, ot interested tudies

or in careers,,and concerned only with finding a husb had

nothing in common with their Gucci outfits. But she needed to be able

to say hello to someone and to be with some familiar classmates. In

order to preserve some sort of identity she "used to show up looking

like a slob" and being criticized for her appearance. Apparently this

role of a rebel was the best compromise she could make between her self-

esteem, on the a hand, and the need to "belong," on the other.

The s den s diemselves, in seeking'to'account for differences in

initial adtment to the college community, were much more prone to

invoke psychological than social explanations. A student expressed

the generally held view:

"You have to be outgoing and friendly and not afraid to
reach out-to people. ,People who are shy probably have a
lot of trouble making friends here because no one is
likely to walk right up to you and start a conversation."
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By contrast, a shy student is generally quite aOare of r handicap:

"The mere anticipation of meeting all these people
scared me. My small thigh school was like a great
family and I had been to only two formal parties in
my life. I felt inept and very insecure entering
this colleges,"

It is against this background that we can understand the warm appre-

ciation so frequently expressed for.ptofessors who "know my name!" It

is as if this recognition reestablishes the lost identity.

Sooner or later the great majority of the freshmen did form friend-

ships and learned to cope with the impersonality of the total community.

Some students, indeed, testified to the maturational effect of the

initial crisis of transition. The impersonality of the campus, the ,

--:

`very fi.equency with which classmates were seen walking, eat ng, studying

alone tended to remove the stigma attached to it. This in turn meant

that in situations whe a person in fact preferred solitude she could

th1choose it without sense of being deviant.

The greater freedom to follow one's preference without humiliation

is illustrated by the following excerpt from an interview: "I was

surprised to see so many people sitting by themselves in le college

cafeteria. Some were eating with their face in a book, signalipi that

they didn't want to be bothered." She explained that, eventually, she

herself was no longer afraid of being 'alone. In high school'she didn't

like to eat lunch by herself'and she always found someone or a crowd of

people, to eat lunch with. Now she just walks into Hall, gets

her lunch and sits down and isn't afraid of what other people will think.

She,said she's not so needy for people now, that she actually enjoys

being alone, that because her schedule is so busy she never really has

4 7
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time to be with herself. It's restful therefore to just s t by'herself
T.

and eat. Nevertheless, she still wouldn't go out and eat alone in a

restaurant, she would imagine people thinking: "Oh, that poor person

She has nobody-to eat with."

"When I came to this campus," reflected another student, "I had a

lot of growing up to do. In high schobl I had six*cloae-friends and I

was very happy that way. But now I learned to deal with some people
5

casually, on a superficial level. Before coming to college, I didn't see

this as being a valuable asset. But. now I ve learned that this is

tant not only in order to survive on this campus but in jobs and in life

in.general. And I have learned to do it '
I

Not all freshmen made so satisfactory an adjustment to the imper-

sonality of the college. A few students, either as a result of severe

psychological difficulties (or some combination of. these and cultural

differences) were so completely isolated from classmates as to experi-

ence depreesiqn. This isolation was especially painful for students who

lived in the dorm and had no family to return to-every evening. Some

(

of these students suffered a loss f self-esteem, others projected their

difficulties upon the environment. In any case, they were relatively
4

insulated from social interaction wi-ti peers. Following are some excerpts

from an interview with a student who withdrew from college at the end of

her sophomore year. This student was disappointed in her courses ("I

got a batch of rotten teachers"), but even more so in her classmates.

In her own words:

4L)

I.
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(074) "I just can't. stand the girls here. They are so
petty and competitive. For example, when I would speak
up in class, 'someone would always but in and make some
inane comment just to show off. That happened to me so
many times... I don't mind if someone has a new thought'
to discUss, but you could tell they were just doing it
to show off. . .They are very competitive (=livery level.

,

. . at's,amazing how competitive they are about clothes
and appearance. I used to love to go shoppi and dress
up. But now, I refuse to wear beautiful cli es because

don't want to be involved in that kind of p peti-
tion.. I refuse to walk around and let some girl size me

,up. ,The women are so.shallow here. 'The competition is
so terrible.. It-exists everywhere here. , .They' are also
sexually competitive. It's imports& to them how many
dates you have and how many looks you get from men. -

Men are used as a measuring stick of how sexy you are
I've never seen anything Alike it. It really bothers my
soul. I know I'm always being judged by all these_little
females. That's why I'm not attracted to many women
here I'isolate myself from those kind.of people. .

I don t associate with anyone but my roommate here.!!.
.0

Another freshman, the only Jew among her suitemates, felt that they

were anti-Semitic. In any case, they practically shunned her, never

inviting het to join them at mealtime or other activities. After her

disastrous experiences at the beginning of the year with her suitemates,
4

she felt very shy-about reaching out to other people. At the time of

the interview, in her sophomore=Year, she overcame the isolation by

frequent visits home and longvisits with her high school firends who

go to other colleges; this, she admitted, at the expense of her academi

work.

The students who failed so completely to establish some social

relationships by the end of the freshmen year constituted, to repeat,

a very small minority.

Finally, some lonely students who lived within commuting distance

from home, clung to old'high school and summer camp friends. These ties,

whatever security they provided during,the transition to college,

49
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generally proved to be tenuous. Interviews with the sophomores showed

that those high school friends who were accessible during the weekends,

home either did not go to college or attended local colleges. Sophomgres

attributed a certain mutual estrangement tolincreasing differences i

interests and values. The sophomores may have come from a higher socio-

economic background than their "local"- friends. In any case, this sense

of estrangement from highschool cliques may serve as an indirect sign

of the changes this Ivy,League college hap wrought in them: Sooner or.

later, except for a very small minority, the students began to form

friendships with their college classmates and shifted their allegiance

away from former hometown cliques.
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Self-Concept and Self-Esteem

Late adolescence is characterized by the-insis5Ont press of two ques-

tions: "What kind of perbon am I: bright, shy, warm, sexy, selfish,

moody, ambitidus. . .?" and "What kind of person do I want to be?"

In search for answers, the freshman scrutinizes her peers and pro-.

fessors for clues both as to her Civsin personality and her ideals. In the

words of one freshman: "What is this girl with her head in the books all

the time up to? Should I be like her?"

This watchful scrutiny may be disturbing both in the new insights

into oneself and in the confusion about ideals.

We shall b-: n with academic performance and discuSs other changes

in self-concept in following section on "Culture Shock".

For some st the level of academic achievement during the fresh-

man year did mot cons itute a problem. of the interviewed students, some

did as well or even better than they had expected. (Figures.) A few

were so preoccupied with other experiences that they attached little

significance to grades as long as they did not fail, courses.

The more typical crisis of self-confidence in a highly selective

college is experienced when superior students, now in competition with

equally able peers, have to dhange their ranking on the totem pole. One

freshman, who did not receive a single A On'her first set of college exam-

inations, was shaken: "I was having trouble adjusting to the idea that
4F.

I was just average. I had never been average in my life." "I came-to

college feeling very confident," reported 'another freshman, "because I

was at the top of my high school class, a member of a small group of elites.

51
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But the very first day of Classes, it hit me when students would raise

their hands and give these really brilliant comments and I felt that they

were a lot smarter than I. It was a very deflating experience."

"Being a big, shot in high school spoiled me," admitted another

freshman: "I didn't do very well here. I wasn't special and that was a

big comedown." And similar voices: "I always knew that I would .face

greater competition once I got to college, but I thought I would still

come out on top. I was wrong and I have trouble dealing with it. If I

get a B- on a paper, I think that I will always be a Br student and a

B- person. I know this is a fallacy, but-I.can't help feeling dragged

down by my grades." Again,. "I was used to being the outstanding female

and now I'm in a school with a lot of outstanding women. This college

makes me feel very insecure. I regressed."

Ironically, for some students from less educated family backgrounds,

the very fact of admission to this prestigious college conveyed so

exhilarating a sense of triumph that they were all the more vulnerable,

to initial setbacks. Among those disappointed with their academic per-

formance, the intensity of the stress varied with two factors. The

sense of failure was linked less to the objective level of accomplishment

than to the gap between aspiration and results. One freshman who received

B's in all her courses.was so depressed to have fallen below her customary

high school A record that she considered seek).ng therapy.

The degree of sjcess varied also with the salience of academic achieve-

ment'for the self-esteem of the freshman. Some students reacted to aca-

demic disappointment by seeking alternative sources of self respect.
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Quite explicit on this score was a student who said: "It kills me to get

a B- and when I do I turn to other things, like partyi with guys. ".

For others, such compensations were not available because, intellectual.

prowess was more central to their self-esteem.

What were the responses to this damaged self-concept? Some initial

reactions were clearly maladaptive in the sense that they resulted a

still deeper sense of failure. A /reshman who entered college aspiring

to be a writer tells her story:

"I had the reputation as the best writer in my high
school. My English teacher thought so and took a
personal interest in my writing. So I was shocked
when in my first college English course my professor
wrote a note saying that I was intelligent but needed
help with my writing. She offered to work with me.
I was so let down by this note that I never bothered
to go to see her. I didn't feel close to her and
didn' want to discuss coldly something that was 'so
important to me."'

A similar cycle of disappointment, withdrawal, and still lower achieve-

ment is described by a freshman who was so "depressed" by popr grades at

midterm that she "lost all motivation to study. I began to 4pglect my

studies and, feeling guilty, I would nevertheless often go to a play or

a party before an exam. This didn't help my grades."

Another insightful student describecler angry reytion tothe corm-

petition. encountered in college:

"I did-absolutely nothing all year. I got by betause,of
-my superiorhigh school background. I wrote the req*red
papers but I put absolutely nothing into them. It was a
ridiculous attitude. I know what it is to be motivated
but this was my way of reacting to the competition. I

figured I would show them that'I caa still pass my courses
without studying."

Another reaction to disappointment in academic achievement was to
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question the systemfof rewards, more-specifically to stress the irrair

tionality of grading which allegedly rewards and penalizes in fortuitous

ways, reflecting neither student ability nor effort. "It's not that;

don't study;" explained an earnest student, "it's that I don't have the

f intuitive knack some people have of knowing what to give the teacher on

exams." A peeyish Cliessification of students given'by another disappointed

freshEl.-6attests to,a similar indictment of the irrationality of the

grading system: 4

"There are,of course, some students who cut classes
and drift through four yeats of college, olinging,by
a hairline to minimal requirements. But I am immensely
jealous of the fortunate people who do some work,-with-
out being workaholics, and do very well on exams, fool-
ing theit professors into thinking they are'studying
very bard. Finally come the -most unfortunate souls:
those who study hard ... conscientiously and then,
come across as lazy:in b' because they don';; have
the knack to do well on ests. I guess I fit'into
the last category."

Insofar as the disappointed students appeared to displace the blame
.

from self to others, the professors fared much better than fellow students.

Only a handful of the interviewed students attributed their failure,to
. %

.t a "batch ok rotten teachers wbo oversaturate you with dry nuts and bolts,

without conveying the deeper implications of their subjects."

Much more pervasive was the attribution of "cut- throat" petitive-

ness to classmates. We had not verified this characterization, but the

recurrent and bitter accounts of competitiveness tad, pccasionally, the

ringLof a mythology fed by anxiety and rivalry.

The accepted norm at this college prohibited direct inquiries- about

grades as an infringement of privacy. Curit=dsity had to -be satisfied by
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a general question: "How did you do ?" and an equally general response:

"not so well" or "pretty good". Close friends, of course, exchanged

fuller information.

This convention of confidentiality alleviated but did not eliminate

tho strain of competition. For one thing, the norm was sometimes violated.

They would boast about their grades;" complained a student, "and ask you

what you got on this test or that paper. You could tell that they were

glad 'if they did better than you."

Moreover, competitiveness impinged upon students in ether ways, for

example, in the reluctance of a classmate to lend notes, in fficulty.

of organizing study groups before 'exams. References to-the rut less com-

petitiveness of premed students, fueled'by anxiety over admis ion to

medical schools, were a canmonplace. So were stories, generally based'

on hearsay, detailing incidents of foul play and including also the male

;premeds of the coordinate college: buying term papers, destr ing an

experiment of a rival in the laboratory, making a deal with the Teaching

Assistant, a female undergraduate offering sex to the assistant in exchange

for a copy of a forthcoming exam.

However trustworthy these accounts, there is no mistaking the anxiety

and rivalry they refleated.

This competitive atmosphere was praised by a few students, though the

benefits attributed to it were not always in the service of the ideals

if a liberal' education. A student, proud of her insight, said:

"I used to see academics as an end in themselves. $ut
I suddenly realized that the greatest value of the College
is in training ycu for the competitive world outside the
classroom. CollosE. is just a microcosm of what it's like
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to be in any competitive situ tion, You feel good if
you overcome the barriers, whic s really what life
is like."

We have so far discussed some maladaptive'reactions to the initial

blow to'self-.esteem which, if anything, undermined academic performance.

At the other pole f9m the defeatists were students who took steps

to. analyze and improve their per ormance and thereby recouped their self-

esteem. Sometimes ;it was 4)matter of study habits, as exemplified by a

freshman who was "shocked" to receive all C's on her midterms. She was

depressed to let her parents down, all the more so because they were

spending so much money to, send her tb an Ivy League school. She kept

phoning he4 parents to apologize for her poor grades, but they urged her

not to take the first grades so to heart.

This student decided to observe'and talk to classmates about their

study methods. She realized that she "screwed up" her studying by follow-

ing her customary high school pattern of cramming for exams the night

before. At home in Virginia everything w slow and laid back and she

hadn't realized how fast-paced the college lasses would be. She stopped

reading novels and studied daily of waiting till the tests. She

was delighted to end up with a B+ average the first semester and her

parents teased her: '%See,we told you that you c uld do it." The women

in her dorm were "high-speed" women who got thei work done quickly and

)\on time" and she tried to follow their example.

Another student who recouped her self-esteem not only by more work

but by a deliberate decision to participate in class discussions, an

action which, in turn, initiated a virtuous cycle of increasing self-
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confidence. "I got-really frightened at first. In high school I felt

that most students were less- intelligent thhn I." But in the first weeks

of college, she was shtcked to hear students talk intelligently in class

about books she'd never even heard of. "This Shook my self-confidence

and I never volunteered in class." Alter the first set of exams, she

decided to talk to a lot of students, people she didn't even know, about

the test and as a result decided that, brilliant as some students were,

if she worked hard she could measure up. Moreover, she understood the

imporanCe of discussing issues in class even if "one Wasn't so completely

certAin of one's views."

Let us recapitulate the patterns of response to the initial dis-

appointment in the level of academic achievement. We have described the

maladaptive reaction of withdrawal and depletion of effort, whether or

not accompanied by-projection of kame upon the environment. Another'

groupof students searched for causes of unsatisfactory.perfotmance and

to mobilize resources to improve the record.

c
all conclude with the third type of response. These are students

who ma peace with a changed self-image. Several elements were

involved in th's revaluation and adjustment, as illustrated id the follow-

ing case.

A student with a straight A high school record was upset with her

first set Of college grades. "What's going on here," she asked herself:

"I am working as aard as I can and still I'm getting only B's." Some of

her friends were doing better. She finally came to the conclusion that

she was working to her full capacity and if she was getting B's then she
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was a &student in college.

But this acceptance di& not come automatically or easily. She took

the trouble to seek out her college advisor to inquire hoW she rated among

all the members of the freshman class. Her advisor was encouraging and

she left reassured that she wasn't slipping behind the others.

Additional support was provided by her boyfriend who repeatedly

assured her that to do one's best was all anyone should expect of oneself.

When she explained to.her parents how much e demanding college was in

comparison with her notoriously easy parochial school, they understood

that she wasn't fooling around. Indeed, they too kept assuring her that

they were satisfied witjl a B record.

The foregoing section on academic performance dealt with the impact

of the freshman year upon this limited aspect of self-concept and self-

esteem. The section dh"Culture Shock" will trace influences of the

early encounter with college life upon other aspecs of personality.
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Culture Shock

The entering freshmen could not have escaped in the literature

received from'the college its proud claim to the exceptional diversity

of its student body. Even when the...cosmopolitan character of this college4

was one of its'chief attractions for a student, she could not fully anti-

cipate the impact of such diversity. In this section we shall, illustrate

ft

only some initial jolts of the "culture shock," since coping with it is

a continuing process.' The interviews with the sophomores will enable us

t

to trace this process in some detail in the forthcoming pages. W

i
shall

see that for some freshmen, the disorganizing impact was so great that

even as sophomores they appeared adrift in a manner of a ship dosing its

rudder. At the other extreme were students who sought out like-minded

classmates, closed ranks and, rough thIA selective association, defended

themselves against discreparvalues. Another reaction was one of a more

open but controlled responsiveness to cultural differences. These students

claimed that they have, at the minimum, acquired a greater tolerance and,

occasionally, testifi,ed to intellectual and emotional development.

Apart ram these three patterns of response to culture shock, one

recurrent reference to the ethos of this college may also represent a mode

of coping with divergent values. The, interviews sought out the stu-

'dent's perception of the characteristic values of this college in various

domains. The initial general questions were followed by probes such as,
Qty

for example: "Who, would you think, is more on the defensive on this

campus, a virgin or woman who has had some sexual experience?"

As perceived by the students, the college did have a position on _

several elements of the value system (see pp. ). But the few such
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domains aside, a frequent response was that thetcollege expects the indi-

vidual to form and adhere td her own set of values. This cultural

tivity and tolerance as ideals were emphasized even when in specific

contexts there was no dearth of moral indignation at some particular

values of classmates. The students, in affirming the spirit of tolerance,

may have reflected the general ethos of our cultur. Their emphasis,

however, may have also resonated the psychologicai.need to cope with

i

culture shock: "I don't have to choose. It is all right to follow

different moral scripts."

For some students, entrance to this college provided the first con-

tact with members of other racial and'ethnic groups in the shared status

of a classmate. One Catholic freshman who attended a parochial high

school in a small town explained that she "never had a conversation with

a member of & different race (sic)". She wasolazed all through the

freshman orientation to-meet "all those Asians, Blacks, Latins, Greeks,

Jews, Koreans, etc., etc." She thought that was a "great experience".

To be sure, her closest friends during the first semester were her own

find, that is a group of white Catholic girls. But whereas they "stuck
1 _

4
together," ,she did "venture out". She had a Jewish male friend and some

Protestant and Jewish girl acquaintances. Her parents did not allow her

to date thin Jewish guygand she did not -- a phone call was all right,

but certainly not a movie or a dinner together.

However superficial, the contact with diverse groups was bound to

increase the knowledge of cultural differences.' "Last year, just before

Christmas," reported a freshman, "I was telling a girl in one of my

classes about my family's Christmas plans and asked her about her own
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plans. The girl replied that she was an Orthodox-Jew and, of course, her

family didn't celebrate Christmas. "I was really surprised and embarrassed,"

our respondent concluded, "I was so used to a Catholic neighborhood that

it never struck me that some people just weren't Christian."

We shall illustrate the disquieting confrontation with cultural div-

ersity, first of all, with regard to sexual norms and behavior. The chap-

ter on sexual relationships portrays the wide variety of types: virgins,

freshmen who have already had a number of lovers, those involved in an

exclusive affair, lesbians, women for whomthe topic of sex was too sensi-

tive for discussion and others who reported their sexual experiences in

explicit detail.' Obviously the exposure to such variety of both princi-

ples and behavior could not be without significance for the enterin

student. One freshman reported:

"Freshman orientation was horri&lem To top everything
off my roommate slept with a different guy every night!
One night she met someone at a bee party and that night
she slept with him. Ate. party the next night, she met
somebody else and slept with him. I guess girls who
engage in casual sex imagine they are popular with.men.
But one of the guys my roommate slept with told me later
that she was a 'slut', that he had little respect for
her and would use her for what he could get."

A counterpart of this account of the promiscuous classmate is supplied

in an interview with a freshman who had such a history. This was a young'

woman whose self-esteem in high school was derived largely from her sexual

attractiveness in a "partying" clique with permissive, "recreational" sex

with many partners. Early in her freshman year she was stunned by the

contempt of her feminist roopmates for a woman. who is "a chick, just a sex

object for the guy". This reappraisal of herself was all the more painful
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because she found herself admiring these outspoken roommates, not afraid

to voice their disagreement with the guys and, above all, unlike her-high

school friends, nit deriving their self-esteem so exclusively fraM an

indiscriminate pop4a-rity with men. We shall describe more fully the course,

of her development over the first year of'college in Chapter

Interestingly enough, the initial', culture shock was more disturbing

when some member of the Student's own "in- group'-' departed from her personal

moral code. Dissimilarity in an "out-group" was expected and therefore

less disquieting.

An example of such an "in-group" difference was reported by .a shel-

tered, only daughter of a deVout Catholic family. She adhered to the

ideal of premarital chastity. Of all the classmates she met in the first

weeks of college, the most congenial was another Catholic student. They

shared the same taste in clothes and a disdain for girls who came to class -

looking like slobs. They had similar academic interests. To convey the

propriety of her new friend, our respondent summed up: "She was the kind

of girl my mother would have liked if I brought her home."

The shock came when her new friend informed her that she was about

to leave on a wgek's holiday with a man, many years her senior, who, as

it turned out, was-hot her first lover. "But what do your parents say?";

our student was bewildered. "They wished me a good trip," was the

response. Our respondent summed up: "If I left on sueh a vacation, I
1

would have no home to return to." The friend came back from her holiday

and resumed sexual relations with her 20-year-old lover.

This friendship did not endure: We were just too far apart,"

explained our interviewee: "I could hardly impress her if
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overjoyed to be finally allowed to stay out till 1:30 a.m. on Saturday

nights." All the same, she was somewhat amused at her mother's horror

("A heathen!") when she recounted at home her friend's adventures.

Such estrangement between students was not an inevitable cons7quence

of differences in sexual experience. Another interviewed freshman, also

a virgin, was "shocked" to learn that her roommate had been sexually active

since she was 13, and had had many lovers. The most surprising thing was

that "it didn't phase her somehow,it seemed so natural to her to &et

into bed with whomever she chose." This friend, so unlike our respondent,

had been into speed and acid, and still smoked grass two or three times a

week. The two students discussed how ironic it was that they could be

so different and yet so close: "We could talk for hours in our room.

There was a lot of good communication between us:-"

Several factors distinguish the two cases of virgins who met sexually

experienced classmates and account for estrangement of the first and 7r(=

tinued friendship of the second couple.

For the first student, virginity was a matter of a religious principle

and the acceptance of a strong parental vigilance. Perhaps this docility

was tolerable given her exceptional good looks and popularity with men;

despite the limits she set on physical contact. She appeared to view her-

self as a desirable woman who will have sex and marriage whenever she is

ready and meets the right man.

For the second student, more rebellious and intellectually involved,

and more feminist, the contact with the new friend was a glimpse into a

world that both shocked and intrl.gued, her. She had little social life in

high school, which she attributes in part to having been'overweight.
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She has no moral scruples about premarital sex. Her new sexually experi-

enced friend may be regarded as someone who mig.ht facilitate her own

development in this sphere. At the same time, her,own self-esteem in

this friendship is assured by her involvement with intellectual-issues

and with causes, interests which impress and find a rehponsixe audience

in her ro

410
Attitudes towards gender roles, apart from sexuality, al)so varied

°widely enough to generate debate and self-questioning. The very traditiona

girls who looked forward to full-time homemaking after the birth of child-

ren were in a small, minority and soon felt on the defensive. The spectrum

of views concerning gender roles was wide and most freshmen soon discovered

differences to the right and to the left of their own position, and had

to rethink or, at least to defend, their own views. "I wouldn't let a guy

pay for a movie or a dinner. I believe that a liberated woman must pay

her own way."; "I wouldn't think of going Dutch with a guy unless I wanted

to let him know that there would be no romantic involvement. "; "I hate

the girls who mince and giggle and act dumb as soon as there are guys

around."; "Some girls are so militant and hostile to men that they deserve

to be called 'castrating bitches:" -- these are only samples of contrasting

attitudes.

Another aspect of gender roles was also subject to conflicts. Some

freshmen took it for granted that an opportunity for a date would take

precedence over some prior social engagement with a girlfriend. But this

attitude collided with the emerging norm of female loyalty and solidarity.

Thus the neglected girlfriend may not only be inconvenienced, but feel

indignant if joint plans were sacrificed to a call from a guy. This
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indignation, in turn, generated guilt in students newly exposed to the

imperative of female solidarity.

Silver Cords

There is hardly a chapter of this book that does not make some refer-

ence to the family of the student, either as the "cradle of personality,"

a reinforcer of college impacts, or, conversely, a source of cross pressure

vis-a-vis the college. sectioA is limited to the single problem,

that of separation from the family experienced at the beginning of the

freshman year by more-or-less dependent daughters.

Clearly, entering college has different implications for students who

commute as against residents with families living at a distance from

college. For girls who had attended boarding schools, college did not

constitute so drastic a change. Finally, the impact of the separation

from home varies with the characteristics of parent-child'and sibling

relationships. Some resident students experienced a sense of liberation

with very little nostalgia for the family nest. "My mother is a very con-

trolling person," said one student: "She used to call my high school

teachers constantly to check up on my performance. Now I can set my own'

limits and enjoy skipping a meal, leaving my room messy, not having to

account for my time -- and not feeling guilty about any of it."

The relationships of some students with their parents were so strained,

that the warfare continued unabated upon entrance to college. In one such

case the ostensible conflict was over the daughter's affair with a young

man of different religion and a lower status. This student confessed:

"I harbor a lot of resentment towards my parents for all the hassle they
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give us." Were it not for the subterfuges and outright lies on her part,

ties with the family in her opinion would have been severed completely. 40

The more prevalent issue, however, was the struggle for some emanci-

pation from the family. Wejaave referred in the opening of this chapter

to the expressed conviction that college must serve as a training ground

for 41tithood, in general, and for independence from parents, in parti &ar.

This imperative is illustrated indirectly' in tl e mociSery of a com-

muter by a student residing in the college dorm:

"Girls who live at home just cannot stand on _their own.
During the strike one commuter asked me if she could
stay with me for a few days. I agreed, but after a
couple of days she said, 'Gee, I really miss my home.
I miss home-cooked food and a nice warm bed and people
around me whom I'm familiar with.' I thought that
was a very childish attitude."

Equally criticized was another freshman who allowed her mother to

come and clean up her dorm room and make sure she had an electric pencil

sharpener and similar "necessities". "This girl just accepts this as

natural and doesn't try to break away from her mother at all" was the

disapproval expressed by a classmate.

. Of the freshmen who made a conscious effort to attain more indepen-

dence fran.their parents, some were successful and others confessed

failure. We shall illustrate both the partial success and the failure.

Whatever the outcome, both reveal haw deeply, they have internalized the

imperative to cut the "silver cords".

The first respondent described an occasion when she felt very upset

about a low grade on an exam. F.,.r first impulse was to phone her parents

for camiort. But she resisted the temptation. She was tryiaz to estab-

lish her independence ,qnri felt that if she phoned "to tomplain about
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'every little trouble" her parents would hardly view her as an adult. So

she didn't call them at all. Not having heard from her, her parents got

worried and phoned to ask what was the matter. Then she poured out the

whole story and called them again the next night because she wasn't feel-

ing any better. She said that'her parents attempted to comfort her'by

saying, "Do the very best that you can," but because they hadn't been in

college in such a long time they didn't really understand What it was she

"was going through. She got especially upset when her mother said: "Well,

you always used to get real nervous before a test." She felt indignant

because she was having serious difficulties with a course; not some child-

ish pre-exam jitters, but her mother was trying to,comfort her as a ahild,

not as an adult with a major problem.

This student was aware that she used her boyfriend to achieve her

independence from her parents, but had the insight, perhaps contributed

by him, that she, in effect, was simply transferring her dependence from

parents to the boyfriend.

She sought comfort from him when she f4rst had di ficulties with the -

course. She phoned him to explain that she needed someone tAtake care

of her in this stressful situation. 4e was,-in fact, comforting for a

short time but explaindd to her that she should learn to stand on her awn

two feet and make her own decisions.

The second is a case of a student., especially close to'her Wother,

who complained, in the journal she kept for us, abcut discontinuities in

the upbringing of daughters:
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"Lt seems that I have always been encouraged by everyone
to be clOie to my parents, especially to my mother:
Now that IA

ve left home' and gone .to college,, there i

suddenly this great emphasis on being independent a
self-sufficient. I feel a great conflict in this area. '

I am supposed to !wean! myself bUt, though I am incred-
ibly Close to my friends, t feel much closer to my
Mother. I called her when I lost my virginity, when
I thought I was pregnant, and I genetally tell hei
about all the things that happen with my boyfriend.
If I am _lonely I call her, as I do when I get a good
grade. I get a very4strong'and clear support from her.
It is she who usually says: 'I'll let you go now,'
or 'I'm sure, you have things to do,' and I always.go:
'No, 11A, I want to talk to you some more.' Sometimes
her words translate to me: 'Mayb I shouldn't talk
to my mother so much, none of my friends do. In
college you are supposed to gre up and grow awa y.
I feel kited of embarrassed. But I Can't imagine
what it would be like not to be in close touch with
her. I know that one day she,wonit be around for
me to talk Akv, but even the thought of that fills me
with dread and fear of .loneliness."

So far this student has not succeeded j:n.attaining what she accepts

as the,cultural goal Q.,f "weaning" herself from her mother.` The only form

this effort takes is "pulling back" temporarily after repeated calls home,

or being "sort of Snippy on the phone". Her mother understands and never

"crowds her".

The process of elLancipation did not atways,involve as conscious an
I

effort as in the foregoing cases. Some freshMen, having turned to their

parents for customary solace, were. isappointed. As one freshman put it:

"They (her parents) Cannot say -the fight thing.'when I phone and complain

because they don't know what college is like." This dissatisfaction is

voiced whether parents attempt to offer some advice or seek to reassure.

A f177-eshman tells the interviewer:
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"During mid-terms I called my mom because I was feeling
so tense and upset-about my exams. My mother asked me
if I had organized-the work in such a way that I could
get everything done. That really frustrated me. I

&Whit call for 'her to tell me to organize my work:
know how to organize my work. My mom doesn't really
understand what'college is like because she doesn't
know all of'the circumstances that surround my life
at college." 1

And another "frustrated" daughter:

"My mother is a very understanding person but when I
call her she just gives me sympathy and not empathy.
I'd rather that she try and understind deep down what
I'm telling her rather than tell my kind of surface
things,i things that I already know and don't need
Somebody to tell me."

She concluded: '

"I guess ft's unrealistic to'expect that muchbecause
she's not living Lt college and cannot.know'what college
lif is like:"

o Thin, willy nilly, the s'.udent turns away from her parents to her

peers w'to understand what it iE to be scared of a professor, to live with

a room-ate whose grades are bet , to try to decide which of the five

courses-,:o study for, and the liAce.

4
The prcess of separation from parents when it does take place is

r

not continuous and is fraught with ambivalence for the daughters on whose

testimony this section is based., This ambivalence, the pull and push of

conflicting sentiments, is reflected in excerpts fram'the student journals:

"Yesterday, I spoke to my father on the phone. After
hanging up, I was very upSet, because I was left with
the feeling that my father doesn't like me anymore.
I called back to speak to my mother and discuss this
with her. Interestingly enough, she said that he
thought :I didn't like him anymore. He said, 'I know
she loves me, but for some reason, she doesn't like
me.' Needless to say, this-upset me a great deal.
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According to my mother, my lack of physical affection
indicates to my father that I don't like him. In
response to this, he is cold to me.

It is very hard for me to be like the affectionate you
girl I used to be. In fact, it is impossible. That
is no longer the person that I am. It is very hard to
explain this to him, because I am his last child to
grOw up. He Is involved with as many personal conflicts
as I am. He wants me to mature and be able to take
care of. myself, but he doesn'F want to lose his little

I want to grow Up, but in-times of uncertainty I still
cling to them for support. None of these things is bad,
they just lead to an ambiguous situation that ig not
easily dealt with."

Another freshman chose a major and was especially satisfied because

the choice her own: "Most of my life I either didn't make a decision

or my parents made it for me." Her ambivalent sentiments, however, were

revealed in a reported incident. When she raised her grade in physics

from a C- to a B, she phoned her father long distance. "He said; Oh, I

knew you could do it,' but he didn't seem that impressed and I was a little

disappointed. What the hell! I really don't care; there comes a point

when-his reaction shouldn't make a difference."

In conclusion, there is no mistaking the shared expectation of the

freshmen that the transition to college should mark some degree of emanci-

pation from parental control and the need for their emotional support.

The struggle for independence is not continuous and is fraught with ambiva-

lence for the daughter, whatever part the parents play to further or retard

the process. Finally, both female and male peers played a significant role'

in the weakening of familial control. They exerted an influence through

withholding or giving approval and occasionally, through what the daughters
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perceived as superior awareness of problems inherent in college life.

The role of peers in weakening the 'socializing influence of the family

confirms a familiar thesis, here illustrated skew for a particular age

and educatiodal group.

Afterword

To say that students on the threshold of college expected it to

serve as a step towards adulthood is not to imply that they were prepared

for the specific demands this involved. We have reviewed some problems

of the first months of college and offered some hypotheses'for differen-

ttal responses to these challenges.

In conclusion, we shall note one general factor which some students

themselves identified-as crucial to a satisfactory adjustment to college.

In pthe words of one student:
,.

.

"At first I was disappointed by college. It wasn't roally
offeridg me that much. The I met some undergrad leaders
and, observing them, I realized that here one's got to go
actively after the hings one wants rather-than wait for

fr
them to fall into our lap. The college could do more in
providing informat on, but I realized that I was expecting
to have it fed to me.. Perhaps I was too accustomed to being
.told three timesa day to do something before I acted."

This student was testifying to a basic difference between this urban

college, on the one hand, and, on the other, the only two institutions

with which she was already familiar, that is, the family and the school.

Instead of the close supervision, nagging, and direction of parents and

teachers, she found herself in an institution in which, a few periodic

checks aside, "No one seems to care." Professors appear distant and

intimidating. Most interviewed students felt that they had to have a good

reason to impose upon their professors' time, evu. when a professor was
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known to keep office hours faithfully. In short, the habitual, somewhat

passive, responsiveness to orders f am adults was ITS longer adaptive.

A few dependent students develioped techniques of manipulating the

initially "impersonal" organization so as to obtain the warm reassurance,

frequent help, and personal attention they desired. Equally dependent

students who lacked such skills felt maladjusted. By contrast, entering

students with already aroused intellectual motivation,and a degree of

independence, purposefully utilized the available resources almost from

the outset. Their active participation aroused interest in them on the

part of their professors, setting up a rewarding cycle.

This chapter, with its emphasis upon problems of transition to college,

made little reference to those students who almost from the outset found

college congenial, stimulating, .and liberating. Among them were girls

0,
\ who felt themselves somewhat deviant in their high schools, because of

their strong intellectual interests, feminist values, perhaps, also, a less

P.e
than satisfactory social life with-me fellow students. Arriving at a

college which affirmed all their values and_rewarded them for qualities

penalized by their high school peers proved particularly exhilarating,

enhancing their self-esteem and motivation.
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College Women's Sbcialization for Occupational Choices: The Freshman Year

Introduction

That occupational decision making during the first year of college should

warrant a chapter in a book on women, undergraduates is .in itself a sign of

significant social change. This is not to imply that occupational choices

are firmly Made at the average age(af 19. Quite the contrary, the great

majority feel quite uncertain or oillate among various plans. The note-

worthy fact is the emergence of an *.gent concern abdut work.

The evidence of a change in attudes towards work cameefram this` cur-

rent replication of-research done in 1943 on the campus which is the site of

thisudy. Full results of the 1943 study are presented on pp. . Some

80 percent of the 1943 sample, though planning to work after graduation,

whatever their economic circumstances, intended to stop with marriage or with

the birth of the first child. Only 10 percent were determined career women,

opting for a life-long career with as brief an interruption for hildbearing

as feasible. The high increase in career aspirations of the'1979-1980 students

is reported in Chapter 3.

As significant as the rise in career aspirations are the Changes inthe

values underlying these preferences, as'gleaned from the interviews. In 1943,

benefits that the students expected tt derive from the experience of paid

work were general, that is, nearly independent of the nature of the-job.

This experience, per se, was perceived to produce long42kenge benefits in

developing self-discipline, self -re lance, and in providing insight into

the world of one's future husband the family provider. Work, as,insurance

against some possible economic c , was also considered in this light,

less by virtue of some acquired cal or professional skill than as a
--,



residue of disdipline and self-reliance permanently'accruing from having

worked for pay.° Occasionally other values were expressed, e.g. "noblesad '

oblige," the obligation to repay for the privilege of higher education by

some social contribution prior to assumption of family responsibilities.

A different image of the good life was projected in 1980. It appears

that, whatever their preferred future life styles, finding one's place in

the world of work is becoming for these young women, as it has been for their

brothers, the very touchstone of personal dignity and autonomy. Even rela-

tively traditional students who were prepared to withdraw from work in order

to raise a family agonized over the choice of a f.itLre )n.

Occupation has entered as a significant component of one's self-image.
ti

This became apparent, also, in the opposition, in 1980, to an early marriage

(see pp. for findings). The most frequent refrain in the interviews

was: "I want first to establish myself in my occupation, to.define my own

individuality I don't want to be dependent on anyone until I've had elliough

time to prove that I can make it on my own." Students in 1980.expressed quite

exp icitly the need to bring maturity ana individuality to the marriage rela-
:

tionship. Excerpts frtm the interviews illustrate (see pp., ) that at

least some students Were consciously striving not to fall into the trap of

transferring their dependence from parents to boyfriends, without ever

becoming autonomous. In 1943, students appeared to share the conventional

wisdom that marital status, per se, bestows maturity and, in fact, a degree
/

of psychological formlessness may facilitateladjugtments required in this

relationship.

1979-1980

In -the fall of 1979, a random sample of freshmen entering an eastern

women's' college filled out a questionnaire concerning possible occupational



choices.( The methodology of this first wave of a longitudinal study is

described in earlier reports. The sample (n =-232) represented a response

rate of 96 percent.

The questionnaire on occupations (one of a large set of questionnaires

and tests administered to the incoming freshmen) elicited specified occupa-

tional intentions as well as the degrees of felt certainty: A copy of the

questionnaire is reproduced in the Appendix. As summarized in Table 1, the

five response options ranged from complete uncertainty ("have no definite

plans et present") to, n1 the other extreme, "I am fairly certain

tker the following occupation ,spec:Lf-

An identical questionnaire was administered to theNsample one ye r later,

in the fall of 1980. ,

What has happened to occupational plans during the first year o '411ege?

The picture is one of both stability and some change

As to the degrees of certainty, for a considerable roportion of students,

tN freshman year did not entail any change. Table 1 presents the results of

this comparison and confirms the significant association between Cke students'

responses in 1979 and 1980



(chi square = 69.435; significance = 000). We see that of students

"fairly certain" of their occupational goals in 1979, 68 per cent

expressed equal certainty in 1980. At the other extreme, 5Iper cent

of the Aincertains" in 79 were equally at sea in 1980. In between

the two extremes were freshmen.-who in 1979 were considering two or

three possible future occupations. Of these, 48\er cent were equally

waivering in the Fall of 1980.

`So much for trends in the degrees of certainty witTi which

occupational choices were expressed after one year of college. But

al:o th -pe-ffl- :,ciY.7atIrms listed at both periods.

Combining both sets of information,
t1-. degr.L. and the

specific occupations, yielded a classification of trajectories of

occupational decision-making into five types. "Defectors" are stu-

-x
. dents who upon entrance to college specified a "fairly certain"

occupational goal (or, at most, a consideration of two possible

occupations) but in 1980 discarded their early choices and became

totally "uncertain." The "steadfast" students reaffirmed in Fall of

1980 the specific occupational plans they felt certain to pursuin

1979. "Undecided" students did not change in the course of the year,

remaining, equally uncertain in 1980. "Converts" abandoned occupations

they felt certain, to pursue in favor of equally certain new choices.

Finally, the "discoverers" comprise all students who share one feature,

i.e., the year has brought then cl ser to an occupational goal. They

moved from complete (or relative uncertainty) toward a narrowing of

options andoccegionally, toward one definite intention.



This typology isthusibased upon two dimensions: the outcome

of occupational decision-making (identical or different at both,

periods) and on degree of felt certainty of the choice. We.shall

proceed by discerning the salient characteristics of each type, first

by illustrative case studies, followed by an interpretative summary

of each type.

Hypotheses presented in these summaries remain to be tested.

In view of the likely shifts in students' plans'in the course of the

sophomore and junior years, an elaborate quantitative analysis of the

7Eorrelates and determinants of occupational choices, based ore-only

periods (Fall 1979 and Fall 1980) would be inconclusive and

OSC ore. to await the data to 'ze collected

at Time 3, Spring of 1982, when alp memb s of the vr.A. will

chosen their majors and completed one semester in the major,
s5713,

submitting our hypotheses to systematic quantitative analysis. The

hypotheses which have emerged amply testify to the complexities of

processes of occupational choice.

1



Table 1

Degrees of Certainty of Occupational Plans 1979 440
1979

1. Uncertain, too

1 2 3

early to know 28.6 42.9 14.3

2. Uncertain,
I wish I knew 9.1 33.3W 33.3

3. Considering
3 occupations' 17.9 12.5 26.8

4. Considering
2 occupations 11.6 14 20.9

5. I am fairly
certain to enter 0 6.8 2:3
this occupation

Chi square = 69.435

Significance = 000,

1980

4 5 Totals

14,2, . 0 14

12.1 12.1 33

25.0 17.9 56

20.9 32.6 43

22.7 68.2 44



\.,Defectors: Case Studies and Conclusions



Defector, Case 1 (007)

In the Fall of 1979, A. was not only certain about her occu-

pational goal, but the goal in question was innovative for women,

sports reporting in the press or on radio and T.V. She scored"high"

on career salience. This appeared to stem from both positive and

negative motivations: first, a strong interest in sports, dating

back to elementary school. She, has vivid memories of watchIng foot-

ball with her father and discussing th-e games. She had subscribed

irethigh school to sports magazines. The second. element in career

salience is her lack of interest in marriage and children. Perhaps,

she ventured,' family life is too far in the future to seem real to

her.

The defection from the original choice eknibits several

processes. A. perceived some repellent attributes of sports journal-

ism, not hitherto apparent to her. She suffered; w at was for her,

a crushing defeat in her first move toward her occup tional goal.

The repellent feature of spOrts journalism w s the extreme

competitiveness of the field. The few women sports journalists she

watched on T.V. turned out to be negatiVe role models: "Thevseemed

so very high strung, very-drivin, and motivated." She said: "I

don't have that kind of petsonality."

Perhaps the impact of these observations ;could not_ have been

so drastic Had,A. nc - suffered a defeat. she wrote an article on

sports for the college paper which wal; read by Her much-admired older

sister who made some critical comments abel_lt st7le:

the's,am.= ci-e; she was her arades



English course. The English professor took the initiative in calling

the student in for a conference, expressing her view that A. "had

0
potential but did not work ard enough" and offering.her guidance.

A.'s major criticism of the college, in general, was its

"competitive atmosphere.. " Her sensitivity to criticism created a

vicious cycle, She did not pursue contacts with the sympathetic

English professor and did not take advantag of the resources the:

college provides. Her passivity extended beyond the fear of compe,-

tition and of failure. A. did not attend any of the conferences

CD
sponsored'by Career Services and did tot seek out college academic

advisors or career counselors.

The major problem immobilizing the student is a conflict

between two tendencies. One the one hand, the college-educated

parents, thmuch-admired older sister, and the other siblings have

high profesional expectations for A. which she has internalized.

Not surprisingly, her total uncertainty about future goals generated

great anxiety, all the greater because marriage and expecially

,-children seem too remote and,-hence,-;not an escape from the need to

Make a decision.

The difficulty arises from arLequally great fear of failure.

How else to account for her fantasies of escape: "Sometimes, I think

. I'd just like to get a non-competitive, low, level -job, like a gym

teacher." But she immediately recognizes that such a job will not

talloW her "to exercise the intellectual side of myself." The dawning

recognition that any occupation which would satisfy her internalized

values and high aspirations would require the dreaded "competition"

8



appears to result in both passivity and anxiety.

Summary

The defection from the occupational goal cherished early in

high school entailed a double discovery: the tenacity, drive, and

competitivenesS demanded by the occupation, and, secondly, the lack

.of instant success in trial college journalism and in the English

composition course. Defining her problem as a distaste for cut-

throat 'competition, the student demonstrates a high sensitivity to

criticism and, perhaps, a fear of failure.

The agents of socialization, persons who unwittingly immobii-

ized theistudent, were an admir&I older sister, a, female English

professor, the more motivated college peers who were "too competi-

tive," and the few women sports annOuncers.on T.T..who projected an

uncongenill aura of drive and ambition.

A.'s anxious passivity stems from a conflict between high

professional aspirations, fostered by her family and internalized by

her, and her fear of competition and failure.

a



Defector, Case 2 (162)

. is a black student. Her mother has ad M.A. in education

(and has just entered law school at the 'age of 44) and her self-

, employed father has less than 12 years'of schooling.

. :B. entered college as a firm pre-med student. Parental,and

especially father's attitude-is more than supportive. -All of her

3 siblings intend to become medical doctors. All through high school

their father preached the importance of medicine, Or perhaps law, as a

profession for B. that would, not only ensure economic security, but

provide position of power and prestige for a black woman in a white

community-. His constant pressure for good grades- and his prohibition

of dating (which B. secretly evaded) stemmed also' from hiss religious

attitude.

B. was fascinated by high school biology and received,high

grades in sciences. °

111.

Having entered college with high expectationsfor herself ("I

think a person, can do whatever they really want to do") B. Suffered a

defeat in her pre-med courses, having to drop chemistry with grades so

mediocre in other sciences as to rule out medicine.

B. did not,, appear crushed by her inability to pursue a medical,

career. She attributed her failure to the "hassle of commuting," the

lack of sympathy on the part of white male English professors, for the

themes of her writing, updn-,rumora that graduate schools are playing

- games with admission policies as applied to blacks. Attributing her

set -,back to external farces, B. did not bank the flame of her ambition

to "be somebody" and advance.the status of blacks. She remains
4

hopeful that she'will do better in other courses which will prepare



her, if not for the no longer feasible career of medicine, then for

some other high-status occupation.

Summary of Case 2

The decisive factor in abandoning the early choice:to enter

medicine was the student's failure it pre-med courses. She either
Z*7-

denies the extent nf'Wer worry about the fut e (since she shares her
.,-

parehts' ambitions for her upward mobility) qk, in part, displaces herb
(..,

disappointment, blaming her failure upon disc nation'against the

blacks and concerns oi....mighertEttes. She'apparently has not given up

her ambition to enter another high status occupation, the precise

choice remaining to.,be made.

u

-;,



Defector, 'case 3 (068)

C: is an only daughter of white, Protestant professional

parents, with father, a college professor, and a grandfather serving

On the faculty of a prestigious university. In 1979, her ocgupational

choice was "foreign service or business." In 1980 she was uglily

uncertain."

Why has C. discarded her early intentions? Her present

uncer y is in reality only a more honest recognition of the

attitudes held in 1979.

Although the relationship with her father is desciibed as

'

"somewhat' tense," his academic career and intellectually stimulating'

childhood envixonment had an impact. Her beloved mother as well as

her father expect het-to have a "brilliant, glamorous" career and she

doesn't wane to "burst their bubble." Her father urged a career in

iness as more lucrative than an academic career. Her mother

thought "foreign Service" would be glamorousT

Durieg the-past year she realized that she never did want to

n-f

work in a large, impersonal business organization with no possible

impact upon society. Her relatiyes in foreign service were in no

position to gain for her a chance of an influential job. Moreover

1' she finds American foreign policy morally reprehensible. She wouldn't

wad to represent American Al or other special' interests abroad.

Having gone to an excellent private boarding school, she
0

found the college lgss intellectually demanding than she had expected.

Nevertheless, 3 hfstory courses (the subject she excelled in, earlier)

were sufficiently exciting to suggest history as a possible major,



though not being interested in aacademic career she wonders about

occupational prospects of such a major.

C. has elevated her uncertainty about the future into a

philosophy of life, by joining a small: "punk" sub- culture at college.

The external badge of'membership iS-special ("creative") dress,

cropped or died hair. C. takes pride in "being noticed" and in having

toe self-confidence to "pull it off," to "make a statement" about

herself. The punk-culture entails living in the'present through.

partying, dance, and considerable drug use. "Career is not important,"

C. remarked: "I don'-t see the point of scrambling up the corporate

.ladder. We are'all ping to die anyway and the society is corrupt to

the core." The only reality is the present.

The strong support of this small group does not solve all C.'s

problems. Here are some 4.ndirect manifestations of conflicts with the

"straight" (C.'s .expression) society that plague her:

1. wad keenly disappointed over her rejection by two more

prestigious colleges 4nd would feel that she had "let her family down"

were she noe*aemitted to one of the more prestigious graduate schools.

For all the.philosophy of living in the present the pressure to earn

higlihgrades is exerted by this aspiration concerning graduates or

professional school.

2. For all the-expressed contempt for the "straight" competi-

f
tive, ambitious classmates, she is anxiously comparing her grades witli

°

those received by classmates.

3. She is "terrified of loneliness" and holVs n

marriage and motherhood. .,She hopes to bring up her children to be

independent and not to'have to protect their parents the way she has



to pretend with her beloved and close mother and her.father, fot fear

that truth about :her attitudes and behavior would alarm them.

4. Her fantasies about work reflect irreconcilable wishes.

.,She woi4Ont want to work steadily, it,isjiopeless to change the

corrupt. Stem from within. Ideally She would like to retire to a
`41,4

'S

farm and,write significant philosophical'and historical tracts,

Similar to works of her professor-grandfather, whom she admires more

Phan! anyone alive.

C. is ambivalent about the women's movement with its

angry, complaining, powerless spOkeswOmen on T.V. Yet "lousy experi-

ences" with .a succession of lovers who wanted only sex and_Oo intel-

lectual -- 'increased her awareness, of male,'cli- auvinism.

6. C. describes herself as basically shy, involved with few

close friends. She sees herself as vulnerable inside and,; ugh and

remote outside -- "My clothing is part of the outward front," she

said, "that protects me from being too vulnerable."

7. Finally, vague fantasies,aboutfuture lif tyles, e.g.,

working and not working, husband also in and out of work, depending,

bt ages/of children, or in rotating jobs, all appear in a person of her

intelligence; o reflect an unwillingness to fad,e conflicts.

Summary of Case 3

C. performed reasonablynwell in her freshman year and hence;

-Apart frOm her previous rejection by two more prestigious colleges;

.

she did not suffer a loss of self-confidence that caused other

-defectors to abandon earlier occupational choices.

-%



Defector, Case 4 (222)

D. Vs the daughter of Chinese parents. Her father is a chef

in a Chinese restaurant, the only one of 4 siblings to attend college.

An elder sister dropped out of college. Parents brag about her being
)
in college, hope for a good prpfession but also want grandchildren and

want all daughters to marry early.

In 1979, D. put down psychology and drafting as possible

occupatfons. In.1980 she was uncertain.

Theearry choices were made fairly casually. D. explained:

"I was full of all these grand aspiratiOns. I could do anything I

Wa'nted." Psychology as _a profession occurred to her as she was
Iy

reading her sister's,, text book and she did not even search through the

, college catalogue to see whether courses in drafting were listed.

She decided against psychology, having received a C+ in the

course. Computer science as a major was suggested by an employer for

Whom she had worked parttime; that idea was discarded because she

found the first course in computer, science too difficult.

D. received an A in freshman English. Her male,English

professor was very encouraging about her writing. "You shouldn't

waste your ability by majoring in psychology. "Deep down" she has

always, wanted to become a novelist but she realizes that she cannot

bank on writing as a practical job decision.

D. has no intention to go on to graduate school and, there

fore', tests every_ coUeseas. a possible clue to a major and= occupation,

but 'so far nothing'has clicked. She does not seek the advice-of

professors, advisors, or career counsellors; the only discussions of



these matters are with other Chinese classmates, most of whom are more

interested in careers she is.

Although in F 11 7t 1979 D. listed psychology and drafting as

desired occupations, it is clear that these were not consid6red
*

decisions. "Sometimes L wonder," she mused," what would happen, if

I left college. I hate the pressure of cramming for exams. Then-I
A

think what a disappointment 'd be to my iarent. especially to .my

father and I know I can't do it."

D. describes herself as "basically'an old-fashioned persdn,

shy with men but looking forward to family lift." Her -college friends

seem more sure of themselves_. They shave matured over the year and,
9

unlike her, they have a career goal: "This bothers me," she concluded.

o

Summary of Case 4

D. defected from choices which were not given serious- thought

in the first place. The low grade in psychology quickly eliminated

this field. Computer science was equally difficult/ English attracts

her but is not'a practical major.

D. has no interest in a long range working plan. Even atten-

dance at college is questioned. She would. drop aut were it not for

fear of disappointing her faly.

D. is a commuter, attached to her family which continues to

...--....t.exert a strong-influence and gro
.17.: tional support. The college

L ', _ g

is disturbing herby:forcing comparison with her career salient
. .

,.-

Chinese friends who are goai-7directed and ready to invest en rgy

in achieving their goals. She findslittle support for her "old

1-7:ashioned" dreams of marriage and Motherhood and her unkappiness

with college work.,



Conclusions: The Defectors

The defectors were students who in 1979 checked answers 5 or/4

on the Future Occupation questionnaire ("I am fairly certain that I

shall-enter the following occupation " or "I shall probably

choose one of the following two occupations

only to become completely uncertain by Fall of 1980.

The defectors abandoned their original occupational goals

because they suffered a sense of failure in courses essential to

future goals. This sense of failure ranged from a moderate loss of

self-esteem to so crushing a change in self-concept as to cause

depression and a strong desire to withdraw-from college altogether.

The emphasis on the subjective disappOintment with their'

performance in the chosen field is placed advisedly. The grades

received in these courses or the grade average did not always corre-

late with the subjective reaction. The crucial factor in the loss

of self-esteem and self-confidence is the g P between initial expec-

tations and the level of actual attainment. Moreover, some students

appeared'especially vulnerable to any criticism of t4ir.performance.

The defectors had to cope not merely with their own loss.

of self-confidence but with the feeling that they have disappointed

their parents. These parents set their hearts on a paticulai occu-

pation for their daughter, or- on a course of upward Mobility. The

relationship with both, or at least the one "significant" parent,

was such that the daughter felt deeply the press-,of 'parental ambitions.

H)

In one case, a dutiful Chinese student, the pride of her parents as

the only one of four siblings to attend college, admitted that the



original avowal of career commitment was wholly a pstUre of filial

loyalty. By the Fall of 1980 she no longer masked in the interview

her lack of professional or, indeed, academic interests.

Another element in the process of defection was the charac-

istic reaction of this group of students to.the initial setback.

The reaction was one of passivity and withdrawal. They were too

immobilized to take advantage of the assistance either actually

proffered by their professors or available for the. asking in admini-
.

strative officeS, including that of career counselors. Whether this

passive Withdrawal is a temporary reaction t-emains to be traced in

future interyiews.,.

In anticipating the analysis Of the "steadfast" types, we',

shall note that this withdrawal of: the de e "Ctort is not an inevitable

reaction to the sense of failure in the chosen field. Among the

steadfast, some students, equally disappointed with their initial

-grades, mobilized their resources and redoubled their efforts.'.

The great majority of the defectors did not abandon their

original gals "voluntarily," that is, they did poorly in the chosen

field and felt they weren't capable enough to succeed in it.

Occasionally, the decisive faCtor was not so much disappointment,

with self as a more realistic view of the intended occupation and a

new perception of some,of its repelling or uncongenial attributes.



Steadfast: Case Studies and Conclusions



Steadfast, Case 1 (031)

A. was certain in 199 and in 1980 that she will major in

aconomicSand, if admitted, \ o on to the Harvard Business School, with

the firm intention to pursue lutrative and successful career in busi-.

A
ness or banking.

She is deeply attached the memory of her beloved father who

died when she was 10 years old. His life is a model she would like to

follow. He was totally absorbed in his work as a businessman, loved it,

and had exciting things to tell the, family in the 4venings. She remem-

bers the thrill of being taken by him to Wall St eet on,.one

"A career is very important for self-respect," A. said, ex 4ining why

she would like to follow in his fdOtsteps. She feels she ha the

ingredients for success. For one thing, she is fascinated by economics,

she wants to make a lot of money and never to have to depend upon a

man (so as not to be as helpless and devastated as was her suddenly

widowed mother). Having had nothing but A's in high school, she felt

confident that, with application, she can make, it big in busines.

Another inspiration for career commitment came from her wealthy,

foreign-born paternal grandmother who, having married when very young,

alWays preached to'A. the importance of delaying marriage in the interest

of eStablishin.a.oneself in a.secure and successful career. It is in

line with her-crandmother's views, that A. remarked: "I might like to

.get married before I'm 30. It all depends on how my career is going at

the time. career is the most important thing to me."

These elements would appear to s.,:ffice, in accounting for the

"-steadfast" case. However, A. has had some eNperience's in her fre-Shman

95



year which, in other cases, resulted in rejection of original ,occupa-

tional plans,
r

Although, an her own testimany,-She worked twice 'as "hard in

'.college as she had in high school, she didn't get even a single A.
-

It bothered her `no end. ,"I was having trauble adjusting to the.idea-

that I was ju.st'an average- student incollege; ihad never been

college
'average' in my life." pi. received B's in all'he;NCoUrsek) A.

depressed by.the superior grades of some of her friends. Her own

academic record is kngwn onlyto/kler/7i . A. -becomes extremely

A
nervous _before tests, stays up all night studying; and generally works

herself,to a "fever pitch."

Why baS this blow to her self- esteem not. turned her, as it has

some othe4s, into o-a "defeCtor"?-

r
The-countervailing forces .that kept her-"steadfast" include,

first, of all, her apparently genUine interest in economics. A-course
, .

.

. _

in international banking_vas so exciting that she 'sat at the edge of

my seat," Though the professor in another economics course was "dry

and boring," this made her all the more determined to learn the materia,1.:

,on her own. She resents the liberal arts college requirementS because

they take her away fro Cher real interests.

Another source of support comes from her. mother, She recoplizes

her excessive dependenteupon her mother but, ,though a resident ta:a-

college dorm, she frequently -returns home for weekends. -Not that this

relationship is free of conflict. Her mother urges her-to switch from

a business career law and constantly urges her to begin dating. A.

resists both pressu.es, realizes that e,:entually she must learn to stand

9 0



on her own two feet. In the meantime, her mother's:continued teassurande

A,/ and unshaken faith'in A's abilities is a source-Of great comfort.

Whereas some students'buck140 under the sense of academic'

failure and became"defeQtors," A., with the su440t of her Father,

mobilized her resources and sought therapy to., UndTe her disappointment
s".o

and anxiety. She entered therapy ,9a her fres4Makyear and has continued

at' the time of the sophomore interview.

A. had never dated in high School.' (The interviewer described '

her as "very attractive.") A. recognizes that she feels "a lot of

aggressive hostility towards men; I am never at ease when I'm with a

man." She charattefizedherself as an "iceberg When it comes to men and

sexual attraction." Perhaps sheiwotild like.an older man. "As a matter

of fact," she comments, "I'd like to meet someone who, is very much_ast

I remember my father being." She explains her lack of social involvement

in'part as a matter of priorities -- academic work must now come first.

, Her best friends are also academically orientei.-Despite her-awn lack ,

of dating she thinks the radidal lesbians at college carry segregation

of sexes to an unnatural extreme. "I am not a lesbian," she remarks,

-"so that I can't go along with their thilaking. Sometimes lesbian groups

try to impose their views on Others in a very pushy way that. I find

offensive."

Whatever problem A.'s totallack of frivdly-interactiotitIth

men occasions for her, thig very lack may serve to reinforce her deter-

mination to improve her academic record. Put in other words, the

alternative,channels which were available to some "defectors" as a

response to disappointment in academic performance generate even more



anxiety for A. This fact, then, may serve

with her original occupational goaip.
4Le.

Summary

as another stimulus to stay

o

A. Suffered a seriogs anxiety - producing disappointment in an

E- A

area so central to her self-esteem, i.e., academic perform4.c .

A

then, has she, not'walvered in her occupational choice?

The explanation-appears to lie in her strong career commitment

,and, a.genuine interest in her major field. With the support of her

mother, site mobilized her resources to deal with her anxiety by enter-
,.

ing psychological i therapy. Whereas some other "defected" students

found distraction in relationships with men, A.'s serious.problems in
ti

intersexual interaction served to cut off this non-academic compensa-

#
tory-gratification and keep ,her on the original course..

O

96
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Steadfast, Case 2 (f05)
0 V

B. is a daughter of 10ineSsman father who was a graduate

of a university schoolof bu4iness and a mother -- full-time homemaker

With a hip school education. Parents. are Catholic. Mother, regrets

not having gone to college and not having an occupation to fall back'

upon now that the children.. are grown up. B. volunteered.thai her
a . .

mother was a housewife but "capable of much more."

Medicine was\the occupation' checked as a certa in 1:;6a1 in botha

1979 and 1980.

B. took biology in 7th grade, loved it, did well in it and

was continual encouraged by a male high school teacher who told her

that she had a great potential in scie4ce. She thought of medicine

as a career. Minor surgery and her stay i5 the hospital increased her

desire to be 4 physiollan.

Both parents encourage her in carer aspirations; a somewhat

traditional father, we surmise, because neither of her younger brothers

has done as well as she in high school and onebrather refused to go to

college.

B..Wants marriage and children, but only after she is'throUgh

with. medical school.: She has no burning desire to have children but,

when she does, she will stay home or.wori part-time while ther, are,too

young to go to -a nursery' school. She certainly':does not want to b.e' a
?

!'

..housewile-like her mother, despite the "somewhat close and intimaee"

relationship with thejatter.

The freshman year reinforced her determination to be a doctor.

In certain ways and raised some anxieties in others.

a



Of the positive influences. her own good academic record would
;er

be `a source of some encouragement, were it not for the anxietyLgene-
,

rating rumors- that admission too medicalf6chool requires all A's. She
, /

-. got high grades. :in chemistryNand calculus and admired greatly and was
.

,,, 6

encouraged by hl female or of chemistry, who, not.incidentally,

\N.was married and hid children. B. worried about-the problem of "doing

it all," andderived, she admitted, some encouragement from the examples

of such a lifehet by this chemistry professor and her own woman r,

phys- ician -- "It Was good forme to see it," she said, "becaUse I see/ , -

it can be done:"

Another lactor'in her greater determination to work was0para--

doxiCailyithe'oldJfashioned attitude of the West Point boy-friend whom

she dated for se month. Be w as so unsupportive of-her asp4ra-

tions, so res ful when her academic work interfered, with hid dating

plans, so sur that'he'd want his own wife to stay home ----that-after

one incident (and despite his-attractiveness in many ways) she broke

up with him:' "That's when T had the feeling, fo get it, I'm never'

to get married. I ca 't deal with this."

A similar-indignant reinforcement came from two male professors

who,.in classes with predominantly male students, with_s their sexist jokes,

expressed an rri.tatiagly condescending attitude towards female students.

*
The main misgivings about medicine as a career stem from the'

(nagging question: "Can I make it?" She has worked too hard ,and her

general weariness is prompting her to seek a medical diagnosis-. ,The

pre-med competition for A's is getting her down'.

4



)A summer, Job in a hospital reinforced her interest in medicine

and' gave her a more realistic picture of both support and discrimina-
.

tion that she might encounter.

just as the chauvinist opPbTition to her interest in medicine
.

, paradoxically strengthens her determination, so the feminist message
r

from the college president's
. *

ideal of the enormously busy

-"I get too tired."

orientation speeCh raisesAbts. The

womaniwhocdoes everything)frightens'her:.

A certain ambivalence of emotional needs and to some extent 9f

accepted norms of intersexual relationshipsimakes her react negatively

) to extreme pressures from\either side. The foul language sh

Barnard, the "extreme" feminism, reawakens her traditional V

just, as the male chauvinism reinforces her feminism.

Despite these confliCts,\it is not the goal of medi

but her physical endurance to attain"it'that creates some anxiety. She

hears at

lues

career
#

is, however, continuing on her course.

Summary

Bats" interest in science and.in medicine dates back-to a4,th

grade biology course and an encouraging male teacher. Hair parents

support her aspirations.
II

B. is "steadfast" 'in her Occupational goal:because (1) she is

career-salient,-(2) she did very well in pre-med courss in her fresh-

man.year, and (3) nothkg happened to lower her interest in medicine.

Therel problem is a lack of physical endurance and'an anxiety

-e

about "making it," both in college
)

so as to be admitted to medical schoOl

and through the demanding training. But despite these anxieti

stays her_course.

she
I



Stezdfltt, case 3 (135)

(

C. is a daughter of foreign-born Catholic parents# both high

school graduates.. The father is a .fgctdry, worker, her mother a seam--..

stress She is the first'in her family 051, attend college. .

;

Medtcie (pediatrics) or, in case'of failUre to'be admitted to

medical school, some other health-related "back 7r occupation were

the'cliOices made in 1979 and 1980.

C. iesteadfast in her occupational'choice because nothing

had occurred in her freshman yeast to raise any doubts about it. If

anything, her decision has been reinforced.

C. hopes to be married when she is about'28 y ars old and have

four children, but not More she is established in a cure profes-
- 1

slim.' Financial sedtirjty in a career that'helps.peopl are .the

butes of medicine that attract her. "I don't want to e stranded by
%

ry husband and then have to 'struggle on my own from thea bottom in some.

minimum wage job:" Her parents fully'endorse her aspirations; they c.

,
.

have carefully, saved money for her college education.,_

. stresses financial security and the prestige of her chosen

occupation. She is fully aware of the cots of her choice in hard

study, sacrifice of social life, competitive pressures in college, and
.

, .

all these augmented by the risk of beiig turned down by medical schools.

C.sums up her attitude: "Am I good enougci to do this? I'll never

know unless I give it a try."

Several circumstances reinforced her confidence. The very fact

..,.rfbein'g admitted to so prestitious an Ivy Leagie school boosted her

it



priode% "They picked .1 le ole #he-crlain..of,the crop." Her
1 '

attitude contrasts strikingly with those expressed by some daughters.

* t

of professional parents_yho were rejected by one of -two still more'

prestigious colleges and for whom this college was not their first

choice. r

C. de ived the greatest impetus to fack the pre-med competition

from the fact that the excellent grades. she received during the first'
?

year of col e exceeded her expectations. This unexpected success
. _

compensated her for dilig exacting study, all the more exhausting
°

,

becatise she-carried a part-time job and watsocOmmuting to college. .,

C. has foiindtone ma rofessor, marriedand a father,
AP

, .

especially suPportive'in his equal treatment of female and male studenta_
z. 4

but particularly in his/personal col-kern about her .

C. feels that sfie has grown.oper the year. Het horizon was

widened by contacts with some feminist Barnard claSsmates, -sci. different

from "partying" iligh school friends, as well as with college and non-

college men she 'encountered in her, of nepe4sity, limited social life.

She has'begun t see some problems in combining a large family

and a.career. Unwaivering in her' t` to be established in a

lucrative career before marrying in her late 20's, she'leaves the rest

to contingencies of. the futu Indeed, if she marries z very rich,

man, she may prefer to work part-time now that she ha..devsloped new

interests (partiAlarly in the elcellent art course),., but also in

travel.

10
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-.
.42 0?-

classified As only "moderately" career-committed despite

oln.to become a doctor. The very,close

ants who encourage her

Of financial _ity;04:so0. 1 prestige denied
- -

m.p.jor OCtpr.in Wer.et

*high acade4c.;i5erfp

cjcle
mates and one male prc:

contributed to-her steadTagt. occupationaI plans.

to attain a position

them
)
is certain19 a

.1-"SheFwas encouraged by her unexpectedly

rli3OW'addllege that her family an/high school
.

of frteri.4s considero.°eliN."
e . .4

Some new feminist college class-
.

pditive of her plans appear to have

On the other hand,j,inancial security and upward mobility

appewr to be much the mbre dominant motives for a career as against

to intrinsic allure of a professional commitment. 'Hence she calmly

'entertains the possibility of a variety of contingent ftture pAterns

of combining work and famAlife, such as working part-time as long

as her irsired four children are pre-schoplers.

124

c
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Conclusions: The Steadfast
,

(

. , )
f,.!

The steadfast were the students who rdatfirmed
)

in the Fall.of

1980 the occupational planpthey were "fairly certain" to pursue at

the ent ancdtto college. The occupations were generally profesSions --
y

medicines child psychology, law and other's. A relatively high pro

portion scored as -"high" career- salient..

The steadfast students dated their occupational interests far

r

'back, .twoll-thirds of the group to grammar school. They testified to
-

ellgouragement and praise from high school teachers.

. Having entered-college with strong occupational as*rations,

the steadfast'students studied conscientiously, and performed as well

(or better) academically as they had anticipated. A couple'of stu-

dents,-disappointed in their first grades, mobilized their efforts and

ended the academic year feeling reasonably satisfied with their record.

Thus, far from experiencing the loss of self-confidence charaCteristic

of defectors, they felt encouraged.

The strength of.th(ia.original aspirations and.satisfaetj 1 s-itlo

academic performance apparently generated a purposeful utilization of

the resources of the college. They took congiderable'initiative in

7
seeking help from professors whom they liked, about one-half were. -

active in ,college clubs related to future occupations, and a sjmilar

proportion took summerjobs, tetingfurther their occupational

choices.

The setbackssand negative sanctions, wiliCh in less determined

students resulted in defection- from original plans, in the steadfast,

lob



paradoxically, often triggered indignation and, if anything, a greater.
,

determination to overcomj discrimination and other obstacles. An

unsympathetic professor, a "chauvinist" boy friend, for example, may
J

166Ailize one student and energize another.

We shall have other occasions to note the circular character

of the processes of occupational decision-making.- Given g crystallized

occupational drive, the student tends to utilize the resources of the

college in a manner that sewardd her and reinforces the will. By,

contrast, uncertainty and ambivalence lead to passivity, underutiliza-

tion of college dv.?d,orts, and a further retreat into confusion about

the future.'

Virtually all steadfast students reported that their parents

were verysupportive of their occupational choice, sometimes. creditin

a parent with the initial suggestion or serving as a model as oche

engaged in the occupation in question. A Much higher proportion of the

steadfast than of the defectors checked "very close and intimate" for

the relationship with both parents, but particulaly with the father.

A revealing token was the phrate which followed the descrip-

tion of p.irental supportiveness by the,ste 1-:ast: "But they don't

'pressure me."

None' of the steadfast went through a major emotional emancipa-

tion from parents or, indeed, had experienced any serious personal..

crisis during the year.

This is not to say that the group was free of conflict. In

the Fall of 1980, these,students became more acutely aware than they

had been in 1979
t
of problems involved in combining f=mily life and

1 0



careers. This'awareness came from various sources: their current

problems of balancing academic demands with social life made some

reflect about the likely stresses of Professional sdbools and, beyond

that, of faMily and career's; encounters with attractive men with,

..,however, traditional expecCations of women; some experience of' dis-
%

crimination against Women in a summer job;:a derisive remark of a male

professor; peer pressure of traditional clasimates; a babysitting job
4

for a career viod
/

er, creating some anxiety about child neglect; and,,

finally, warnings of-some parents who, for all their advoacay of high

ti

goals, voice their anxiety about the high costs of studying "excessively"

and. sacAficing social life.

6 V
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profile,ptesented.above.desoribes thg. majority but not all' of
. ,

the 'qeadfast.'" Included among the latter were some moretraditional

fand Tess or-

ward

freer-coMmitted_students. One such (006) looks or-
.

wardto.an early marriage and, especially, tb/MOtiherhood:' What-ac-t...
counts for the stability of the occupational dec3fision to become child

careerpsycSologiat despite a .ow salience?
:,

,

Our data revealed what appears to be a new shared norm which dic

tates that ,finding ode's place in-the world of work is, fOr women also,

.

the_verY touchstone of maturity d-personal _digpity,'whatever the
....

expected discontinulties iii employment_ throughout the family life cycle.

rt

The aspiration to becomea-child psychologist is not go humble as to
4,

r

arouse derision on this campus, poi-is itso ambitious ,(especially in

one whose emphasis on family obligations is proclaimed) a to generate'

uneasiness in her somewhat traditional,social circle. She receives full

support for her occupational'plans from female friends;. her-boyfriend,

two sisters, and her parents. Moreover, superior performance, witha-
:

nearly A average for the freshman year, enhanced her self-confidence.-
k

Adequate'aithese factors may ear .to,
; tccount for stability. of

her intentions, our analysis nnot feest here. The interview brought to ;..

: , ;
light certain countervailing factors which might 'have -deflected her from

/-..

the original goal. 'TheirTheir failure to do so must she accounted for.
r\

....

This student received A's in math and physids and was enthralled by

. c .

both subjects. This, in itself, need not haye overshadowed her prior;

long standing interest in work witliChildren. What is noteworthy was her

surprise at the interviewer!s remarks about the new concern to help :!8men.

taov rcome "fear of math" and of sciences as .fields of specialization.

'Os,
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Another students' more feministin-idedlogy, might/have recognized the
s

significance of ''her exceptional performance -and, even,.experienced some

:riOral imperative to piodder" and break new grounds for women.

Less relevant to occuOational goal's man to career salience were

some 'other experiences of this student which might have changed her'.
-

The feminist -values expressed by the students in one class (and abetted:

by the. professor) were so at variance with her own religiou'S and moral

values ,as to move her to a passionate defense of her position. This

defensive reaction was, certainly,the short rEn reaction, whatever thc

impact of this exposure to different values may turn out to be in the

long run. There was a third way in which potential influences were

a

blunted by her predispositions. Whereas feminist students perceive, or

perhaps even exaggerate, manifestations of chauvinism on the part of some

male professors, this traditional student has a high threshold in

encounters with chauvinist attitudes. In discribing.the interactionof

a male professor in a co-ed class, she defined as "just kidding' what

another student would certainly consider to be sexist remarks. Percep-
.

tion of sexism heightens indignation and thereby feminist values, whereas

the 'same behavior.defined as "just kidding" left our student unchanged. .

10J
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Undecided, Case 1(015)

d -

. 4
- . -

A. is the daughter of a successful businessman, a college

graduate, and,,a' full-tim 'holemaker mother who also finished;. collage.
a

The family'is Jewish.

A.'s ideal .life Lyle would have created no roblem,for her, ha

she lived in the 1950'a. She'd like to marry a an of' lier faith, a

good provider, have a house as nice as the home of her parents, raise

kids ih the style in which she grew up,'have-nice clothes, be able to

entertain on a lavish scale -- in sum, follow in her mother's foot-

steps. She went-to college because her parents expected her to and

also in order to experience a new way of life%

"I never had any plans or ambitions when I was younger and I

always thought I was supposed to Everyone I knew in high school'had

,some goals and I thought I, should have` one too. . . but I lever knew

- lat I wanted to be and I felt weird about that. No line of work ever

appealed.to me. My parents tried to reassure me by telling me' that

college will be the place to decide."

College proved disappointing in several respects. Since her

only motivation for work is the financial reward, she thought of some

lucrative buSindss career. Shd has done well in math and computer

science, but is frustrated by the liberal arts requirements and emphasis

of the college. Most of her courses she found boring and, if she h d

the push, she would transfer to some college with a vocational emphas'

But, beyond this, she doubts that she loos the aggression, stamina, and

drive to do well in any business career. As to-other possibIlities,

40
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..ahe doesn't want to work with people, likes litt4 children` but

wouldp't want.to teach them, can't talk,in front of others -- in sum,

can't see herself-really dedicated to any. particular line of work..

The most.absorbing f re of cal'regeJife is socializing.

She did not date much -in 'igh school and'hoped to find greater oppor-.

tunities to meet men in allege. ,.Social life, going to parties,

drinking -some, gding to fraternity houses, is what she enjoyed most

about her freshman.year. She has not been successful in establishing

long-term relationship with a many p tly, she thinks, beCause she

is traditional about sex. She'd like to'remain a-virgin until

marriage. She likes the kind of man who takes control of a date but

doesn't pressure her to have sex. She was shocked and disgusted by

casual attitudes towards sex of a rooMmate who would get.a call,frcim

a man at 2 A.M.skgrab her diaphragm and run out-for a date.

She was also disturbed by her classmates' talk about careers:

"The girls here seem.tO think that hanging out at the'country club

''is a Waste of time."' Much as 17 was annoyed by this attitude and by

the feminist sermons.of her English professor, she surmised that by

theend of the year, her new environment has exerted some influence.

"These discussions opened,my eyes to new ideas as to the country

club." For example, she realized that she doesn't really like sports

and might.get bored just sitting around at home doing nothing. "I

don't want to spend my life shopping and redecorating the house." She

thought that perhaps part-time work for her own enjoyment rather than
r.

building a career might be a solution for her.

Most of her friends are the partying kind but some are also

more serious scholars than she is.

1 1 9,



College exposed A. to a wider range of values - feminist,

academic, sexual -- and this exposure aroused, some anxieties. More-.

over, she gets upset about disappointing grlhdes.ijhe major way of

coping' is to telephone her mother. (She once phoned for adyite on

what:-to.do with :a spider in'herroom.) gheMakes fOurlbrjive long

distance calls weekly and is invariably reassured by her mothr whose

YielAs that she is doing'well enough and, in any case, "the most 0

/important thing I can do is to marry and have a happy family life."

A. agrees.with her father that her emotional dependence upon' er

. mother is excessive;muct of what her father thinks she learmS from ;.

her mother because he is more reserved.-

'Summary

A. illustrates the plight of a more traditional person, deviant

in this college milieu. Generally, A. is the storyof thelproblems of

being "the 1a9c4ogiye up the old and to take up the new" in 4 society

with shifting gender roles and sexual norms,

The

careers and

professors;

reaction to the culture 'shock (e.g., classmates bent on

disparaging home and country club style of life; feminist

sexually experiliced dorm mates) was at first a defensive

resentment. She gets angry, she said, when others. try to force their

ideas on her as, for example, an English teacher whose interpretations

were always slanted toward the women's liberation view.

-,A11:the ame, after the initial resentments had sub-sided, she

realized th some of the new ideas have influenced her. The feminist

English proms essor who aroused her irritation once invited the class

1#A.
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to .heKhome. She now realizes t a woman can be a college professor,

0
- be married with both husband-14d wife working, have. a nice apartment,.

and seem to be pretty happy. Sarcastic remarks by some. classmates
4

1

about "Country clA", life made her wonder for
I/
the first' time-:whetheri

in fact, that is the life she wants to lead.,The sexual permissive7'

ness hasn't shaken her hope to remain a virgin until marriage, but'not
L

withOut some-attending anxieties about this.sphere of life. She

volunteered the remark that college had expbsed her. to different, points

of view,.. and has contributed to her tolerance and maturation. Though

she,doesn't agree with her, she is quite friendly with a feminist girl

who wants no marriage or kids. However, of all her classmates, she is

closest to a friend who shares her traditional views.

1'

The disturbing (and perhaps also the potentially stimulating)

impact of college is.blunted by the constant reassilrances'of her mother

whom she phones long distance *4never she feels anxious.-

,, ............ .... ......... ....... , . -
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Undecided, Case 2 (124)

t
-N

B. is 4e daughter of,a professional father, emploYed'in

. . ..

A.ndustry, and g mother, a college graduate, who stopped. working after

marriage. The parent's Are.foreign-born and dathOlic.
.4 .

Both in 197Pand in 1980 B.- checked: "I wish I did know what

I wanted to do after college but I am quite undecided at present."

At both periods a business job was the only occupatiOn she

considered but,telt uncertain about it.

The confusioi felt at the start'of the sophomore year could be

traced, first of all, to a certain disappointment-with the college.

This urban college would not have been her choice Fiad her protective

European parents not insisted on her living at hoie. She was initially
,

. . , ..

overwhdlmed by the impersonality of the, college, having come fiCm:a. '
.:

mall, intimate high school. She hadn't exile ted and., indeed, was

dismayed by the liberal arts and impractical Olaracter of the college.

She had always thought of college as a preparation for a vocation.

Neither professors nor counselors to whom sDie turned for help gave her

any direction. She was irritated to hear their suggestions that any

-major would equip her equally well for the graduate school of business.

The logical major, economics, was discarded because she found her first

course too abstract and boring._ Thus,_ther,ftrst year of college failed

to clarify requirements for business or any other occupational goal.

On the whole, she was somewhat disappointed in her professors (to none

of them did she assign the highest (35 three' possible scores in filling

out our evaluation blank) and dikleartened by her grades.
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B. scored as "moderate" on -the index of career saligpce and
4 '2

the score undouVedly reflects her persistent confusion about the
4

future.. On .the one hand, her mother, to whom:She feels very close,

.Stresses the impoikance of a career,'having:herself been disappointed

by herqailure to pursue some occupation. Her father, on the otliVr

hand; would be very happy if she tarried young because he is eager to

.have grandchildren. She hertelf feels that a career is important for

financial security and to -have Something to fall back upon at a time

When marriages Sppear.so fragile. a

o. <
All the sameA having had to commute, hold a part-time job * . /

durini the second semester and work in the summer created so much
ds

pressure that she,now views work more'realistically and is no longer

sure that working hard is really necessary for one's self-esteem.

In describing the college environment, she places herself as a

luiddle-of-the-roader*between the feminists, whom. she finds irritating,

a.

and the traditionalists. She credits the first year of college with ..

..0

. .
.N.

making her more "intellectual," not the course work but because Of
,

contact with so many infhrmed, articulate, and eresting iris. Her
1 .

informed,t

closest female friend', however, is not too academically involved and

also wants a family and only part-time work.'

She is both worried about her lack of goals and helpless to

make any plans with so many unresolved issues and so many contingencies.

She is not sure where she'll live, she hates the city, marriage is more

appealing this year as she met Tome classmates who are married. Her

desire to, have children has also increased and it will be hard to com-

bine marriage and, kids. She read that the 4vorce tate is higher when
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wives 13:ave careers because.this may be.damaging to male egos. She is

not sure she wants to attend graduate school. '

4

Suramary

B-.!s indecision abOut her occupational choice appears to have

its cause in an acute ambivalence about future life,, styles. Her admitted

worry.-about the future testifies to concern about these issues.

the one hand, perhaps under her mothet's influence, she had

always felt that work was necessary to her self-esteem and that she would

want financial security and an occupation to fall back-upon, with marriage

so fragile aninstitution in contemporhry, society. In 1979, at the begin-
-,

nineof college, marriage, and especially children, seemed remote in a

far off future.

The other side of her ambivalence stemmed from a certain dis-

appointment with college% Because she finds no intrinsic rewards from

her intellectual pursuits, the burdens of studying (combined,with a
.

part-time job) appeared excessive and raised doubts about the worth-

whileness Of a demanding occupation. She, in effect, now wonders

whether hard work is a goal worth striving for. Whgher as a product

of these doubts or for more positive reasons, marriage and children are

less distant and more appeiling in 1980 than they wve,in 1979. This,

:raisesin turn, i the whole set of probleMs involved .i9lcombining work

and fam4.41 life. 1

A diminished motivation to work and the ambivalence this

created appear to account for this "undecided" case.

4



Unde ided, -Case 3 (216)
.

C. is a daughter of a Japanese father'and a Protestant Caucaftian

('
mother. Zoth parents are .college graduates.

This case demOnstrates,rhat an lindeciped" iitudent nedd not '

necessarily,b a disinterested 'one, with a disappointing academic. record

for the first year of college. Neither need she be traditional in

life style and, hene, indifferent.to occupational choice. Nor, again,

are "undecided" students characteristically those who dienot underg6
;

any personal development, describing the first year of college as

uneventful.

C. worked hard and received the good grades she bad expected
4

to get. at entrance to college.

The difficulty in deciding on a major and occupation stema,

first of all, from a set of conflic6s pertaining to occupations per se.

We shall presently also describe her conflicts about life style prefer-

ences and obstacles these broader ambivalences create for a conclusive

occupational choice.

The choice of occupational goals demands a price because not all

values can be maximized by a given occupation. 'C. wants "hard money"

but also has some "grandiose ideas about saving the Third World," that

is, doing something socially useful. A.similar conflict exists between

an intrinsic interest in a field of study and its practicability, i.e.,

availability of jobs, the competitiveness required toachieve success

in that field, and the like.- For example, she enjoys playing the.flute,

dancing, writing poetry, but she fully-recognizeS that she lacks the

drive, if not the talent, to achieve success in such chancy careers.
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She has been subjected copflicting pressures within her own--

family which is neatly split; her mother, (botanist, Who, lacking an

advanced degree, works part-time at,a university) and her brothers

urge a major in natural sciences; her father,_thoUglf not dearly. as

close to. her as her mother presently is, stresseshistorical and social

studies,-with an interest in people which she herself resonates. She

did consider math; because she had enjoyed it and has.done well in

high school.- A very unsatisfactory.male professor turned her off math

4s a major. On the other hand, a course on Urban Crisis was s very

interesting -- "not that the professor was that great -- the reading

and class discusgions were excitinii" -- that she thinks she may major

in Urban Studies but is not at all sure that she will Work'in that

fie14. She has rejected a math-science orientation. for working with

people but the particular occupational choice still eludeS her. Of

course, she volunteered, having a father who is an urban planner may

have led her to romanticize this field.

Dilemmas of occupational choice pit intrinsic interest in a

field against financial security, or service to society. Paradoxically,

some non-college jobs, including one in a day-care center, created more

uncertainty precisely by opening up new possibilities. She was proud

to discover personal .resources of skill and assertiveness she had felt

herself lacking in the past, and the pleasurteof workings with children 11

was a "total tur11-7around of my personality." The elimination of some

majors, such as math, did not bring hei nearer to a decision in the

light of these neW, but still not compelling en6Ugh, option's.

So muc1 4 for the indecisive attitudes towards various' occupations.

11



The major cause of her indecision is probably rooted less in

,tbe for oing conflict than in2some basic ambivalence about future life
/.

styles. A major socializing agent, her mother, changed radically her

own phildsophy of life, perhaps in the light of the likelihood of divorce

rof C. parents. C. w s brought up very traditionally to-be a wife and

/ a mother. She had rebelled against her mother and insisted that she

may not marry and was even less interested in having children..

Marital tension and mother's disappointment over her aborted

clreer led to her more recent assertion that'she regrets having sacri-

ficed her life for her children and is now urging her daughter to go

to graduate school, prepare fora significant career, and not to be,

too concerned about having children. The relationship between mother

and daughter has improved. But just as her mother,began to play down

marriage and family life as.the ideal goal for her daughter, C., under

the influence of her closest girl friend and her own experiences in the

day care center, began to think more seriously of marriage and mother-

/ hood. Her much-admired married but childless dareer-committed aunt

who had served as a role model. is still an excellent sounding board

and best friend, but C. had found out that her aunt's childlessness was

not voluntary.

Nevertheless, C. still has, as she put it, some residue of a

"fear of marriage," the fear that marriage might disarray her life and

eliminate options to do anything else. C.'s high school boy friend

wanted to collie east with her,.but she wouldn't want such an intense

r7

involvement: "With a boy friend either you are happy and distracted

from school or depressed and not interested in school." .1,
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C.'s attitudes at the start of her sophomore year are in flux: :

for all her residual "fear of marriage," the prospect of family. life

and motherhood is increasingly appealing. But with this appeal comes

the realization thelibrrisome complexities of combining family

life and work.

Summary

C. ,was a hard-working student who performed well academically,

found an intellectually exciting subject in Urban Studies, and testi-
s

fled ro growth inexperience and self-confidence, mostly as a result

of jobs held thitughout the college year and,insummer.

This perceptible acknowledged deVelopment did not bring her

any closer to an occupational choice. If some di appointing courses

helped her to eliminate a field, other experiencs added new possi-

bilities. But no field offered a compelling appeal, combining all theme

values she hopes to realize in an occupation: intriisic interest,

financial rewards, service to society. Various members of her family

rooted for different subjects and her only step closer to a decision

was an incr i asing inclination toward people-centered rather than

strictly scientific fields.

A more basic source of confusion was an ambivalence about,

marriage, motherhood, and work. This, in turn, reflects some mixed

feelings about each of these components in her future life. The

ambivalence about each is exacerbated when she weighs problems of

combining all three. Graduate school, timing of marriage, timing of

children, loom as nearly insurmountable problems, making an occupa-

tional decision especially difficult.
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Undecided, Case 4 (010)-

D. is a'daughter.bf Jewish parents who emigrated from a Middle-

Eastern Oodntry. -The father is owner of.a.business which also emplOys
, (,

ilev two older brOthers. BOtY_parents are high school graduates.

4
Not knowing what.her major and occupation will;be was, she

explained in, the 1980 interview,' "driving me 'crazy"--,a11 the more so

because she is surrounded by classmates who appear to be all set,for

significant prafeSsional Careers.

D. is a member of a traditional ethnic - religious community

despite her sophomore year/residence,iil the dorm, spends every weettpd

with her family and maintains cJ)ose ties with clas mates of her parochial'.

high school, many of whom attend 'various' colleges in this ,city.

D. portiays with vi4id humor the contradictory expectations her

family has'for her. But for all this clear perception, she remains a

child of this subculture and cannot extricate herself-fro& this net of

irreconcilable goals. N\

4
Her mother would-. like her to be married at the early age of 19

or 20, traditional for the old country. Yes, D. mocks, she'would also

like a career for her daughter "as a two-day-a-week thing that brings

in a lot of money." Her'fathei asks her each week whether she has

. finally decided, on a practical major that would lead to a worthwhile

occupation. "He would ,like' -law or medicine." This pressure makes

her nervous because., she realizes, that with two brothers in business,

"I'm, the only hope left foi a .professional in tie family,:: But her '

father takes-it for granted .that, whatever the occupation, she will
-

soon marry and raise a family`. ,
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D.'s attitude to college is completely pragmatic. She was

stunned-to realize
)-
that some clatsMatet-tOok courses for "pure intel-:

lectual joy."' "If riled room for .a course:that's not,part of my major

or something I'm planning for a career, 1'4 take-a gut course' to:fill'

up my schOdule,"she said, explaining her amazement at a classmate's

choice of a difficult geiitticScourse "just to<Learn it."

Het indecision about future occupation is a constantworryto

her and stie has made m real efkOrt to .samplv*various courses to resolve

this problem but with no success. ,She has eliminated various fields

beCause she has found courses too difficult or.tgo boring, or leading

to,occupations which will demand longer, graduate and higl pressure

training than she wants for herself. An ideal would be a good business

position right after college, but\veven there she has no specific

business in mind and "that's what kills me."

A recent. reaction.fo this indecision. has been to return to the

titditional expectatiOnsof the ethnic-religious 'community of relatives

and friends. SoMe of tier claSsmates have become engaged. D. is quite

explicit about her motivation. She has become increasingly aware of

problems in combining work and child-rearing. "Maybe I feel this way;"

she perceptively remarked, "because I'm not sure of my occu tional and

career objectives; because I'don't know what to do, children appear as
U.

achigher level of priority." ,Her mother's life as a homemaker with

her coiimittees and projects no longer seems as empty as it did a year

eanlier in the freshman interview, when she said 'with some. derision:

""My mother Ptobably wakes up every day and says to herself, 'What am I

going to do with myself today?'" "During my freshman year," A. concludes,
r .
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"I used to think of a'career as something exotic. It was like I'd see

something as a movie. I would see a picture of myself out there. Now

I -know I don't belong -'in that movie." D. recently realized that shd

would fee left gut if she deviated to far from the norms of her com-
.

munity; thouh she might still be something of a rebel, she thought,

for example, by having g-hertids a bit later than the average.

Despite earnest efforts-to find a major, D. reports with a touch

of desperation her current state of total'Uncertainty. Since she views

the major as a stepping stone to a final occupational choice, she diSt

carded biology,,the only subject that aroused some intellectual excite=

ment, because she saw no future in such a major. The other subjects

Were either too difficult, or too boring, or led to occupations which

required more graduate training and effort than she vas willing to invest.'

D.', for all-her moving description of the contradictory expec-

tations of her parents for her (especially her father), is herself

caughtin those dilemmas. She has entertained fantasies of a well-

paying and even an esteemed professional career: The)family is not

immune to society's values of upward mobility and affluence in their

hopes for D. 'D. herself entered college feeling somewhat disdainful

of her homemaker mother. But, with all this, she is a member of her

ethnic community and subject to its norms. Although D. views herself

as somewhat of a Tebel (in her standing.up to the family when it comes

to the guys she dates, in becoming more. tolerant as the esult f her

college experience of different values, e.g., pre-marit sex,'slokiag^,_

pot, though
N
ngt the feminist movement), she is sufficiently integrated
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in her ethnic milieu to admit that her mother has given her a "real
1

complex" with stories of her girl frienTs marriages and'engagements.
9

"It just scared the hell out of me,'that maybe I wouldn't be able to

get married," that is, if she delayed marriage. She would like to

have sortie time with her husband alone before having children and still

feels that a career is an important insurance in case marriage doesn't

work out.

/

These cross-pressures depleted her motivation tR iciest time

and effort in graduate study and thus eliminated poible occupational

choices that would require such an investment of effort. The failurei

to define an occupational goal threw her back upon the traditional
. , 1

life style suPPorted by her milieu. As rationalization, or as expres-

sion of her own values, temporarily rejected, she now tends to return

to the fold, asserting that children need maternal presence and that

her mother's life with her "committees and projects" after all is not

as dreary as she portrayed it in her freshman interview.

o

0
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Undecided, Case 5 (097)

E. is a daughter of .Catholic parents, her father a business

executive with B.A. degree, her mother a homemaker, a high school

graduate. E. ha two sisters and a brother. ,

Her adolescent fantasies of future' ife ranged, in order

from marrying 'young and'haVing a large faMily to becoming a movie

star, and 'finally to combining a career with marriage and delaying

childbearing until she felt firmly established Ph her career.

Her parents expect her to have a career,. taking it also for 4

granted that sheAgill marry, stay home with young children and then

return to work. Family life is taken so much for granted that the

emphasis at the present time is on a career, They tell their daughter

that she is a bright and capable person and should put her talents to_'

some constructive use. "My parents," she smiled, "won't throw in *my

face,-eive4or having spent $40,000 on my educations they would expect me
1-

to be more than just'a housewife, because that is what my mother is,

but underneath they expect me to do something responsible in the

world,.other thin just becoming a wife and a mother." E. wholeheartedly

agrees with them,

Of all her high school subjects, she liked English the most

and was encouraged by one high school teacher and schoOlmates to

believe that' hei poems and short stories were superior. The girls she

hung out with in high school "weren't afraid of being mental" and

4
intended to enter good colleges, vot just to find a hUsband but to

prepare for professional occupations. As far as dating is concerned,

she did go out with several guys, with none of them seriously.



Upon entering,college she became anxious and conaiSed ( "fright-

ened" as she put it) by all the pre -med and pre-law classmates, so

strongly motivated and firm in theit goals, all the more so because
4

they felt that an English major is impractical. She felt inferior to

these classmates and in order to allay her anxiety, sought out.an

advisor in the Guidance bepartment and tried out courses in other

fields. The reassurances from this advisOr, from some other classmates

with similar "impractical" majors, and from her parents, who felt that

a liberal arts education is a sound foundation for"any occupation,

helped her to stay with English as a.major.

Other college experiences,' for all their broadening effects,

merely increased her occupational uncertainty. She was-never interested

in making money but considered advertising awe possible field in which

her English major and writing skills could be utilized. But she had

joined the Catholic organization on campus and that awakened her interest

in social and political causes. Now, contrary to' her father's view,

- a4liertising is definitely excluded., "Advertising is creative," le

" remarked sarcastically, "but it is creating garbage. Setting up an ad

campaign for some shampoo, I'd feel that I am polluting the world

rather than reforming it."

The reawakening of her "social conscience" is-reflected also

in her growing support of feminist causes. She is comfortable with

her two feminist classmates who had a major role in raising her cod-

sciousness even if her anti-abortiOn stand makes it unwise to join

the women's collective. She hopes to work within the'Catholic church

for the liberalization Of attitudes tciward women:



E.'s uncertainty about an occipational goal does not derive

from any ambivalence about combining a career with family life. Per-

haps because %hese Rioblems appear distant to her, she feels confiderft

she can solve them with the help ofja sympathetic and cooperative

husband. She is enjoying a loving friendship with a Jewish fellow

)student Who doesn't pressure her about sex, respecting her religiOus
-n, 60,

beliefs without sharing them himself.' Though marriage is unlikely,

he made her feel confident of her ability to relate to a man. In her

'parochial high school, her career-ortentationWas somewhat deviant.

But college has not only made her 'feel less of a deviant, 'it has,

through the influence of classmates, reinforced her feminism, career

motivation, and social concerns, without shaking her religious beliefs.

If.only she could discover how,. in whavoccupation, she could best

channel her .motivations!

Summary

E. is a devout Catholic, brought up by supportive parents who

emphasized the importance of combining family lite,with a career. E.

has shared these career aspirations witheut finding any suitable

, ^

occupational goal.

1E.'s career drive does not spring from any speciffr intellec-

tual or artistic interest but from her general philosophy of life.

The problem arises because the only subject that apikals to her, and

one she was strongly encouraged to pursue by her high. school teacher,

is EngiiSh. But this subject has no clear vocational prospects and

her interest to writing is not compelling enough to make her risk a

career as a",creative writer.'

44,
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Her earnest.explrations of other fields were cut short by

"disastrousn'grades of. C, a shocking defeat to a student with

straight A high sChool.record. Possibly, what she described as an

inadequate science and math preparation of her parochialhigh school-.

has led her to'abandon in premature disCouragement fields which might

have"eventually engtged her interest.

Some personal developments, positive as they may be;-h

paradoxically, -the effect of increasing her indecision. The awakening

of a social conscience and a desire to dedicate her career to socially

useful ends had the effect of ruling out advertising. -A certain,thirstc
for widening her life experiences by caking` in some foreign'counity,

even at the cost of delaying graduate school, adds to her uncertainty

/0 because the desire to define her occupational goal is strong. She

admires and envies classmates who are sure of their occupational

directions.



Conclusions: The Undecided

The majority of the "undecided," the students who were equally

at sea about occupational goals in 1979 and again in 1980, share a

number of characteristics. To begin with, they tended to be tradi-

tional in their life style preferences,-scoring as non-career cases.

Moreover, whatever their high school grgdes, they lacked intellectual

interests and entered collegf wtth expectations of wider social and

generally "life" experiences rather than of

Many were surprised and disappointed by t

scholarly attainments.

liberal arts'emphitsis of

the college, bemoaning the vocational irrelevance of college require-

ments and most majors. Some wished they had resisted the lure of this

Ivy'League college and had chosen some other institution twith voca-
1 4 41.

rional programs. A few considered transferring to another college btat,

were persuaded that the prestige of the degree from-this Ivy League

college.x..Till outweigh, in their futUre search for j

vocational preparation.

Those who.' sopght advice about courses and occupational direction

the lack of

from their professorswere disappointed because le'faculty reinforced

the importance iof intellectual values.and failed to clirify specific

vocational implications of various'subjects.'

None of the "undecided'"took her uncertainty lightly, for all

the disinterest in careers. This was a troubled group of students.

Not only were they confronted with strongly motivated classmates in

pursuit of firm occupational goals, but.even the traditional women have

now internalized a sei of valUes that requires some decisions. The
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shared new norm requires that every college woman, whatever the family

income, must find, upoyraduation, some occupation and experience

economic. independence asthe indispensable basi3hfor self-confidence

and self-esteem both intthe present and as insurance for the future.

Searching as these students did, therefore, for some major

with a vocational potential, they eliminated at the ou set professions

which required arduous graduate training and a subsequent life-long

commitment. They were also easily discouraged by an Unsatisfactory

grade in some trial field, all the more so because they derived,, ew

intrinsic intellectual rewards from "purposeless" learning. An occu-

pational goal occasionally stimulated a "steadfaOt" student to redouble

her efforts after an initial C+ Or B-. The "undecided," lacking that

incentive, felt that they were pursuing a fruitless sampling of courses.

Another factor hinderinacupationaldecision-making was the

problem of selecting an occupation which would be compaq.ble with

familial obligatiOns, as, for example, one to which a woman could return

after a prolonged withdrawal for childrearing. Since the "undecided?

gave priority to family life in their aspirations for the future, they

had less stake than the career - committed students in minimizing the

problems inherent in combining family life with wprk. If anything,

they emphasized the irreconcilable dilemmas of such a combination.

Parental inflUences contributed to indecision by their excep-

tional ambivalences. These influences differed for the "steadfast"

and the "defectors." The parents of those two groups (both parents

or the more influential of the two) generally set high professional

aspirations for their daughters, For the "undecided!' the messages
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conveyed by their parents were ambivalent. Occasionally a parent

reassured the worried, undecided daughter by stressing the basic impor-

tance of a happy marriage and, conversely, the secondary issue of the

choice of work. Much more frequently, however, parents were ambivalent.

Thus, one father, whose first question to his daughter
/IN
turning home

from the dorm each weekendiwas, "Well, have you decided on some piacti-

cal majorVt, took it for granted that she will marry young. He kept

reminding her how eager he was to have grandchildren. A'mother's atti

tude was mocked by her daughter: "My mother would like me to have a

_

career as a two-day-a-week thing that brings in a lot of money:

knother father who suggested a career in medicine or law to his daughter

expressed concern about his daughter's lack of sufficient contacts with

eligible men. He warned her about dangers of delaying marriage.

These contradictory parental messages had a paralyzing effect

on the daughter because they required her to seek' occupations which

could somehow reconcile these diverse values.

Parental contradictions were all the more influential because

most of the "undecided" were either admittedly overdependent upon one

r--

c

or both parents, or were still wrestling with the issue of !'over-

protection" and failing to attain a degree of emancipation from the

family exhibited; for example, by the "converts -7 Perhaps the ethnic

subculture which made for traditionalism of the'"undecided" also

dictated family controls, as in the case of t student chafing =der

parental demands that she live at home.

We noted that the "undecided" were relatively estranged from

college, peers and continued to maintain their most significant ties



with high school (sometimes parochial school) friends who were attending

other city colleges. This estrangement from college classmates Was

vividly described by one student wha felt "emotionally intimidated by

all the girls who say, 'Yes, I'm going to he a doctor; !Yes, I'm going

to law school,' 'Yes, I'm a psychology major.' I feel envious and full

of awe hearing these girls. It's like the confidence gets sapped out

of me."

This relative isolation from college peer networks; in turn,

may have...insulated the "undecided_" against the potential influence of

the intellectual and feminist values of the-coAllege.

This is not to say that the "undecided_" remained unchanged by

their first year of college. The five vignettes of the preceding pages

illustrate man aspects of personal development. We need only remind

the readers of the influence of her classmates' derision upon one

student who had looked forward to a life similar to her mother's,-

centered in her hole and the country club. This student,-having at

first defended her vision (Alta good life, eventually realiz that she

disliked sports and found other features of her projected ife style

less congenial than she had originally recognized, Other students

testified that they had profited from college contacts with diverse

values if only through having grown in tolerance or attaining a more

voluntary and rational defedSe of their on hitherto tacitly accepted

views.

The majority of the "undecided" wire neither intellectually

impassioned nor were they career salient. This may appear to account

for their undertainty about occupational goals. However; the "undecided'
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occasionally included quite a. different type of student, one with a

strong commitment, to a life-long occupation..

1

In one such case, the student's_ desire to be a dedicated pro-

fessional derived from her general- philosophy of life rather than from

any compelling defined intellectual or artistic interest. Thus the .

general career drive still remains to be c eled. True, unlike

other.noncareer "undecided," this studen will not automatically

exclude an occupation requiring arduous graduate training.

The career-salient but "undecided" students appear to'be

caught in some dilemmas of value choices. A strong social conscience,

the expeetation that one's life work shoulcl, serve to improve the
-,4

. world, narrows therrange of choices by putting stringent demands on

acceptable occupations. Another stumbling block is encountered when

the most compelling interest is in a field with a bleak outlook for

employment.

Finally, some career-salient students are at a stage of per-

sonal development when the most pressing thirst was for a more diffuse

experience of work in a different i4gion, country, social

stratum.. This.thirst to widen one's experience, prior to professional

specialization, distraCted some students from investing their energies

in occupational.detision-miking. The process is no doubt circular.

The crystallization.of anoccupational goal generates purposeful

activity and, conversely; its absence allowS free-floating fantasies

to assert themselves, All_the same, the wish for. diverse experiences

need not in all cases be. merely a rationalizatihn of indecision. The

willingness to take risks and a,,search for experiences beyond the
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walls of academe may distinguish these personality types from students

who single-mtndedly pursue defined occupational goals.
f(

There is one final caveat with which we shall conclude this

ske'tch:of "undecided"' students. To-remain undecided about occupational

goals is not necessarily to remain static. Considerable development

may take place in the individual student without bringing her any

closer to a choice of occupation. This is not merely the case when

a student discards a possible occupational lead because of a newly

discovered lack of interest or ability. A widening of interests in

subject matter areas may leave a student more confused. So can a

heightened interest in having children or a relationship with a man

which puts expectations about the future in a new perspective..

Nevertheless,_when "undecided" are compared with "converts"

(students who, having rejected an occupational interest expressed in

1979, decided by Fall of 1980 on a new direction), the latter were

found to have undergone more significant developmental changes over
*

their freshman year. Many present themselves As "changed persons,"

a-degree of personal change the "undecided" seldom professed.
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Converts, Case 1-(b29)

.

'A. is a daughter of a college-educatecFcotmercial artist father anda mother4

who dropped out of college and 1, at present serving as a secretary in her hus-
:

band's small business in a.Western city.
'

A. entered college as `l pre=med, The original choice of medicine,and an

early defection from this plan is. clearly explained in. A's interview. A

A. was an honor-student-in high school', with-an.A record in the sciences.

Her interest and competence in science, together with her determination to have

a professional.career led her to choose the "very prestigious" occupation of.a

.gynecologist. This decision was"reinforced by her.need to resist the constant

pressurefrom her father (the relationship with whom was described -on our check-

list.as-'"very tense and strained") to enter so e artistic occupation. When she

told him-61'her plans he mocked her choice of medicine as a profession "with no

soul in it." She explained that the need to make certain that she is setting

her own goals and to rebel against her-father reinforced her decision to take

a pre-med program.

The science courses taken in her first semester in college dispelled her

illusions. Not, only were her grades of B and B- disappointing,, she realized

that she was really not interested in chemistry and biology. She found them

"mechanical, very difficult, and boring, requiring memorization of facts, with

no intellectual and theoretical challenge." She remarked, perceptively, in her

MO interview: "Being away from home lessened my rebellion against my father.

My other interests reassertedthemselves."

.Having given up medicine, A. felt greatly pressed to find a new major and

a new occupational goal. The pressure was self-imposed--her parents assured

her that college years were meant to be carefree with no hurry for final occu-

1$



pational choice. A.,sought advice from her Official college advisor whom she found

uninterested and not helpful and her boyfriend, who is undecided himself. Clearly,

the seeking of advice was merely talking over her worrisome uncertainty. She

noted: "I'don't really listen to other people's advice."

Two new occupatiohal goals have emerged at the time of the Fall 1980 inter-

view. A. is seriously considering an academic career, especially as a professor

of Women's Studies and, possibly, a career as a journalist.

How have these occupational directiohs'emerged?

In A's case the pressure for some decision became increasingly strong as her

feminist consciousness an determination to pursue a life-long occupation have

been enhanced,by significant ersonal development during the freshman year and

the summer internship in Washington. Prior to coming East to college, she was

interested In women's issues but "very family-oriented," hoping to get married

right after college. Now, she is determined' to delay marriage until she is
0

established in her career, perhaps at the age of 27 or 28. She doed not want

marriage to hinder her graduate studies or prevent' geographical mobility that

finding a job may demand.

The growing involvement in the women's movement, the self-cOnfidence and

enjoyment of independence, as a result of her summer internship in Washington,

combined to strengthen her career drive. This in turn raised the anxiety

to define heir occupational goal. The same influences played a role in the

provisional choice of an academic career as a professor of Wom Studies

or, less likely, as a journalist,..1.

A. gave a full account of her growing awareness of sexism. The Washington,

summer 1980, internship as a lobbyist for environmental causes provided a vivid

experience of discrimination against women. She felt 'She was more intelligent
a

and articulate than her male fellow-internist and yet, in the interviews with
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government officials the men "looked through her" and addressed their converse

tion to her male companion.

But the main credit for her developing concern with women's issues goes,

A. claims, to her friendship with a feminist classmate, who "dragged" her to

her first college feminist meeting and persuaded her to join clubs, attend con-

ferences, and begin writing on women's issues for the campus paper.

Her growing awareness led her to a new view ofjer parents' disastrously

sexist marriage: her father,-a self-Centered man and her mother, who wishes

she hadn't lived all her life to serve the interests of others. A. now under-

stands what her mother meant when she said that, given another chance, she might

not have married, but pursued a career in journalism or social work.

Apart from involvement in the feminism cause, college had another major

impact on A. Three courses in humanities and literature generated such intel-

lectual excitement that A. was fired by a new idea to become a college professor.

These courses changed the way she now views art, literatpre, films. The appeal

of an academic profession is all "ale greater because A. disclaims an interest

in making a lot of money - having intellectually'stimulating work is her main

(

vi .

wish. A. made a speci point of noting that one of her male humanities pro -

fessors was arrogant and uncongenial and it was the subject matter that enthralled

her. However, in addition to her feminist classmate, A. attributes her personal

growth and also a new occupational interest to another professor, a young litera-

ture professor who showed respect for her students' intelligence and with whom

she enjoyed many intellectual discussions outside of the classroom. This woman /r-

professor, A. remarked, "helped to integrate me into the college community."

Thus, these rewarding academic courses stirred in A. a desire to become a

member of the academic professitn, perhaps, in Women's Studiese She would like,

in her own words, "to write and think out arguments and exchange idea with others
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1.

on my own level." °'Shewould not consider teaching in high school. Her father

has a-prejudice against academics in their ivory tower, escapee from the real

world.

A. is still considering, but with lesser enthusiasm, a career in journalism,

since her contribution to the campus newspaper gave her confidence in her writing

ability.

A support of another nature, A. receives from her boyfriend, whom she had

met at the freshman orientation and with whom she had developed a close'relation
t

ship. He helped her overcome some sexual anxieties and he, generally, supported

her explorations of future occupational plans.

.r
Summary

The rejection of medicinejas the occupational goal affirmed at entrance to

collegejis easily explained. The choice of medicine had somewhat shallowl'roots:

a desire for a prestigious career, some interest, and high grades in high school

science courses, and the rebellion against the pressure of her father (with whom

relations are "very strained") to enter some creative and artistic occupations.

The premed college courses in the sciences proved not.only too difficult but

not at all interesting. She soon realized that the sciences and, therefore,

medicine are not for her.

The consciousqesire to overcome her dependence upon the family and, no

doubt, some inner strength led to considerable growths of self=confidence. Apart

from the college, a summer internship in a Washington lobbying organization has

taught her a lot both about herself (that she can be alone) and about the world.

(that it is sexist).

A. felt strongly the need to replace the abandoned choice of medicine with

a new occupational goal. This anxiety was not,at all relieved by parental advice



to enjoy "carefree college years." Since the year haa,increased her determination

b:

to have a career (and to delay marriage for .its sake) she was all the more serious

in her search for alternative directions. TWO significant personal developments

led to the crystallization of new plans. One was a new engagement with women's

issues, organizations, and(activities. A feminist classmate served as a c, 1-

lyst. The second was an intellectual awakening in several courses in the field

of humanities. A female professor in discussions, outside of classroom, gave A.

a taste of how rewarding mmbership in an academic community might be.

A satisfying relaticznship with a boyfriend relieved some sexual anxieties

and provided the peace of mind which, in turn, enabled her to channel sufficient

energy to clarify occupational directions.
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Converts, Case 2 (050)

B. is the older daughter of Jewish parents with. less than a college educe-
.

tion, the father a skilled civil servant; mother a homemaker.

B., certain in 1979 to be an. M.D. as a practitioner of medicine or a researcher,

changed in 1980 to an equally certain intention to become a clinical psychologist.

Since elementary school, sciences had been her favorite subjects and she

wanted something in th s occupational area. She considered being a doctor in

junior high school, en'switched her interest to medical 4esearch, this because

she speui time at the Long Island Science Congress doing medical research and

liking it.

Mien she entered college she was back "to her original interest in being a

doctor, because this permitted her to continue with her long-standing-interests

medicalmedical research as well as her interest in people. This latter was new-

found interest. She has been under sustained pressure from her parents to study

hard and make good grades in high school, and their pressure led her to "panic"

and develop ulcers. Of her Own accord she had sought the assistance of.a school

psychologist with her family problems. Not only was this woman personally help-

ful, but the student generally discovered that she enjoyed hanging around the

counseling office and talking with people. Financial security is'also an

'important value to her in an occupation.

While B. guessed that-her parents were the ones to suggest to her in junior

high school that she be a doctor in the future, most of their pressure was directed

at her excelling in school (as she started in college, her father would telephone

her from work to make sure that she was studying). Her mother, however, would

have probably preferred that she be a doctor rather than a medical researcher

because of the higher pay. The student once sent away for, information from the

F
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: Armed Forces, because she understood that they paid one's way through college,

but her parents were opposed. Her father said that he could not see her driving

a truck. While her father took a traditional rolein the home, he "never thought

twice about my going to college even though I am a girl." Both parents wanted

her to have a career.

Fall 1980: Processes of Defection
Occupational Attributes and Values

In her sophomore year this student has dropped the idea of being a premed

major and, with,it, the idea of going on to medical school. In her fir§nt semester

of college she dropped her chemistry course fwhich was part of her premed program.

Chemistry was a "nightmare course": she was constantly behind in the course work,

and college chemistry was just too complicated although he had liked it in high'

school. She did not inform her parents that she had dropped he course until

much later, and there was a "ruckus."

More generally, the Student attributes the dropping of chemistry to a pre-

occupation with other, more salient problems at the start of her college: experience.

Very troubled about being socially accepted at college, and not having had

relationships with men in high school, she purposely devoted her first semester
...,1,

to demystifying sexual reactions and, by her own admission, was se u aliy promis-

cuous. She pursued her social life over-zealously and as a result did nit do

much academic work. Moreover, this student is afflicted with arthritis and was

ill a good part of her first year.

A specific event turned her away from the thought of pursuing advanced

medical training. In her Sociology of Medicine course she learned how difficult

it was to gain admission to medical school. Besides she vividly recalls reading

an article which had a significant impact on her, in which the differences

between expectations and real life experiences of medical students were discussed,
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The values underlying her occupational aspirations have not subs ntially

changed. She is now channeling her interests away from medicine an owards

psychological research or clinical practice which also will involve her with

children, people in general, and research. Whereas, when a freshman, she wanted

to attend medical school, she now claims she wants to go on to graduate school .-

for the same reasons: she needs the security of a decent job. A graduate de-

gree will ensure greater job opportunities and. a Way to better herself generally

. through the acquisition of more knowledge. A new value has surfaced now. Although

she characterizes herself,as remaining "noninvolved politically", the non-college

enviornment of the city has exposed her to the sufferingof other's, and she would

now like to do something involving social reform, her role as a psychological

therapist or researcher.

Self-Concept

During her freshman year this student moved, toward a more realistic assess-
.

ment of her abilities. When she entered college she did feel that, a.lthough_she

had found chemistry and physics difficult, she had'done well on

examination and thergfore felt she, could make a good biologist.

assessment was.tinged with fantasy and tempered with self-doubt.

(had fantasies about discovering something in medical research - "or something

her biology AP

However, this

She always

like being the first woman on the moon." At thetsame time she worried that being

a doctor was not in fact what she might do best (for example, she was worried

she could not be accurate enough in lab work) and that she might be pursuing

this particular career only because she had-thought about it fOr so long, and

not because it particularly sqx d her. She asked herself as a freshman: "Would

I have the courage to break awa from this field that I've always aspired tl?"
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In Fall 1980 she had decided that she was not suited to medicine. Changes

in her self-concept that directly impinged on her occupational defection were

that she felt "prsically limited," incapable of the intense and prolonged Study

'required (she is only in school, 'she .now admits',. because without it she cannot

get anywhere, and belief. in graduate education has been "ingrained" in her by

her parents), and unable to "stand the sight of blood anymorfe." Her personality

is not suited to the life-style of medicine.

Self-Confidence

This change in self-concept does not represent a diminution of self-confidence.

New intellectual interests have given her a new career direction, and one aboUt

which she feels morp0 relaxed and realistic. This is a happy defection. She was

excited by the illeas-in a philosophy course and is now able to take psycholdgy

courses which have always interested her. She is seriously considering a psychology

major with a biology minor and remarks that psychology is "sort of like biology}

applied to people." She feels confident she can do well in psychology if she

applies herself.

Role Partners:

Her Sociology of Medicine professor gave her support in her new intellectual

approach to former concerns. "I had a lot of talks with her about things relating

to m elf because of my arthritis. My parents had accused me of being a hypo-

chondriac when I was young because my arthritis wasn't diagnosed, and this has
4.

always troubled me. I would talk to the professor about things like 'Does one

who is a hypochondriac have 'more or less pain tolerance?'" The professor her-

self had always been interested in these issues. At the same time, she.,also

encouraged the student to stand on her owne-t-wo feet, and treated her personal
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problems in a non-emotional manner. -This attitude was new to the student, and one

from which she benefitted. A male English teacher provided sympathy when she

discussed her illness with him.

Her changed relationship with her parents over her freshman year altered het

self-eoncept and increased her self-confidence, which indirectly affected her

"defection" process. This improved parental relationship allowed her freedom

to answer the nagging question: Would she. have the courage to break away from

her long-standing interest in medicine? In the past, this relationship had pre-

occupied her, troubled and colored much.of her approach to her life. When her

father discovered that she had sought psychological help in high school his

response had been to fly into a rage, beat her, and insist that family problems

remain within the family. Parental pressure to achieve academically diminished
7-,

over her freshman year, and the relationship improved to the point that the

student confessed that "she occasionally actually missed her parents."

All this led to developmental changes. As a freshman, the student had main-

tained that career was important to her, but the most important thing was for her

to establish a loving relationship with a man. 'Based largely on her unhappy

.childhood, however, she felt unable and unlikely to establish a sound marital

relationship, be a good mother, and rear happy children. Now, though, she feels

more sanguine about her abilities in this area. Despite the fact that she has

discovered new emotional strengths in these non-work areas, there is no change

in her career saliency. When it comes to having a career, she will plan one

with Ale in mind, and not with the possibility of having kids."

And although the salient issues for her in the first semester were ones

involving her non-academic life, she now feels she learned from her sexual prb-

miscuity, deliberately stopped it in her second semester, and now considers her-

, self more rational and able to care for herself both socially and physically.
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The continuing importance of a career wasrevealed in her comment that she feared

k

that one day her college promiscuity would be unearthed by someone and do damage

to her career.

Summary

Three general Tactors were included, as.we have seenlin her abandonment of

medicine. First, a more realistic assessment of the liff4nities and nature of

medicine vis-a-vis both her stamina aneinterests. Secondly (and college played

a role in it) a newly acquired emanicipation from parental dominance which gave

her the emotional leeway and courage td act on some latent misgivings she had

always felt about.her suitability for medicine. Finally, being committed to a

career, she needed an alternative before she could drop medicinel She found

such an alternative n clinical psychology.

Her interest in cli cal psychology was aroused by her high school experience

with psycho-therapy as 11 as by the college courses in psychology.
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Converts, Case 3 (188)

C. is a daughter of mixed parentage: a native born Catholicfather-, a high

school graduate, an employee in a business company, and a Baptist mother, born

in Centr 1 America, with eight years of schooling. The mother is employed as a

skilled factory worker.

In 1979 C. planned to major in drama. Her parents had always encouraged

her interest in playing the piano, the flute and playing in the school band.

But she never wanted to be.a professional musician. Having performed in school

plays, she developed an interest in an acting career. Her father approved it,

her mother, she thought, would' have preferred something more practical,'1iye

medicine or law. But her parents raised her "to.think like a man, and to be

independent before marriage." Her mother has always worked parttime partly for

financial reasons but, also, because she like working. Mother often explained

to C. that if a wife doesn't work, whe doesn't grow whereas her husband does.

C's father is traditional in respect to women, resenting women in his own work

but less so with his daughters, to the extent of approving her sister's hope

to become an engineer.

In high school she had related better to boys; girls were resentful of non

traditional girls and had warned her about leaving California for the East, whereas

her high school nd was much more encouraging about her going to an Eastern

Ivy League college.

Comirig East to college brought significant personal changes. The first

emest.er's' course in play production was so uninspir'ng, the professor so boring

that-she began to waver- in her plan to major in a Not only did she recognize

the less glamorous side of the theater, the realistic side, she did not like 'the

students who were majoring in the theater: "1 don't know, their appearance, just
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the whole psychological effect they had on me, the may they thought... it was a

very closed-off world." A good friend of hers tried to convince her that an

, acting career is a futile dream and C. was upset by this even though she knew

that this friend had a defeatist attitude in general.
/

Even'as C. was becoming disenchanted with the theater, some experiences

Were changing her in other respects.

Despite her mixed background C. had always thought of herself as an Anglo

but upon coming to college she has for the first. ime experienced discrimination

against Hispanics from classmates. This raised her awareness of her ethnicity.

She joined HiSpanic clubs but could not identify with them completely.

Several professors took a personal_interest in her but none influenced her

more than an impassioned male Spanish professor who often discussed the problems.

of HispaniCs in urban centers. His lectures articulated her own shock at con-

ditions in New York: "I had lived in a city all my life, but never in one like

New Yark.1FJust being here, riding the subway made one aware of city needs--the

the decay and everything. Actually I've become more aware'of the needs of poor

people."

A course in Urban Studies helped crystallize those new'concerns. She now

vas

wants to help others in her position, wants to enter Hispanic communities and

educate children about their rights and opportunities in going away to school.
4

"What it really comes down to is that education is the whole core of a Hispanic

woman's success because without it she has nothing." "I wou3idn't want to be just

one more HisPanic-,T4aman who has quit schOol and I want to help Others." A major

in Urban Studies, she now feels, will prepare her-for community organization work

in this area.

C. has, also, developed since coming to,college a better relationship wit::

women. She finds all female classes more conducive to open discussion. She was



impressed by reading in the newspaper that graduates of women's:coklegeS haVe a

higher self-esteem and record of achievement.' In fact she herself.feels more
v4a

confident after a year of college. She:ilespects her classmates, admires them

for their desire for achievement,. so unlike the silly girls of herCalifornia

hie' school.

C. was classified as only "moaerately" career salient in both 197/9 and 1980.

Surcanary

Caseillustrates several 'processes-in conversion. The disillusionment

newwith her original choice of an acting career came less frpm new perceptions of
.1,,

.

negative attributes,. intrinsic to the occupations,;than from disappointment in

the college drama progra. -.The first pro-fssor in drama she foutd boring and'.

she was repelled by the fellow students in,that major as "so up against the

wall" all the. time. Perhaps because of this disillusioniaent, -C. Was especially
J

susceptible to the discouragement of her girlfriends who kept telling -her that

she'll-never make it aseanactress. T is criticism upset her even though she

knew that her friend had a general defeatist attitude towards life.

Just as her.diSenckantment with her original plan grew, other events awakened

a new awareness and new intereSts.

Ct came t an Eastern Ivy LeSgue college from California and found herseli

for the first timekin her life confronted by an ethnic identity crisis. She had

alwa7s thought of herself as an Anglo. ahe had never before come across the-ntga-

tive attitudes' towards Hispanics that she encountered at college. Sp on upon

arrival, she got into an argument with a roommate who said "some nasty things

about Puerto Ricans, adding, "of course you wouldn't agree being a Spic yourself.",

Having encountered ,,-his.tliscrinination, she singled out other Hispanics at college

but she Could ndt;identify with them: "Kiev were too self-consciously Spanish."

7he upshot was a "very lonely.freshman year,"
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A male professor of Spanish literature had a major influence upon her emerging

ethnic self-consciousness, and indirectly, upon occupational plans. He was,an
/

inspiring teacher who discussed at length the'plight of Hispanics in American

cities-.. He crystallized for her her own new experiences: "Riding the subways

to a downtown job had a big impact on me, so much poverty and decay, no one cares,

I wanted to take all those poor youngsters home with me." She discussed these and
4

other problems (the possibi,lity of taking the junior year in Spain) with the'same

Spanish professor.

C. is now seriously considering a major in Urban Studies as a way of "learning

about how to help people in cities."' She liked her summer job as a loan processor

in Hud?and that reinforced her interest

woman with a drift towards an

of a professor, on the other.

and in 1980, raise some doubt

pational orientation;,'

in Urban-Studies.

This case demonstrates an intArplay between a new self-concept (as a marginal'

ethnic identity), on the one hand, and the influence

Materials in the interviews with C.,...hoth in 1979

as to how persistent she will be in her new occu-
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Case 4 (100)

Summaries of 0 Converts

D. is a daughter of Catholic parents, her father. an M.D. in psychiatry; and

her mother,.a college graduate and a full-time homemaker. Her mother had several

nervous breakdowns, requiring temporary hospitalization. 'D. referred tb her

gather as being "a father and a mother" to her and her siblings.

D. entered college intending to become a journalist. Since the 4th grade,

she had a strong interest in literature and writing and was an,honor student in

her parochial high school.

The primary factor that led to rejection of journalism-was certainly not

disappointment in college courses (her favorite course, was on the Novel), nor

was it poor performance, since she received A's in both English courses. She

realized that "there didn't seem to be anywhere to go with English after college."

Her father kept reminding her of this fact, as did the senior majors in English

who were so undecided about their future occupations.

Another, probably a less important factor that "soured" her on a career as

a journalist, was her unsatisfactory experience on the campus Paper, the editor

of which gave her so little scope to improve the paper that she resigned in disgust.

Despite an uninspiring first teacher in psychology, she got very interested

in the subject and now intends to major in it with a view ofbecoming a clinical

psycholOgist, for which she will require a doctorate. She volunteered the comment

that her father may have played more of a role in this choice than she had at first

realized, with all the dinner table conversations about how fascinating his pro:-

fession was Not that he ever suggested this occupation. In fact, he advised

her against medicine: "It's a great profession," he used to say; "if a woman

doesn':.t-want to get married. I don't know one woman doctor who has had a successful



marriage. It's sad but -society places too many demands upon women." Wither

wants herto have,a career,that can be more easily combined with family life.

But he has always pushed her more than he has -her brother; who was always so

undecided,, or her sisters who didn't do nearly as well in school:

D. is a devout Catholic who is rethinking her religious faith under the

Nimpact of peer influence. She has had a number of conflicts. She supports more

strongly the women's movement since coming to college but her anti-abortion stand .

creates a wedge between her and her feminist classmates. The few Catholfic' virgins

she knows in college assume she is one also, and she does not reveal to them

that she has a lover, an older graduate. student. She resisted the sexual ad-

vances of this yodng man until the beginning of her sophomore year. He has

provided strong emotional support for her in periods_of anxiety but his different

religion and his fearof commitment' have created problems'for her in their on-

again-off-again relationship.

In conclusion, D's case illustrates several general ideas. The defection

from D's original and strong interest in an English major certainly was not caused

by poor performance but by a growing realization of how impractical the major was.

The change to psychology was surely the result of her father's long-time enthusiasm

for his own work combined with the interests awakened by her first two courses in

psychology.

This case illustrates that a student with only a "moderate" career salience

has no misgivings about so major an investment as one required by a doctorate

in clinical psychology. D. does associate the woman's economic contribution to

the family with her sense of autonomy and power. But she described calmly the

sequential pattern she expected to follow. Perhaps the future appears too

distant but the-e was no inkling in the interview of a frustration she might

experience even in a. temporary withdrawal from a profession requiring so demanding

a preparation- and, Presumably, a rewarding one.
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Finally, we witness again the high occupational expectations that a father

may-have for a daughter, especially if, unlike her older brother and other

siblings, she has a good. scholastic record. It is as if the desire for upward

mobility for his children (or the maintenance of high status) has to be satis-

fied by the most promising offspring, a daughter, if the sons are unlikely

carriers of such

-0

1
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Case 5 (192)

E. is a daughter of Puerto Rican parents with grade school education, the

father a factory worker. E. shifted her occupational choice from a business

career to computer programming. I

E. attended a private preparatory school on a scholarship and she attributes

to that experience het relatively easy adjustment to college.

She dial well in school and it was always understood that she would go on

to college with a view of preparing herself for some white-collar work. Her

father has 'always encouraged her ambitions. He often reminded her: don't

want you to work in a factory and do manual work. You will work in an office

doing clean work." The idea of a businesscareer came to her when, in a part-

time job in a business office prior to coming to college, she realized how much

she hadienjoyed contacts with people and4Ther skill with numbers.

Upon arrival to college '(wh' h was not the college of her first choice) she

was disappointed' to discover tfk there was no major in business. She considered

transferring but a woman with whom she 0 came friendly, her English professor;

dissuaded her from leaving.

In searching for. a4ernative majors, she tried a variety of courses, each

-with a possible' practical occupati nal goal. The experiment with accounting

ruled out this field because. she found the subject both boring and difficult.

Economics and psychology were interesting but she decided to keep up tlitse

interests as intellectual hobbieslbecause she felt that she found what she was seek-

ing in computer science. She was prompted to give a course in computer prOgramming

a try, having enjoyed such a course in high school. She "loved" the .college

course, felt a great sense of accomplishment whenever, having worked hard on a

program, stye actually made it work in the computer room. She knew that the



field offered good job opportUnities and upon inquiring, foun that she could,

indeed, major in computer science, taking some courstis in tt engineering school.

E. has a boyfriend sympathetic to her career aspirations. Their relation-
,

ship is serious enough to lead to discussing marriage After their completion'

of college. She is committed to working and wouldn't want to hang around the

house but, if anything, she values family life and responsibilities to young
of

children even more highly--"So I'm going to have problems," she concludes.



Conclusions: The Converts

The converts present two theoretical challenges. We need to understand why

they turned away from their early occupational plans,,a change they share with

defectors. But in cotrast to defectors and the undecided, the converts found

a resolution of their uncertainty by Fall of 1980 in newly formUlated plans and

this second change also requires an explanation.

For the converts the most frequent immediate cause of defection from an

original occupational goal was the disenchantment with courses basic to the

chosen field. The more realistic exploration of the field disclosed attributes

of the subject matter, more boring or otherwise uncongenial; than the 'student'

expected either from high school courses in the same field or from more speculative

anticipations. Often, but not invariably, this disenchantment was also associated

with a disappointing grade.

Students' values were also involved in rejection of an original choice.

A student with a deep interest in English literature became persuaded that-English

was so hopelessly impractical a major as to frustrate her desire to have a lucra-

tive occupation. In this case, a closer look at the occupational goal,_ convinced

the student that it would conflict with her long-held economic values. More

frequently, values entered into occupational changes in a different way. In the

course of the freshman year the student's ranking of values changed and with new

priorities, so did the demands placed on future work. These'Shifts may be illus-

trated by a new passion for some social cause, overshadowing the wish for purely

personal success. Again, the disposition to invest effort in an arduous pre-

professional training was weakened or strengthened by changes in the relative

salience of careers, marriage, or motherhood.

Shifts in' relationships with parents during the first year of college had an

interesting effect upon occupational choice. A degree of emancipation from parents

15';



enabled some students to discard a goal chosen for them, in effeCt,by their
6.

parents. If some were thus emboldened to challenge parental authority, others

experienced a growing sense of autonomy in a different way. An example will

serve as an illustratii. One student chose medicine largely as a gesture of

rebellion against her father who strongly opposed, this choice. Early in her

first semester she-began to have some misgivings about medicine. °But the courage

to admit this mistake to herself came, on her own testimony, from her growing

sense of independence as the result.of moving away from home and of other College

experiences. At long last, she no longer needed to test her independence by the

defiance of her father.

One root difference between defection and converts appears to lie in the'

impact of the first year of college upon the student's self-concept and,

especially, self-esteem. The converts, even as the defectors, were disappointed

with the grades in the courses of their intended majors. However, of-the two

groups, the defectors suffered a more crushing blow to their self-esteem. They

not only had somewhat loWer grades but reacted with a more severe dejection than

the converts to similar grades.

This greater vulnerability to defeat, characteristic of the defectors, as

against the converts was associated with a cluster of other patterns, possibly

as the Imsequence of 'vulnerability or, conCeivably, as related symptoms of some

common underlying factor.

In any event, the-vulneradfectors reacted to their sense of failure

by retreating and by a hostile withdrawal from what they described as fiercily

competitive classmates as well as from the college faculty and personnel. The

converts, on the contrary, exercised considerable initiative in seeking out

the formal college resources of major and occupational counseling. Moreover,

converts, unlike the defectors, enjoyed one or more friendly relationships with

1



their professors. These professors, the stunts explained, provided general'

encouragement rather than specific occupational advice. Their function was

described as "she helped to integrate me into the college by her interest in me

and our intellectual discussions," or "she served as a role model," or "she gave

me a kind of motherly support."

The defectors, by contrast, failed to report such contacts with professors.

Some, in fact, failed to accept a professor's offer of help with a course, sus27

pecting that she would merely be subjected to some pressure t ajor in the pro-

fessor's department.

Here, again, the contrasting bhavior of defectors and converts illustrates

the circular, cumulative processes that set the two groups on ever-widening plo-

jectories. The hurt and, occasionally, hostile withdrawal of the defectors

results in further alienation from college and a retreat from involvement in

occupational decision-making. The converts were more open to contacts and ex-

periences provided by the college which, after initial uncertainty, engaged" them

in a new process of occupational exploration.

The greater openness of the converts than of the defectors was manifested .

also in the significant developmental changes the former reported in their 1979-

198.0 sets of interviews. Several converts presented themselves as "changed

persons" e.g., developing a new ethnic identity, a new feminist consciousness,

a greater desire for children, a new career salience. The defectors, on the
a

other hand, apart from a loss of self-esteem, manifested little personal develop-

ment.

The developmental changes reported by converts were frequently implicated

in the search for and discovery of'new occupational directions. Thus, a student

with a newly salient sense of ethnicity now wants to-work in the field of minority

relations. A convert to feminism hcJpes to become a professor of Women's Studies,

1
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a student, increasingly aware of her own and her family's emotional problems, has

switched to psychiatry as a likely occupation.

Converts were contrasted with defectors in order to throw light on the

ability of the former to replace discarded with-new occupational goals. What

can we learn about the same problems by contrasting the converts with the undecided,
r

the group equally uncertain about future jobs in 1980 as in 19797.

Several factors, as we have seen in the "Conclusions: The Undedided"

imqpilized this group. These were much more traditional in life-Style pre-

fetenaes, with the lowest proportion of career-salient students of all occupational

types. Moreover, they lacked intellectual interests and were disappointed in

the liberal arts, as agUnst a vocational emphasis of the college. They felt

that they paid a high price for choosing the prestige of anflvy League_,qollege

which licks vocational programs of other institutions.

Finally, they Were subjected to especially severe cross pressures both from

within and emanatinefrom their families. Not interested in life-long occupations,

looking forward to traditional marriages, they nevertheless took job-seeking quite

seriously. They expected to work prior to marriage and, perhaps, later in life,

both for economic reasons and normative imperatives. However, being primarily

concerned with their future familial obligations and lacking compelling intel-

lectual interests, they found this liberal arts college with many highly motivated

pre-professional classmates a difficult setting in which to find an occupational

direction. They ruled out demanding 'professions, requiring a laborious training

and difficult to combine with family life. At the same time, the college milieu

provided no exposure to many kinds of jobs, other than professions, which would

probably better suit their needs.

344 the conflict had deeper roots. if they somehow succeeded in resolving

the dile=a of work at not too high a price of a "carcer," their parents often

1



presented conflicting expectations. A father might suggest a career of medicine

or law to his daughter on one day and express his eagerriess for grandchildren

on the next. As-one student put it: "My mother would,like me to have a career

as a two-day-a-week thing that brings in a lot of money."

These conflicting parental pressures were all the more significant because

the undecided were as a grotip;, dependent-upon their families. Perhaps their

traditional gender orientations were part and parcel of close family ties of

traditional families. In any event, parental views mattered because the unde-

cided as a group did not experience the'degree of emanicipation from their

families observed among the converts.

6
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Summary

This paper presented four typical trajectories of occupational
40

decision-making. Its conclusions appear in the profiles which summarize

the illustrative case studies of each type: defectors, pp. 18-19;

steadfast, pp. 31-33; undecided, pp. 54-59; and converts, pp. 81 -85.

The discoverers remain to be analyzed.

The purpose of this summary is not to review the profiles of

each type, but to note a series of miscellaneous observa-tions, some of

which are hypotheses to be tested in the third wave of the study.

One of the serious obstacles to occupational planning is the

students' ignorance of the world of work. Their range of options is

restricted to some dozen of generally familiar occupations. The college

which is the site of this study has made an effort to bring to the campus

k speakers zepzesenting less Obvious lines of work. Such attempts to

.stretch the imagination of students must be sustained and expanded.

One surprising finding was the extent of worrisome concern

with occupational choice on the part of the freshmen.' Even traditional

students, who scored "low" on career salience, hoping to marry young

and raise a large family, felt that they should define their °coupe-
.

tional goals. We are, apparentlyiwitnessing a new norm which dictates

that finding one's place in the world of work is for women,also,the very

touchstone of maturity and personal dignity,. whatever ;he expected dis-

continuities in employment throughout the family life cycle. This is

not to say, of course, that all students were equally active and pur-

poseful in their search for such zoals.



The interviews illuminate in rich detail a generalization, well

recognized in general theory but less frequently demonstrated in research.

on college impacts. We refer to the interplay'between the predisposi-

tions the student brings to college and the nature of its impact. It

should not come as a surprise that the effedt of any stimulus, especially

so complex as the college experience, will not be uniform but will be

modified by the initial characteristics of the students. The vast

literature on the impacts of mass media, of unemployment, of family

,.crises, has confirmed this generalization many times over. At this

point, we want to focus upon a specific mode of this interplay between

the stimulus and the system upon which it impinges, that is, its

circular and cumulative character.

To illustrate, students who suffered a loss of self-esteem as

a result of disappointing performance in an intended major often become

dejected and passive. This, in turn, so immobilized some freshmen,that

they failed to avail themselves of the resources the college provided

to assist them.' One student, with special vulnerability to failure,

found some excuse not to accept

\
a professor's offer to work with her --

this leading to further withdrau 1 from academic challenges. BBy

contrast, students whose performance was more congruent with their

aspirations, tended to become more purposeful in utilizing resources

of the college, e.g., seeking contacts with professors outside of the

classroom. The rewards t,husobtained, in"turn, led to greater motive-

lion to define and pursue occupational goals.

Again, freshmen with,:traditional gender orientations tended to

stay Away from activities sponsored 1Dy the :=er:inist -,;omen's Center.

6
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Anstead, they'sought -out congenial,'equally traditional social cliques

which, in turn, served to insulate them still further from the dominant

leminisrt ethos of the college. Pn the other hand, even a Moderate,

interest in women's issues made other students open to,an invitation

of a.concerned classmate to attend some meeting. Such initial exposure
4

was _for some students, the first step:toward a serious engagement-with.

the feminist cause.

These circular and cdmulative,processes woUld lead us to expect

that, with regard to, some dependent variables (which remain to be

specified) aWider variability exists among senior than in the enter-
,.

ing class. The minor differences among freshmen widen with each

successive year. It is by virtue of these processed that the "common"

college.experience result in increasing the diffkerentiation, rather

than the homogeneity, of the student -body.

These observations are not meant te,imply that college impacts
r

are, in eneral, limited exclusively to reinforcing rather than moaify-

ing the predispositions freshmen bring with them as they enter college.

We have cited in the foregoing pages enough evidence Of radical changes

in the students during the first year of college to belie such a one-
.t

sided emphasis.

The significant role of parents in the occuoaticnal decision-

selected insights derived from case serve as illustrations.

raking is apparent even prior to the systematic and quantitative analv-

study 1sis projected for the third wave o" ,e stm Sprinz of 1982. Some

.fothers, even beloved mothers', ocoasicn17-7 as necat:v

=deis for
ti

Sometimes a -bther,



cdisaPPCinted in her life, would herself urge her daughter to follow a

different course, marry later, .establish herself in some secure,

occupation, even forego having children.

.410 struggle for emancipation from parental authority, when it

coincided- with the first year of college, was associated with instabil-

ity of choices. It propeller some students into unsuitable choices,

merely as an act of rebellion against parental wishes. It forced some

overdependent daughters into lukewarm overt conformity,coupled with

pooy performance as a sabotage against parental aspirations. It is no

accident, we believe, that steadfast students have testified to

exceptionally satisfactory relationships with parents, with no evidence

)

of either excessive dependency or a period of struggle for independence.

Not chat payeuts invariably espoused set of congruent values

bearin L_ion work. ,Apart fnom possible cross-pressures. impinging from

the family, on the one hand, and the college, on the other, the daughters

had cope with parental ambivalence; college is the ;ime for a broad

libe7. education but wbatpossiple practical value can this. major hale;

definer perPonal inters but be sure to find a well-paying occu-

pation; aim high- and f 11.)w a prestigious career but don't neglect

social life and don` L delay marriage.

Parental and, perhaps especially, paternal aspirations for the

daughter appear to be influenced by -her abilities relative to those of

her siblings. We have repeatedly, encountered fathers,'especially from

lower socio-economic classes, whose basically traditional views of

were overriden by opposing drives. When the student in question excelled

in school, unlike her brothers; and, was the only offspring to have the
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potential for success, these traditional fathers encouraged their

daughters to become lawyers, doctors, engineers, etc., staking upon

their dauihter's success all the yearnings for upward mobility that

they cherished tor.their children.

The struggle for independence from the family, when it was a

salient developmental Change, operated, as did some other personal°

changes, to drain attention and psychic energy away from the search

for occupational goals. SoMe students, who had no dating experienbq

in high school, were able, for all their yearning for social life, to

concentrate on theit.Studies and find compensatory rewards in.academic

achievement. But others, who felt immature by comparison with their

peers, plunged into social life with zeal. Whatever the outcome of

their determined effort to "catch up," their preoccupations diverted

them from the planning for 'their future jobs.

The culture shock experienced by some sheltered students,.con

u,
fronted by different and conflicting values, was another developmental

change in the first year of college that occasionally overshadowed the

concern with future goals:
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Appendix--6.

Unlike check-lists, the interview can often distinguish between a

perfunctory reference to some accepted ue, on the one hand, and a

deeply felt moral sentiment, on the other, as' well as conflicts between

one or more among competing values.

2. The circumstances or events that a) reinforced or b) changed

the student's perception of some attribute of a given occupation ("I

took a course in economics and realized that the subject was too dry and

Coring";1 worked in a day nursery and found that pesty little kids can

be really fascinating," etc.).

Similarly we shall examine circumstances and events that served to

reinforce or to modify the rankincaof values in-terms of which occupational

attributes were assessed.

m.
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Social and Sexual Relationships with Men: Gender Roles in Transition, Part I.

. Relationships with men in this and the following chapter are analyzed

for the light they throw on role strains, more specifically, those

linked to'current social changes in gender orientations. Hence.a caveat

is in order.. If relationships with men appear too problem-ridden, an

unrelieved portrayaljof pain and friction, it is because the aim was pre-

cisely to uncover the disturbed aspects of these encounters. Some balances

is provided as we attempt to discern conditions which exacerbated and,

conversely, alleviated particular types of strain.

Since role strains are in fulfilling doles, the study

attempted to discover the normative scripts underlying the itersexual

n of this particular sample of college youth. Th analysis

sought co distinguish ideal, as contrasted with "operative" valies and

norms, as well as standard forMs of behavior that are not directly called

for by social norms but are unintended by-products of some conjunction of

normative and social structural factors. This is the background against

which the interpretations of strains are presented.

Female and male undergraduates interact in various statuses, as class-

mates, club members, in musical and dramatic societies, on athletic teams.

Their purely social relationships are further subdivided into various

categories. Dating and,ramantic partners, for example, differ from "just

friends". The latter appear to adhere to more egg' 71 norms than those

71z, the early stages of a romantic involvement. "just friends,"

women are more likely to pay their share of expenses for joint activities,

feel freer to take- the initiative in calling their male friends, perhaps
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also in asserting themselves and in self-disclosure, tal as contrasted

with the early stages of'dating behavior. These normative differences,

in fact, created problems for some egalitarian women on first dates:

"If I offer to pay, would this convey a misleading signal that I have

no romantic interest in the gt.iy?"

This and the next chapter treat social and sexual relationships with

men. Since other, statuses impi$ge upon or reflect strictly social inter-

action, we shall examine this inierplay as it creates status, set conflicts

A
and thefr related 'coing strateglas.

The great majority of interviewed students felt that the campus did
. .

ot provide sufficient opportunities for meeting the male undergraduates
)3*

of the coordinate college. Since the women's ana' the men's' colleges are

adjacent, some dormitorieS.are coed, and cross-registration makes many

clasSes virtually coeducational, the refrain about the difficulty of meet-
,

ing men appears,` t first glance, puzzling. Granted that 14e freshmen,

as we saw in Chapte 2, complained also about the coldnend imperson-

ality of the women's college. Moreover, by:the middle of the sophomore

year, many women, in fact, participated in social relationships with men

of varying degrees.of intimacy, adjustment, and duration, All the same,

dis'Satisfaction with social life was prevalent.

minority admitted, in the words of one student:

"You really have to make
here. There aren't many

,women come together. In
men very much, and after
leave. You have to make
to stop them after class
have to put yourself on
risks. If you're shy or
going tq7 dme-et men her

4
0

Even the satisfied small

an active effort to meet men
opportunities whe,men and
classes you don't talk to the
class you just leave and they
a real effort to talk to people,

, and you can't be shy. You
the line and you have to take
somewhat back -ward, you're not
There's a lot of pressure here
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to he popular with men, or at least to have dates for.the .7
weekend. I was pore successful than my suitemates because
I had been taught to smile, to be friendly, and outgoing."

We suspected that,What students described as the dearth of opportu

nities to meet men had in reality other causes. As the interviews pro

gressed, the students themselves bore witness to another interpretation.

The problem was less one of literally Meeting men than of establishingt

mutually satisfactory relationships in this period of changing gender.

roles.

We shall turn to these problems.

Male Pressure for "Casual Sex"

One frequently mentioned barrier to social life was male pressure

for sex on first or second date, "casual sex."
tsi

A freshman was confronted with this problem on her seco 'hd day of

college. She described the still vivid memory:

.7)

y came over to me during Fres I Orientation and we
clicked at once. I fell for him an. we spent three days
and evenings together. Beginning with the second day, he
started to pressure me to hop into bed.. I tried to explain
that 'T was a virgin and that this was too soon. "I under
stand;" he'd say: "But you are 17 years old, you can't be
a virgin a.], 01. your life, it's time to grow up." After four
days he dropped me. Just like that. I cried for several
days. He said how much he cared for me, that he loved me
andI believed him. I guess he was on a big ego trip."

In the :cords of, another dissatisfied student:

"Smcial life with the Eastern College guys is pitiful.
The guys are basically interested'in just one thing --
sex, unless they are 'nerds' and 'jerks' who just study
and are altogether incal2451e of s acializing. As far as
i'm_concerned, the gUy-s who,are ju_t out to sleep with
the woman can go to the- moon." ...___

A similar grievance was expressed by another student:

Some girls go to the two pubs on the campus to meet men,
but those are just 'meat markets.'. -1.%he pubs attract guys

who are into drinking and into the macho image and who are

3.

a



( out for one thing -- sex. If they walk you home, they
think they've done you such a favor that you can't get
rid of them."

Another student describes herlirst evening with a male undergraduate

whom she met at the campus pub.

After some dancing, he told her that he wanted her to
go back to his room with him and meet his roommate, but
as soon as he got there the roommate left. Then he
turned on the music and started dancing and trying to
get her into bed.. She told him that she was a prude,
thAt a kiss on the first date was about all that she
was used to. She confessed she_was exaggerating a bit

I

17

3a.
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in order to stop him. But "He couldn't believe that
his charm was not enough for me to go lie on the floor
for him. He was telling me that I'm 19 'Years old and
it's time I did something about it." She stopped see-
ing him soon th eafter.

Women's greater sexual permissiveness in recent years presents a new

problem to the young man whoseseduction strategem has failed. He cannot,

as easily as in the past, refer the failure to the norm of chastity but

must experience some sense of inadequacy or rejectiOn: A salve to the

hurt ego is questioning the woman about her possible sexual-hangups or

losbianism. Such inquirie by frustrated young men were not uncommon.

rAewc,73. sor.,-711or- shared the feeling of her female classmates

that Eastern College males were. ,)n ,se their vir-

ginity thanwas true for women. Although she'has had sexual. experiences,

she wouldn't tolerate being pressured by a man because of his own ego needs.

She ended abruptly her contacts with an obnoxious college man who wanted

herto jump into'bed on their second date. Some men have the reputation

of being "one righters ". She was invited by one Eastern College joclitand

was about to accept when she was warned by. two girlfriends that that guy

was interested in a one-night stand and then he'd never call her again.

She refused his invitation.

The male pressure for sex uponthe first encounter or soon thereafter

would not be so pervasive were it not occasionally successful. But despite

the'increase in sexual permissiveness of young women, as discussed in the

next chapter, the interviewed women were still more likely than male

undergraduates to reject "casual x" and, upon their own testimony, more

eaper for friendship with men, either as an end initself, or as a con-

dition for eventual physical intimacy. Several sophqmores observed ruefully
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that it'was only after they acquired a "steady" and were recognized as a

couple that they also succeeded in having close male_friends who accepted

the limits that "just friendship" imposed.

The male undergraduates were accused of exploitative sexual behavior

but, occasionally, the exploitation was alleged to be wider in scope.

A few students felt that the pseudo-sophisticated stance, "I am out to

experience life" is a cover for using women. A female sophomore sp4aks:

"On the whole my impression of the Eastern College men
is very poor. Their philosophy that life is a series
of experiences masks a self- centered, sell-involved use
of others to further-their own ends. Perhaps they are
still immature. But I believe that women in general
are readier to give something of themselves in a rela-
tionship even as they try to receive something in return.
I know this is true of me."

trat.;,..1

repeated grievances that male insistence on sexual relations frus-

r f 0-1-A2 r'niire two qualifications. A few fresh-

men, whose high schools were characterized b sexual perssivenes, radi-

tional male dominance, and lower intellectual and cultural standar-_,

a different problem of adjustment to this College. Among this handful of

students one describes her surprising discoveries:

"Eastern College'men treat women as equals. They are
really pretty liberated. In my high school a one-to-one
relationship implied sex and the guys sort of dominated.
At College here, it's more of a dating scene, you're not
obliged to have'sex, it's more equal. Here, if a guy
calls, I can honestly say, I have to study and give him
a rain check. In high school, if you give a guy a rain
check, that's it, he won't see you anymore."

a.

During the first semester of College she met a guy in a class. They

would sit on 'the steps, smoke pot, and talk.' But he was more into school

activities, more liberated: "I wasn't ready for it in my freshMan year.

If I had met him this year we would have had more in common."

There was another and a more significant excelrtion to the.grievances



of the majdrity that their longing for male friendship with men were unful-

filled. Some religious cliques, members of which, both female and male,

upheld the ideal of premarital chastity, enjoyed a lively social life from

the outset. e religious Jewish freshman deScribed her close clique as

consistin four girls and fivV guys who ate together and participated

in joint weekend activities. She "felt very comfortable with the guys,

they were very good friends." In fact, she and another girl went on a ski

k trip with four guys, with full approval of her parents. If romantic rela-

tionships develop, she explained, a couple may "make-put," but both sexes

believe that "intercourse should be between married people."

Whatever changes these religious students may undergo in College,

their stricter moral code, somewhat paradoxically, contributed to an excep-

tionally actiie companionAhip with male classmates during the first year of

college.

I 70

rt,
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If Lampus gibs failed in some cases to provide opportunities. for the

desired male companionship, some joint'_ extracurricular activities were

occasionally equally unfruitful. Two women athletes gave. a perceptive

analysis of barriers to social life with male athletes.

Athletes: A Status-Set Conflict

The women athletes were swimmers and divers who trained together with.

men in the same pool and gym.

Long daily training sessions generate a sense of mutual
respect. Male athletes are generally superior to women.
They can afford, therefore, to watch sympathetically
the women's interaction with the coach and applaud their
progress and dedication. The intercollegiate meets A

enhance the sense of solidarity and each t am feels a
genuine satisfaction in the success of the thers
vis-a-vis other colleges.

Both males and females, not incidentally, train in sit-
uations where they an observe and admire each other's,
bodies.

This account would appear to- describe a setting in which cross -sex

friendships and romances would develop. This expectation, our informants

assured us, is belied by some countervailing factors.

The "joseks" are.generally traditional males expected to play "macho"

roles vis-a-vis women in social contacts. They know exactly how to act

in partying with "groupies," girls, s6me from other city colleges, who

adulate athletes.

try (frequently suc

evening.

The men flirt with. the "chicks," strut, tease, and

ssfully) to "make" the female companion of the

These familiar. partying strategies do not pia well in relationships:\

with wc=eTI athiet.as fro the coordinate college. "Hi, chick" would be too

contemptuous and impersonal an approach. The easy male superiority

1 7
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established in athletic activities doeS not necessarily extend to intel- 7

ledKal abilities, cultivated tastes, sophistication which come into play

in social relationships away from the gym and the pool. Women athletes,

-unlike male athletes, may, if anything, be less stereotypically tradi-

tional and more competitive than the average female student. The women

themtelves'are conflaTted, being attracted by the physical attributes of the

men and, at the same time, repulsed.by their "macho'" attitudes evidenced

o .

at social occasions.

This was the explanation, offered by some interviewed women athletes,

of the difficulty of establishing social relationshipswith men whom they

see daily in long training sessions.

Men and women can be classmates, coworkers, club members, and also

form mutual romantic relationships provided they can play roles appropriate

to each social context. But this flexible shifting of toles was excluded

in this case because the roles linked to the different statuses were not

only distinctive but contradictory. The colleagueship on the team con --

trasted so sharply with the somewhat .contemptdous and exploitative atti-

tudes towards the partying "chicks" that the strict separation between the

two sets of role partners offered the easiest way out. If this appears r
to bear some resemblance to the familiar division between "g9od" and "bad"

girls, the analogy, breaks doWn because the "good" girls, the women ath

letes, may havp. a permissive sakual code,in relationships with other men.

7-atir Rituals in Flux

WP shall encounter in this sectiorod--s of ro7P strain both

similar to and diffarin from tlIcse disc.dssed ialscwhera this
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Among the latter are problems caused by 'ambiguity about norms governing

social interaction and the consequent need-to "play it by ear". An oper-

ational index of this anomie would be a high proportion of "don't know"

in response to a question as to appropriate behavior, as well as a wide

scatter of-responses With a low moral commitment to any.

The first move. Even the feminist freshmen and sophomores who con-

demned the male prerogative of initiating and'ating relationship-as still

another symbol of 'patriarchy,"hesitated to violate this norm. We are

referring literally to the first move. In subsequent interaction, and

tertainly in established relationships,4D women and men appeared equally

free to contact the other, Modified in either direction by struggle for

power Or degree of individual involvement.

A self-assured and gregarious sophomore felt that, unlike most of the

women she ult at college, she didn't think it was wrong to call up a guy

and was rewarded by positive reactions o the men. Significantly,-she

added: "But,.of course, I would never call up anyone I had just met."

The strongest sanction against violating the male prerogative of the

first move was the male interpretation of such initiative as a sexual come-

° on. Men described such aggressive women as "sluts"-, Indignant.as the

Women were at this inference, they hesitated to expose themselves to the

risks, unless.they were among the very few who did-so with full knowledge

of the implications.

Some women learned their lesson through trial and error. A freshilian

Who eagerly anticipated intellectual...exchanges with male as well as female
C)

classmates came sadly to the conclUsion that the, men she went out with

were interested solely in her body. She recounted her first experience:

.1



"There was this one guy in my history class who was
really bright. He used to fake brilliant comments in
class, and I wanted to get to know him so I could talk
to him about history. So I approached him and asked
him whether'he would like to go out for a cup of coffee.
My intention was to talk about the lecture, but when

, we sat down, all he wanted to talk about Was how I
,felt about sex, and when we could go out on a date.
,I kept telling him that sex wasn't the reason I asked
him out. 1. was trying to be honest and straightfor-
ward with him, but he just wouldn't believe it. He
thought that the Feason I asked him out for a cup of
coffee was a sexuhl come-on. I never asked another
guy out on a date."

Deprived of the right of initiatives, a woman attracted to a man

might resort to active but indirect tactics of frequenting places where

she would be likely to meet him or persuading a disinterested suitemate,

who had also met the man, to invite him to a party.

Some strong feminists berated themselves for their timidity and the

/
failure to live up to-their egalitarian ideals.

"There is this guy," wrote a student in,her jotirnal,
"wham I find-incredibly attractive but I cannot speak
to him. I don't know if it's fear of rejection, or
fear pf being perceived as too forward; or, mpst.likely,
a combination of the two. In.any case,I feel incred=
ibly stupid. I know that one day I will look'backon
this and hate myself for it, but something inside keeps -'
stopping me."

Who pays. There were many well-established relationships in which

expenses were shared or otherwise regulated without causing any conflict

whatsoever. On the other hand, the, payment for joint activities was men7

tioned in the interviews as a source of embarrassment often enough to

warrant its incluglion as another example of anamie,

Some women, intent on pleasing a new male.adquaintance, confessed

their4iuzzlement: "Will he be put off if I offer to pay my share or does

he expect it?" Others had strong feelings, either traditional or'egalitarian,
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only to be confronted by the indignation or mockery of a male companion

Defraying the expenses of a date conferred power upon the male but,

with changing customs, many undergraduates apparently found compensating

advantages in the emerging custom of sharing the costs. This was all the

more uncle e w a man embraced those egalitarian innovations that

served his self-interest while still clinging to. traditional male advan-

tages. A woman describes jUst such ethical inconsistencies:

expect a man to pay forme the first several times
we go out, but this one guy would make fun of me.
'What kind of an independent woman are you? You don't
even offer to share the expense?'" But she had other
grievances against him. He never asked,her what she
wanted to do. He would come over and tell her that
they were going to a poetry reading or to a. museum,
whether she was interested in his plan or not. She
went along with him, but she acted sullen and he

.

would get angry and ask her what was the matter. (

She would tell him and then he would get sullen and
stop talking. Finally, she got so fed up with his
treatment of her that'she ended the relationship.

Another student felt that her former boyfriend'was both cheap and a

hypocrite. He was not above taking advantage of her by always expecting

her to share expenses. At the some time,,he wouldn't allow her to call

the waiter for a bill or'to give. her share of the money openly.

8
Another aspect of restaurant behavior was also ambiguous. A student

who was working part-time.as a waitress made fun of some traditional

couples:
.A,

"It really annoys.me when the guy gives the order for
both of them and the girl just sits there. This hap-
pened last week. 'He knew what she wanted, but he kept
messing up the order. He was going, 'Scrambled eggs,

(21

right?' and she'd answer (almost in a whisper), 'Yes,
with bacon.' and he would turn t me and say, 'And pith
bacon.' She was telling him instead of telling me
and I was thinking, 'Oh come on, what are you, some
lit .e ..ri.mp?'"

I



Symbolic significance of money. Adding to the uncertainty or conflict

about'shariog expense& was the symbolic significance of money in defining

new relationships as "just friendship" or dating. -"It's somewhat ambiguous,"

declared one sophomore:

"If you go out with a guy and you pay for your own dinner,
you don't really know whether you're on a date with him
or whether.xou're just going out .a.g- riends. I prefer
the guy to/pay on the first or seco date because that
sets up a dating relationship."

She gave the following example of what, she h ped, might be the start of

a dating relationship:

"Some guys, friends of-mine, were going out to the movies.
There was one guy in the group that I was interested in.
I stayed. with him all evening and when we got to the' movie
theatre I stood right next to him. He lOoked at:-me and I
looked at him and he said, ,'117 treat.' I said, 'Don't be
ridiculous, I'll pay for myself.' And bVsaid, 'No, if
you're with me tonight then I'll pay for yoU.'"

The familiar cues are misleading. There are other'illustrations of
-fk

problems that stem from diversity of norms. A freshman who came' from

a provincial high school that.combined'more-permissive sexual norms

with more traditional gender roles describes her confusion :

"I was really shocked.by this guys liberated attitudes
(towards women), it posed real worries forme. I thought
'If he's offering me a joint, why isn't he kissing me?
Doesn't he like me, if he doesn't kiss me, if he doesn't
attack me?' In high school offering a joint was a pick-up
yne."

1

This student concluded perceptively:. "It' was a question of getting

readjusted to new cues."

n.

Conflict with Traditional Boyfriends

A student Complained: "My boyfriend is'always asking me: 'So what.

are you going to do with your life after you graduAe?' I am telling him

, that I don't exactly know. I may want to go into the field of psychology.

He is constantly"pressuring me about this and it annoys me."

o S N.
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It is not surprising that cases in which it is the boyfriend who is

the "feminist" of the c uple are rare. Much more prevalent are clashes

between more traditional males and their girlfriend's new egalitarianism.

In a subsequent section we shall depict another variety of strfss caused

by intrapsychic conflicts.

'The role conflicts between traditional men and egalitarian women in

a number of cases contributed to the termination of the relationship, at

other t s they were chronic stresses of couples held together by other

ties.

rt
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We shall begin with cases in which the clash of role expectations

was virtually all-embracing, with the boyfriend wishing to play the

stereotypically masculine role in all of its aspects and an increasingly

rebellious girlfriend. Other couples will illustrate some more limited

lack of complementarity in gender oriendations.0,

In each of'the two introductory cases, the relationship began early

din high school and ended after the young woman's first year of college,

as a result of changes in her attitudes. The stages and the processes of

her development, are illuminated in the interviews.

"I refuse t be an appendage to a man." A college sophomore des-

cribed several stagers in a relationship that began in high school and broke

up, three and a half years later after the girl's first year of college.

In her own words, nearly all through high-sdhoocshe had a crush on a

very sexy and handsome guy, one year her senior. As she developed, she

began to see him and herself in a new light and to recognize how irrecon-

cilabl4 thUr mutual expectations became.

The case illustrates a young woman's increasing striving for equality.

Specificalthis entailed her growing refusal to subordinate,. as a matter

of course, her occupational plans to those of her boyfriend; a heightened

imPbrtance attached to studying and other activities to further her own

goals, even when these conflicted with his convenience; and a,demand to`-be

taken more seriously in intellectual discussions.

This- awakening Came gradually in the course of the first year of",
1

college:

He showed not the!slightest interest in her aspirations.
When she xpressed her belief that ma-..aniVGmti2HrieedgE
to achieve equality both in mutual commi=ent, as weli'as



in commitment to careers, J. said: "Well, I'll be
willing leo listen'to whatever positive planqyou have."
But she recognized his complete indifference to her
ambitions. When she tried to work it out with him,
he just said; "That's the way things are."

Her frustrations weren't limited to J.'s lacic. of

interest in her-life plans. Re was,.she'felt,
,aNays trying to get control .of their r lationship:
'When people were asking me questions, e'd cut me

t off or finish the sentence for me." When she tried
' to tell-him something that interested her in a
course he would remind her that he'd already covered
those subjects. Once they went to a conference of
'a youth organization-to which both of them belonged.
J. was chairman of a section and he explairied to her .

s' that it would be inappropriate for her to speak from
the floor but he would be willing to tonve3(yhatever
she had 'in mind. "He had a very-chauvinistic attitude
towards women and he made me feel like an:.-appendage
to him."

e

As she ended this relationship, she began to wonder
whether she'd ever find a man able to empathize with
the woman's need, for some autonoty, as well. as for
tenderness and understanding.

13.

sty

This woman ended her account perceptively. "my Sharp,ened feminist

vision led to our breakup." More or less consciOusly.she fOurid herself

rebelling against the view that the ideal woman, unlike the man, finds

her basic fulfillment in a personal relatipnship. Th

provides an ideological rationale for male dominance, because the woman's

notion merely

concessions to the, man can then be rationalized as the quid pro quo in

th'e unique rewards she derives, from the association. By contrast, the

.Mar, because he is expected to find fulfillment also in-other rolds, can

expec4 her to cake the necessary adjustments to his interests
e ,

The next case illuminates in greater detail the P±ocess of alienation
1

in -a relationship with a high-school steady boyfriend. The couple broke
lf

up in the :71iddle o2 the girl's sophomore year,at college. raced

S
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in the interview her change from being "a little girl," who molded. her-
-

Self to fit the boy's traditional Ideal of femininity as well as his

special emotional needs. In retrospect, she recognizes that "in thr

back of my mind I think Iaalways wanted to do 'something with my Life;

) I wanted'a career." But it was desperately important for her sellf-esteem

to have a steady boyfriend. She must have known'that to tell. him the

truth would have been to anger hit.. He would have said: "You don't

love me. Why are we going steady? I'll just find someone else who wants

to marry me and be a good wife." The case describes the early phase of

the relationship as well as the process of cha4

The student recalls her' "little girl" vole in high school.
She asked her boyfriend's advice about everything, her
clothes, her make -up, her hairdo. He was thri led by her
dependence: "He wou]d plan our life for us, ma riage when
we graduated from college, a nice house, and two children.
I used to go along and say I could hard y wait. Maybe I'
really felt that way in high sch t I suspect Ineeded
the security Of a steady boyfrie 41 was afraid to be
without a man."

This woman traced in the interview her change from the "little girl".

into'a more independent and self-confident woman in the course of which

she would no longer tolerate her,latent dissatisfaction and she would see

:tore clearly her boyfriend's shortcomings.

As both entered college, she an Ivy League school and he
a public institution, new problems emerged. He began to
feel that he wasn't as bright as she and felt intimidated
an resentful of her intellectualsuperiority. Whenever,
she tried to get into an in-depth conversation with him
-he would make fun of her by saying, 'Veil, I know you have
brains\ and you don't have to prove it to me all the time.
Thy iWt you just talk like a normal human being? Why
are you trying to show me how superior you are?" He
was also very traditional in his attitudeS towards women.
When they went out; he would go- through all the correct
behavior, not out of consideration; but because he figured
that's the way men should act. For example, when they

S
'172
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went out to a restaurant'he would order,often with-
out consulting her about what she wanted to eat.
That must have made him feel. very suave and sophis-
ticated, but it placed her in the role. of the dummy.
She reported the following incident: "One time I
wanted to hear this concert. D. didn't want to go
but he went through the motions of asking me what.
I wanted to do. I repeated that I waned to go to
the concert. He got out the newspaper andefound
the times and place for a movie he wanted to see and..
told me that we were going to the movie. I got very
annoyed and told him that I din't want to go out at
all and he said that if I didn't want to go _,to. the
movie, then we would just stay home. I didn't/Vant
to stay home, so we wound up going to the movies.,
I didn't fight with him very often-because he_got\':'
very defensive."

Another probl with the relationShiP was that D.
.ttied to inte fete with her work: puring finals he
would call her up.and try and pick a light with her
so she'd be.too upset to do well in her finals.
She said he called.her-thtee or four times during
finals week and just found little.things to pick
fights about. .She, knew that the fights weren't
significant and that it was Dlo's way of making
sure that she didn't do well on her finals.

The most significant effect of her freshman year of college was a

growing self-confidence and the realization that she could be a person

on_Jaer_owasancLdidn't have to have a boyfriend iniorder to be a complete

human being. She attributes this change to the independent attitudes of

women she met atscollege. Het two best-friends 'served as living examples

that a woman can be happy, enjoy life and self-respect without a steady

boyfriend. These girls were sociable but selective and they didn't fall

apart-if they didn't have a boyfriend for several weeks or months. They

wanted to have boyftiends to

desperate and didn't feel

ood relationship, but they were not

iated by a lull in their social life.

Her boyfriend was v : upset about the cnang,es-in her

He kept telling her; "What happened to my little You're not my -;
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little girl anymore. You don't need me. You don't depend on me."

She felt that she was able to end this unsatisfactory relationship

precisely because she was not so security minded and felt she could make
4.-

it on her own.

Her newly found self-confidence was reflected also upon her return

home during the Christmas holiday when she found herself able to partici-

pate in the discussions with her relatives iI an adult way.

The break with her highYschool boyfriend' was ineViVable, but the

pain and anxiety were eased by a new relationship with a male classmate

who had all the qualities, she missed in her first love. This is her

happy account of the new relationship:

A. is very interested in he studies and talks to her
about them. He is completely supportive of her desire
to have a career. They are able to study together.
During finals they were often together studying or just
being quiet with one another. A. didn't try and tear_,
her down or make heir feel bad while she was taking exams.
Rather he would try to comfort her if she was having
trouble in one of her. classes. She said that A. is
very intelligent and they have in -depth conversations
and he helps her to probe into intellectual arguments.
She said she's grown a lot more intellectual with A.,
that she can have an intelligent interchange with him
and not feel that he's intimidated by her intelligence.
He doesn't want her to act dumb. A. said that.would
bother him, if she tried to play down her intelligence,
that he wants-her to grow intellectually and he wants
them to grow together as well. Their relationship
continues to grow and she's very happy with A. She
_hasn't- ,told A. that she loves him because at this point
she doesn't know what love is. She said because her
relationship with D. wa so destructive, shets very
loathe to tell someone lse that she loves him until
she's absolutely sure at that's the person she wants
to spend her life with. She said that A. doesn't pres-
sure her at all to tell him that she loves him, that
het'S happy with the relationship as it is-and that he
allows her a certain amount of freedom: Neither of
them is seeing anyone else, but she knbws that A.
wouldn't desert her if she wanted to see someone else. ,
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She feels a lot freer and more independent Since she
broke up with D.

Two relationships of shorter duration were strained and terminate

by similar conflicts with traditional men.

A college freshman set on becoming a doctor met a Naval
Academy student who was "smart and cute and funny"
and appeared to be equally attracted to her. She-Soon
realized, however, that he was not at all supportive
of her hope to combine marriage with a medical career.
He would get very angry when her need to study would
occasiohally interfere with their social plans, trying
to convince her that she was wasting her-time on an
unrealistic ambition. She, in turn, would be infur-
iatecLby his attitude.

She remembered an incident that finally revealed to her
the abyss separating them. They were dining with an
engaged couple and the girl was talking about how she
couldn't wait to get married and-have kids and be a
.m6ther and her boyfriend turned and poked her and said,
"You hear that?" She .just groaned. Her boyfriend just
couldn't understand why she didnt feel that way too.
That was pretty much the end of'Cre,lationship and
soon after that she broke Up wi him. "That's when
I had the feeling, forget it. can't deal With this."

A conflict over 'finale chauvinisd'broke up a relationship that lasted

a year and a half. The woman found ;much to admire in her boyfriend --

his honesty and openneSs. But, jlth all his understanding, he Could not

accept her commitment to a career. He fell+ it was a "slight to their

relationship". The. break came when she discusse' the'Opportunity to take

her junior year abroad. /SjLe would at'gue: "Listen, I love you, but I i

have things in life I want to do, things like an education and a career

are important to me." "We had a lot of arguments over it And I just. got

sick of it."

She concluded that guys tend to have an old-fashioned picture of

women. file would be willing ,to lean back, but-she would never marry a

guy %Ho would want her to give up her career once she had a family:

1
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. So far we have cited male friends and lovers who were so much more

traditional than the women in all aspects of their gender orientations

that the relationshili-eventually dissolved.

But similar problems sometimes plagued ongoing affairs. If they

endured it was because they were less extreme, more limited in scope,

or offset by compensating ties; only the fear of loneliness.

Finally, "male chauvinise:was the reason given for terminating

association at very early stages of an acquaintance. One student was

,attracted to a an in one'of her classes. She was soon turned off by

his chauvinistic attitude towards women. Talking about his girlfriend,

he said: "Well, she's a really cutelittle piece of fluff." got

disgusted and said that he could hardly careAut a girlfriend if he

thought of her as 'a piece of fluff'." Well," he went on, "she's very

decorative and also very good in bed." "I couldn't wait until he left,"

"I run into him occasionally, but I no longer feelshe concluded:
D,

attracted to him."

Male reactions to the women's struggle for'"personhood" are krpwn to

us only through the 'women's testimony. Mutual accusations and defensive

counter ch'arges are rife, as we shall illustrate on pp. . An inter-

viewed sophomore reported that the suitemates of her boyfriend talk about

the women's college "in a very derogatory fashion They say We are snooty,

sophis,ticated, motivated, driven women-who really care more about them-

selves than about relationships with men." Her own boyfriend is more

understanding, but he, too, holds that these women give men a ham time.

Some women are soft and feminine at ona but career-driven at other

times, putrinz down men. as oppreal:ors. In his view it is the women's
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confusion that is the root.of the problelt'.

Intellectual rivalry between the sexes. The women, asi'discussed on

PP. perceived the climate of the college as excessively competitive.

Students allegedly measured their own performance against that of class-

mates. When selfesteem is based on such comparative ranking, one does

notgalways wish one's rival well. Competition for entrance to professional
et

schools added a pragmatic ground for rivalry.

In the past, competition between the sexes was minimized by stricter

differentiation of roles. Women might be superior to men in empathy or

other expressive qualitiesmen.might excell in reasoning ability without-

.. ,

arousing defensiveness in either sex. They competed for different rewards
,-

and measured their worth by different standards. We may assuthe that cam-

petition within each sex was greater than that between the sexes.

No one could expect that the, male and female undergraduates of the

two colleges Could today be free of some degree of intellectual rivalty..--

The only open question is two-old: First, do men or'boh sexes still.

expect that men should enjoy a clear margin of intellectual 'superiority,

so that Mere equality is a defeat for him? Secondly.; are women more likely.

than men to play down their abilities. in the face of intellectual. differ-

ences?

6. We shall cite some illustrations-of survivals of both phenomena, of

some expectation that the male should be the one to enjOy a margin of intel-
,

lectual superiority, if differences exist, and that wo:ilen are more likely

than men in sensitive situations to play :down their,abilities.-

These issues were not probed syst=aticaliy in every- intervie-c;. We

shall cite some illustrations, but tn,e. ack or -nontaneous,r:eferances
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suggests ,that for the sample as a whole these were not probleMs of great

urgency.

The sophomores testify:

One student felt that she had gained enough self-
confidence over the year to feel freer to argue with
the men in her classeS.... Then she added a qualification:

-"I would argue lesS'strOngly were interested in,: °

the liay sociglly. You can't be adfmant if you expect
to be asked out," ,

. .
. .

Still- another, sophomore called herboyfriend feminist
in his attitudes but less so in his behavior., He was
raised in a traditiOnal home and expects some tradi-
tionaltional behavior from women.k;:, r example, he expects,
her not to talk too much 141 ', talking to his
friends and,A certainly, to support his views. He
'becomes upset if.she argues against his views in
front of his male friends.

('-

A freshman was disappointd in lack ol" intellectual interchange with

aaie undergraduates. She gavean illustration:
5

IA' 0
-.Visiting a male acquaintance, she saw a copy of
-Ulysses oh his desk, a book-she'd just read: She
.:wanted to kndw what he 'thought of it but he cut off
this conversatiop by changing the-'subject.

Whatever the-stereotyPe of sex differences in intellectual abilities;

. ,

there was among most women, a-strong,admiration for those who stood their
/-

ground in discussions w-411 men 'and disdain for women : who "played dumb"..

"Last year,"',Tecollected. a sophomore, "there, was this
one Woman on the' floor:who was terribly competitive
with other woMen about her' marks and-terintelligence.
Then I saw her 'with her beirieild and she acted like a
twelve-year-old: .Shea kept looking at,him.in,an adoring
manner and sayingi''Ch, you're ao bright! I never would .;
have thought of ,that.' I was infuriated by her playing``

this gie. Iwould rather see women compete as fer-
ocidusly as they do at'thiscollege than act 'stupid."

I:Perhaps," she added as an afterthou:zht, "women are no
totally at fault. A lot of the Eastern Co'` 1- =en I
=et are not all that secure about their intelligence
and want a woman 'who acts is intelligentthan they are."
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The educational and intellectual differences between one sophomore

and the boyfriend she intended to Ivry presented a.majdr-,problem in this

relationship.

The young man went to work in his fatfie'r?s busines after
finishing high school. They "coMpleidept,each other" and
are very happy except for this edncatiOnal difference.
She wishes he had larg,er vocabularand:spoke more
correctly, and they had lots of fights4ver it. It got
to the point where he said: "Either you'accept me the
way I am or you don't. you'll have to:make your decisioh."

For Our purposes the significance of this case lies in her final

statement,.,"I still think it would be more acceptable if the wife were

not as intelligent as tier husband than the other way round. That's

probably why I'm so defensive about it."

We shall return to the theme of intellectual rivalry in the conclud-

ing section of this chapter. The recurrent mutual accusations in'wha1t

we have termed-, the. Mythology of the battle of the sexes suggest greater

parlsion than is apparent in accounts of personal relationships. Possibly,

a certain trial and error brought together coiples who were congenial or

able to cope with this issue of intellectual rivalry.

The longing for a sensitive man. -The young women's longing for

psychological,intimacy with men is evidenced in their depiction.of "My

Ideal Marg' (see pp. ). Filling out the Adjective Check List, "warm"

and "sensitive" were each included as a desired attributeby some 85 per

cent of the sample. ;he interviews corroborate) this finding because

some conflicts in intersexual relationships were precisely over this issue.

-The typical idiom of, youth, e.g. "he is into macho" or "he is into sensi-
i

.tivity" reflects the awareness of the problem. All the same, it is the

women who press for sensitiv'ty and the men who are on the defensive.

193
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When the boyfriend of one of our freshman respoAdents looped over

.°.
ab

7

17 P
h4t.er Adjective Check List for "My Ideal Man," he was incredulous: "tut

, 4

you described a woman, nota. man." _In the ensuin, discussion,she a4cused

him of not li.stening well-and not revealig_his Own feelings. The boy-
..,-----...._ .

,

friend was indignant: "Well, what you apparently want is sister,. not

a man."

Another student `described a relationship dating back to the eighth

grade when the boy first told her he had a crush on her, At onepoint,
.

throughout the vicissitudes oftheir long association they even\taiked

about spending their liveS'together. This relationship was virttiatly

over by the middle of the woman's sophomore year.

In retrospect the girl sees her boyfriend as a good
looking, tough, athletic man, Still sexually attrac-
tive to her but utterly closed up and uncomfortable
communicating his own feelings listening to her
ciPen talks .

Interestingly enough, this student accepted herboy-
friend's shortcomings until her freshman year at
college. Her two college girlfriends taught hereby
example what sharing of feelings and perceptions
can be like. 'She became more open about herself
and that was the kind of communication she now
wants in relations.with men. She recalled an.inci-
dent that suddenly crystallized her dissatisfaction.
She was telling him about the changes in her person-
ality during the freshman year, explaining how dif-
ferenEly she was perceiving things. and people, her ,

growing maturity. This, shePfelt,,, was a big trans- '

formation. Having talked for some time, she turned
to him: "Well, what do yOU think about all this?"
And he said: "Think about what?" "lie wasn't even
listening to what I was saying. He was y.,dreaming

.. .

and not making any effort to'know me."

The break up of a ffiendship by another freshman was atuributed to

the man's lack of sensitivity and understanding.

e

1 194.
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. .

In thiS case the'woman explained that she was more
involved it the relatiohship but faulted him for his
failure to sense he epth of her attachment. iIn anyr

4001event, the boyfri ould visit her often and they
Would have-long phone talks about his problems.

(The break c when she called him in a very, troubled
state because her family was giving her a hard time:'
She was telling him about her childhood and her rela-.
tionships wi-.0 her family. She had been talking to
,him for .soMe half an hour (such lengthy exchanges were

shenot unusual for them) when he stOpped;'realizing that
he hadn't responded. "Oh, are,you finished?" he asked.
"0.k. I Have to do my chemistry homework now."

.

"I felt extremely exposed and hurt," concluded,the
student. "'Whatever his feelings were for' -me, he
should have been more considerate and understanding."

We shall return Eo this woman in the section,on ambivalence. Having

become wary,!Flaf emotional involvement as a consequence of this disappoint-
.

.prent; she waspiaturried offfram"dating altogether until she meta very sensi-

tive man who was willing, to wait without yressuring sexually or emo-
.

tionally,i(see pp. ).

Whether or not men can satisfy the women's desire for deeper psycho-
.

logical timacy, they have become increasingly aware of it. One wom.

an assured us that this awareness has entered the strategy of sexual seducv

ti9n used-by some men.

She described an encounter with a male student during
Freshman Orientation in the course of which he.reveled
much about, himself, including his vulnerabilities and
fears. 'Alter some four hours of talking she felt that
they had:a beginning of-a good friendship which "might
develop into something more."' As 'he walked her to Lthe-
dormitory,'he began to make his pitch. He was 1Rpking
for someone'to sleep with "on a regular'basis, not just -

a.One-night stand. ".r He was very persistent and it took
some effort to get 'him to leave. .

*
4. .

if

.

This youn,Homan was sexually experienced and summed up the above
. . L

encounter with this observatyon: "I think there is a definite trend

away from macho men who try to impress the woman by sh6wing that nothing

'4

195
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phases them. I have noticed that now many men when they want to'seduce

you think that they'll score the "most points, by being open to the point
I

of revealing very personal feeilings and'even Tears."

y.

Intrapsychic Conflictk 4

The feminine rcile strains 'descibed so far represented-two types.

Tha more numerous were interpersonal conflicts between egalitarian women

and their Loge ttaditio410,,.boyfrends. AnoMikmdght be too extreme a

designation of the second type, as illustrated AA the shifting dating

norms., B thatImode of strain did stem from the absence of shared

norms and.. the resulting confusion of an actor who had"to "play it-by ear"

in a relatively structured. encounter.

We turn Aow o'a third mode of role strain, that is the intrapsychic

conflicts, in r to gender roles. The idiosyncratic aspects of the

women's pers ality may conflict with her oWn internalized ideal'of

O
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feminiihity. A militant feminist who is sexually excited by male sadism',

is an example of sucli(stress. AnOther variety of intrapsychic conflicts

stems-fram'simultaneous allegiance to irreconcilable.values, frequently

elements both of traditional and of feminist ideologies, These are
r _

analytical distinctions which are likely to be fused i y person'a'l

....

mexperience, though some rare approximate one or another of these

"ideal types" of:intrapsychic strains.

"I am.attract,ed to old- fashioned macho men who don't support any

lietrated ideals."

Several women confeesed an eXceptionally strong wish to be "protected"

-by a man. A problem arose when they were humiliated by the message Of

.helplessness that such depende&e on a man carried,.

A Clash between iaioqncratic'emotibnal.needs and internalized ideals
,

'took other forms., Some women were sexually and emotionally attracted to

macho men 'who take charge of things". Butdsuch men were not likely to
8

support career ambitions or other egalitarian ideals that were also essen-

tial components of the Iran's personality.

The folloWing excerpts from interviewsLoffet a fuller description

of these strains.

4V
A sophomore who broke up with a boyfriend,because he
wanted a traditidnal wife, deprecated her preoccupation
with studies, and opposed her aspirations to become a
physician, described her predicament, friends are
all, guys whoare really with it, who understand my
ambitions, and yet the guys I find.myself attracted to
are old-fashioned." She likes guys who "take charge
of things," who can be protective and come to her,
defense if necessary. . Once at a party, same guy, drunk,
s acted talking dirty to'her. The man she was,with
hit 1him aid told him to get out: "I like it when guys
do that." former boyfriend said that if he could
glid the guy who made an obscene call to her,'he'd
6feak his neck. She got, annoyed at this_reversian
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to primitive macho ways that reduced her to a cave,
woman status. She'd like*him to know that she c4n
take care of herself. Blit part of her felt warm
and protected to be taken care of.

This student reported that she resembled her mother in her dependency

,on.male protectivenele. But she certainly wort want to follow in her

mother's footsteps in planning her own. life. Her. mother is a housewife

who "was capable of so much more". The student aspires to a life-long

career in medicine:
-..,,

"A .somewaht similar problem was by another student. She

needed the, .security of a steady boyfriend because She had a terror of
; .

loneliness. At the same time, it was not-easy to find men who shared her -

intellectual' standards and supported her feministideals).

"My exi§e4enceS With Eastern College men were extremely
,.. disappointing. They treat women abominably.", .0ne man
: with whom she had aserious relationship in her freshman

year, "allowed her to be herself":for the first few weeks
but tben began to put her down. Whenever she disagreed
with. him he'd mock her: "Well isn't that cute ?. You have
such original ideas." The iirony of it was that they were
attractedito each other by their ability to analyze ideas.
But he'began to feel threatened by her and Wishedshe,
were somewhat less intelligent and a bit softer.

She fell very muchinlove with another man who gave the
impression of beingisspontaneous and charming. Theirs was
a painful affair. It was mostly-sexual, He was afraid of
emotional commitment: Besides, she eventually realized

. that he did.not respect women. He in effedt admitted he
thoUght that women Were merely appendages-to enhance his
image. He said to her that he would. have nothing to do

'with a woman, who wasn't good rooking, 'thatwomen had to
enhance his image. The stude t said that he was very cam=
petitivemith other men. She old the following story:
"I hadn't seen L. for about a onth., He called on a night
when I had a date:with someone else. I was still in love
with L. -4.f) broke my date to go out with him. I told J.,. .4,

about it. I said 'I broke a date with somebody else just
to go out with you.' L. was very proud about that.' I
later found out that he told the whole story to the guy if -

I had a-date with. I thought that was really disgusting
-behavior.i'' -:

iv

1/9 S
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We have descy. intrapsychfc conflicts of a particular vatiety.
. .1

. Women confessed to anotisnal di.sPositionS that ranicounter to their ideals
4

'either of themselves or of masculinity. As a resat, they'were humiliated

by their own wishes in relation to men or despised in men the very traits

they found attractive. As a rule;'these involved an emotional- attachment

to traditional gender roles in women with liberal or egalitarian ideology.

Intrapsychic conflict did not alwayt involve such a clash between the -

desired (traditionalisM) and the desirable (egalita'rignism). Another type
(

"---N

is illustr ted by a student whin internalized a combination of traditional

and.feminist valUes that make future problems,inevitabfe. For example, one

feminist student's ego ide
I

1 contjains may elements of traditional mascu-

N
Unity sueh as professional strong drive for achievement, 'and'

for economic *fluence., "It's extremely :important tome to have done

something with my life'. whpn I'm dead I don't want to be forgotten. I

wouldn't mind being-one of the, few women in history blks. I'd iove.it

)actually." This,arive for success and achievement she admires in both

men and women. Her boyfriend has it° and,,she thinks, is brighter than

she.. A

Han modified-traditional gender roles to the eitten:of demanding '

achievement of women, this student remains traditional in exempting men.

from aomestic duties and a responsibility for child rearing. Although
.

she wantslpfldren'and fully realizes the imp rtande of.nurturance for

young children; he explained that she could not have any respect for a

man who wouldn't also,, aS4she di.d, want to try to make his mark in the

=2.-

world. She is opposed to the idea of- a an staying hoteto take care of

the children: "I think it's a cop'out, I would see him as.a,faiure,'

as someone wha just gave up."

t

Ii G
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40:00.!,0 yaX4es generates A'great number of problems, as to

4Pistd childbearing in relation to her career and ways-t ng
arr

Om-
.7,' 17"

of b
''41

8Aancing. areer-and,,c 14,,rearing. She and her boyfriend see these
: . i ' -41

s'
.

problem- me ke a -1Y,,t* though she feels "panicky" sometimes they:

''_..in herAlk Wethe strain by not really facing up to their'
r

.

futurPrbk4V.ipad::ife eta 'joking abdut -them." '

,,,
, ' :

D.

- VI la 0riik$do.f- gender roles,-it is understandable that both.

sexes xadig be ine ineCtO claim the
. .

- .
privileges of the traditional and the

egalitarianoles,7evei2iA .tt}.is / imposes upon their partners a double dose
. > 1%444

P
of obligations.. The', e-Sust described differs in that the young woman's

values (rather than-.practical exigencies) imposed upon her a dduble dOse

of obligations. She ws*umodernu'in her drive far personal achievement

. 00
.and "traditional" in her definition of the husband's role.

2)
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.211"ik sensitive and considerate man the ame too emotional) de endemt-on me."
k

%The student whose unhappy love for an inseisiti4 man (see pp. 22.:3), made

her wary of any emotional .involvement met a man to whoth she explained at

thk outset that he could expect nothing but friendship.

He was considerate, patient/a wonderful listener, and
quite open about himself. ";hey began to see each other
frequently and he let_her take her time withodt pressur-
ing her sexually or emotionally.

- 4

One day she told 'him that she felt their friendship might 1
develop'into something more. In her sophomore year they
began)an exclusive and steady relationship.

Wh asked, she expressed some dissatisfaction with this .

affair She felt K. way too-dependent on her, too focused
on the/elationship to the exclusion of other possible
re, .atiQQnships with male friends. He'had no close friends
at sch ol. He is very sweet d shy and has a hard time

.

readhing out to some of the m re jock-like men at the.
college. Whenever K. was.lon ly'or wanted to talk, he
relied on her for support:and for understanding. She
felt guilty if she' didn't really want to listen to him, --

to be his-confidante when at times she might want to be
alone or be with her friends. She felt that K. resented
her other 'friends. He wasn't warm or den or friendly
when'they were around. Fie would withdraw and wait until
they left and then be very tiarm'aFd affectionate wi..h her
after they left. She wasn't surgwhether he was jealous

.of her other friends or that he just wanted t( spend the' /

time alone with her.

The last case illustrates the'dissatisfZdtion of the woman vi.th the!

price she found she had to pay for the. sensitivityand expressiveness of her

patient.boyfriend. He was, she/felt, something.of a deviant among the

%Eastern College-guys and dependent upon her to the exclusion of other

ties.. His lack of self- sufficiency put gN.t demands upon h*..-time and

required iscilatign ,from her own friends, She felt guilty when she could

not be available to him. In sum, She began to wonder whether she will ever

meet a man who combines ')1ensitivity with a degree of self - sufficiency.
A(
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Chapter;7. Social and Sexual Relationships with Men, continued

p
.

Passing references to.sexual.attitudes were made in the preceding

chapter. We turn now to ValuesConcernin!irsexqality, as well'as 'actual
.

experiences of the interviewed, sophomores. he -sample cannot match in

size or representativeness the recent surveys of incidence of premarital.

. 1 .

chastity of female undergraduates, numbers of sexual_partners
Y
or similar

. .

quantitative data. The interviews, howevet, haye some cOmpensating ad=
f

'

vantages. They shecj light on

-and the impact of collage.

the:range of attitudes, sources of strtin,

The topic of sex was approached indirectlyp.the course of the dis-
4

cussion of the ethos of this toilege":: Tha students were asked whether,

f

in.their.view, the college couldttie characterized .by some.diRminant.;values

. in several specified realmq,: This general qUestion was followed- by probing

"Who, in your opihion',''woUld be more on the defen-

a student whal.00ked Bard to full -time hoMemaking

further, for example:

sive on this campus,

(circumstances pertitting)or.a Career-oriented woman?" On this dssue,..

.
ass' was indicated in shaper ,,the overwhelming lajority perceived the

,

. 4
homemaker to be very much 611, the defensive' because the climate,ot opinion

7
favored, nay demanded, achievement outside the: home. In other repirri,

frequent respot,se was that the college stood for tolerance of diAriEy,1

with each individual free to live by her own values:

As to sex, the interviewer raised a similar question: "Wife; in your

opinion, is more on the defensive in this college -- a-virgin or sexually

experienced student?"

Not an infrequent initial response, to this question stressed the.'

tolerance of diversity- sexual norms:. "Sex is a personal decision.
e
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jr Even in,s&itee.people on yob to lead as particular life-style.

It is the attitude of -!live and
0

No one is ostracized."

This tolerance appeared in itself an ideal Value. -'Further probing,

. uncovered' the doMinant ethic, the'limits of tolerance, and considerable'
(-7

variations within the allege community.
-

,

Dominant Ss..xua Norms

'What .eme4ed as the dominant sexual ethic was captured in the .fol-_

lowing remark of a student: "It is generally assumed that women at this

colleges will have some sexual experience in their four years of college.,.

Ideally, what is desired is a relationship based on friendship and Life,

though not necessarily involving a commitment to marriage: 'ene night

stands and sleeping around is disapproved as are the sleazy teasers who

are out to collect men."

As to virgins another student voiced not an uncommon view: "I heard

women, mostly very religiousJews and Catholics, say that they intended

to remain virgins until they're married. Most people won't jump.cin soMe-
r

one whose reasons are religious. But if a woman expressed just a moral',

compunction, then other women.will most likely, argue and attempt to cail

vince her that sexual relations with a boyfriend are not immoral."

Another student, herself a virgin, indirectly confirmed these domi=

nant values: 'Students on my floor are. quite open, about sex, especially

those 10-have had one or two affairs. Virgins don't talk about;bging

virgins in aroup, nor do women who are promiscuous."

The prevailing censure.of "sleeping around" was evident in'there-

ported gossip about "sluts" and also, in the anxiety about their repute-

.

tion expressed to us by some0women who in fact engaged in "casual" sex.

Such may have been the prevailing sexual norms but variations within
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the collAge.community werd wide: For some the religious pr moral iktohi-

t.

bition of premarital sex was so deeply internalized that no confliOt-thl

to behavior, could arise. COntrast such a positidh wit the attitudes

expressed in:the followineXcerpts from interviews:

A

"Someone who was a:virginswould definitely be on'the
defensive.. You would never want' to admit it, you'd be
in'a'really.bad social situation if oil did. BLit sex
somehow is not as important here as t was in.high school.'
sure, everyone talkssaboUeit,,it'snice but it's casual.
When 'you have.sex with a guy, it's just not that weighty,-
'it,doesn't.mean that you're indebted to see him for the
_next four years. But you have tq have a certain amountr ,

of sex in order to have a good social and self-ilage..,
Too much sex; on the' other hand, is bad, beCause then
people look-at you as just being after sex, and perhaps
you could be called a 'sex object.' There is Ch
thing as too much': It a nice, casual atti de, though..
They don't brag about it, as in high. school, it's just
part of life. :It's a normal thing."

.

And, again.

"Girls who don't believe p premarital sex have it somewhat
rough on this campus because most girls have had or plan
to ,have sexual experiences so that the v rgins are the odd
ones out. By and large, having'eboyfri nd bestows pres-
tige. When you are sleeping with someon , it does give you
a slight,edge. .:You are someh9w considered a little tougher,
a-little better." .

The variatioA of'sexual norms confrOntedthe individual with.moral

choices. Those fully integrated into a group of like-minded friends en-
.

joyed the security of such a consensus. But this.did not solve the prob-
V"

for the Majority. -For one thing most studentg had. some friends out-
.

srde their own "crowds" who may have aspoused different v es. Further-
.

°more, few wer6 so.insulated as not to be\dware of,the variety of.moral

options. For some this con usion created a ormenting problem of choice.

Even the.degree of sanct2o ed 'tommunication about sex varied enough to 7

t
t

generate stress.
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were only ewo or three students who cl'aimed Ehaivthey
.. /.., .

. :
.

had ver hear ne voice-an opiniOn for or against premarital sex.
:-.v

One o these,a,resident student "wouldn't think of discussing this even

r--
with my girl friend. So private*a matter shouldn't be discussed by any=,

one but the, couple involved." The topic of sex had been completely "taboo"

in her family and-has apparently so remained for her in College. In view.
4 .J1

of the reports of dorM discussions, this student may have expressed her

idea of reserve and some-denial of reality.

At the other extreme were experienced women who, as one unsympathetic

, roommate put it, distusred their own affairs and the performance of their

lovers in such "graphic detail" as to-make her feel uncamfortalg t.

tThe majority fell between the two poles. "How open-you are about your

sexual activities depends on what group you are in" observed one student,

perceiving accurately the Variations in norms of self-disclosure about sex.

Given the desire for peer approval, each had to test the operative

:n4orms of her new associates at college. Even this caution, occasionally,

,generated guilt: "Did I'keep quiet about myself because I am.-ashamed of -

my behavior?," Mflected a student.

"What surprised me,about my freshman roommate,'-recollected a sopho-

more:. "Was her .blunt questions about sex life. She was a virgin and so

were all of us in the suite. But she wanted to know where everyone stood

on this issue. Haas shocked because I would-never ask such a queption,

nod would anyone in my high school."

"Generally people are open," remarked one sexually experienced aopho-

% more: "But there's a lot of discretiA too. For example, if I'm just\

sta a relationship,' won't talk about it until it's developed. On
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the other hand, if someone has the guts,, to ask me right away how it's goingi

be gutsy in my response and tell'thpm right off the bat."

. 0

--t9 Several students testified to a senses of liberatiot and general growth

,.-

upon the discovery that sex was not a tabooed topic in college: "It was a'
)

good experience for me to,be able to talk to someone frankly about SeXuality

'because this topic was never broached in'myhome."

The uncertainty concerning acceptable limits of selfdisclosure was,

of course, much less of a problem than issues of actual sexual behavior:

We estimate that 51 percent of the interviewed sophomores were virgins,

40 percent have had one or more lovers and the remaining 9 percent of the

interviews did not contain conclusive information.
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Pressures To-.Become Sexually Experienced
,

1.-1 . .

, Many Students felt ..that.th, general.cu3tural 'climate exerted a con-
J , . i ,7 ,!,
.. p-

'siderable pressure upon college males eo lose their:virginity and that ,

.:

.

college women are beginning.to be subject to similar expectations. We

,observed several indirect indication that such pressures do e4at. These

.con sted of reports of bragging, that is, gomen claiming more experience

than they have in reality had, the speculations about sexual'hang-ups of

virgins, and the attitudes expressed by some students about thei'i first

sexual encounters.. "I know," remarked one student: "That some girls in

.my dorm pretend to have had more sexual experiences than they had. Ilcnow
IV

for a fact )that ome. are bragging." AnotheF manifestation of changing

expectations was the speculations,about why some acquaintave remained a

virgin. "In my crowd," remarked one sexually experienced sophomore:

a girl is a 'N'irgin, one almost wonders why?"

Other students conveyed, also, the view that virginity is a problem-

atic status to be accounted for. A sophomore who confessed that her own

sexuaf experiences were disappointing, both _physically ,and emotionally,

had this to say about virgins: "The virgins I have known are afraid of

men,; they gre holding on to their virginity as a Cloak to keep them from

having relationships with men." As for herself, she was 'happy that she

lost .her virginity even if her affairs, fell below her expectations. She

now feels "more expanded, able to xpress,my sexuality, not ina blatant

way, b t,in subtle ways through my cloeing, my.walk, in the way I interact

with people." She claimed thaOshe could always tell which classmate was

a virgin because "virgins are closed, girlish, and they don't express their

sexuality."
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The significance of-these'iemarks lies in the readiness of some women

to attribute sexual hang-ups to virgins, almost in the manner in which
.10

.rejected male seducers have been know/I.:to seek to account for their 'failure.

'There is still another indirect eVidend of the pretige attached to

sexual experience. A number of freshmen, who had their first intercourse

veiy soon upon the initial encounter with a man and who found the experi-

ence unsatisfactory both physically and emotionally; expressed relatively

little guilt cz regret. We do not have systematic data on the circumstances

,surrounding the first sexual' experience in college. Nor do we know the long

range influenceS that such experiences Might have upon particular ndivid7

uals. We offer the following excerpts from interviews as evidence that in

some cases,the.prestige attached to this initiation into adulthood offset

the admitted disappointment and emotional hurt.

"In high school I had never had a boyfriend" said a student who met

.a male freshman' during Freshman Orientation. They spent the three days

together: "It was is of fun. I really thought he liked me, that maybe

he would be into having a relationship. Wesplayed frisbee,' we went to cock-

tailparties'. We talked an awful lot. We went to a party in his room. At

. first he just kissed me and I wouldn't let him do anything more. I was in-

experienced and very shy. He didn't force me but eventually we did have

sex. But after that he was very casual. He just seem, to forget about

the .1'31e thing and I would see him with other girls. It was very disap-

pointing." This student may have concealed the depth of her disappointment

whey_ added that she didn't regret her experience but in her own words:

"I said to myself: 'Wow, now I understand what a one night stand is. Now
.

I' know what that all means'."

21(
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In the next illustration

another student reminisced,:

for sexual egperiences, -I developed

time. was horrible.: I felt .torigL

Chapter 7
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0

of-an unsatisfactory.

-

"When I f4rSt-came to this City, I was
r '

sex,

ready

several -relatIonsi4 at the same
.\

apart. When I' met- Johni-(her Current

me to give my love to just

am happy only in a monogamous relationship,

boyfriend), I realized that it was important to

one person. I now know that I

sexually and emotionally."

"HorribW as she felt her previous dhaotic

her, she remarked & the 'interviewer, to acquire

her oT.7.7n personality and to "get those desires out-of my.rsystem."

For some-virgins, as seen in the above cases /the prestige attached

affairs we're, they helped

a deeper understanding of

*

to initiation into sex served to allay the disappointment with the, experi-

-
ence. This was not, of course, the universal reaction. A bitterness'to-'.

:

wards her sexual partners was desCribed by a sophomore:

"I used to feel pressured to give:in to sexual demands and
that made me dislike men. They never wanted-to experience
me as a persc and that used to.make me real angry. All
they wanted to do was'to go to bed. Even if I wanted to
sleep with them too, I always felt thatj-Was rushed into'
it and there was always a core of resentment: ,afterwards.
I used to dislike men a lot more than 4:10i0T4; I'm still-
angry but it has diminished because I knoWnow that I don't
have to put up with that kind of pressilte.".
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Countervailing_ Forces: Some.AdjUsted and Some ConflictfulVirgIns
.

We.-havd rdferred earlier to virgins whose strong religions and moral, k ,. .

. .

.i
.

, a
o

MtInvietiOns'A required.premarital'chastity.- Those who belonged to:organized

1
groups with males whO 'shared the 8ame values frequently enjoyed cross-,sex

friendships in which sexual intercourse was not an issue. But there were

some others who without these organizational ties also enjoyed an active

social life..

A Catholic student described her close girl friends as
sharing .her own intention not to have sex. outside of

/ marriage% These were exceptionally attractive women,
popular with °a group of athletes'on the male campus who is,

divided women into those "they would get serious with.
and others whom they ,see for sex.". She and her friends
tease the guys; if they see one of them at a party, they'll
ask the next day: "Did yo. -get lucky (meaning, did you
,get hdr into bed?) 1.-" These guys, all boast 'about their
conquests. Yes, sex was quite a big topic of conversation
among women. If anyone would ask her directly whether she
was a virgin; she.wOuld tell, in fact, she did just that
on one occasion without any feeling of defensiveness. A
freshman roommate, who was her good friend, lost her vir-
zinity ana now sleeps aebund. They became estranged.

The attractiveness of these conservative Women combined"With their;

selective association with men who also adhered to the trad tional "double

c,standard" accounted fo/their adjustment.

In,the next case the studen't's adherence to the norm of premarital

chastity was not directly linked to religious affiliations and she main-

tained her standards.Without the support of a "subculture." . Her boyfriend,

she explained,'"did not put any sexual pressure on me. We pet and are very

pissionate with one another, but we do not go all the way." She was not

troubled about sexuality becauge she has made her decision and her boy-

friend respected it. Sex'may become an issue, she concluded, were she to
1

date a lot of men but she was satisfied with her life and had no desire

for a wider range of dating partners.

212
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so far did not .appear in conflict about their
S

Virginity given'their moral defenses' and selective association with others

Who shared their values. 'Another type of adjusted virgin is tepresented

by a,studedt whose self-esteem was so enhanced by other developments of

a

the first year of college as to diminish the salience-of sexual experience.

These compensating interests and rewa ds deriVe from various sources:.

academic achievement, involvement in
)

social causes, various extracurricular

aCtivities
?
a sense of personal development. In one case, an unhappy re-

lationship with her boyfriend, paradoxically, contributed to a sense of

growth..

r-.

This girl had a high school boyfriend' who went to a
different college. All through their relationship she
was dependent upon him and allowed herSelf to be at his
beck and call. She wrote to him four or five lettOrs a
week and lived for vacations when they could see one
another. But he "dumped her," telling her about a new
girl he had at college. "I was hysterical for weeks,
I lost weight. Then I'started going out with one of
his best friends and this upset him a lot and he told
me he wished he had never broken'ilp with me."

Gradually, she began to nave an active social life with
female and male classmates arid felt an immense sense of
liberation and pride.. When the interviewer commented on
her relief, she responded: "Oh, yeah I feel great and I
amilhappy with school this year. I even woke up with some-
one -I was going with at the beginning of any sophOmore year.
Everyone's always broken up with me and,now I actually de-
cided that it wasn't a good relationship for 'me, so I left
the person and going out with someone, else now. It is
really nice."

Returning to the question of sex, this woman felt that she was some-

what ambivalent about her virginity but her naewly acquired sense of per-

sonal independence and self-esteem, her active social life and an interest

in E.R.A., all have combined to put the issue of sex temporarily into the

background.

f
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The virginsdeseribed so_far app/eared relatively free of-confliCt.
1

.

Some attained this serenity at the ptic of a high degree'of selective

.association with women and men who scared, their values in 1.sblation f4om
, .

the larger community. Others were attractive and flirtatious enovgh to

.enjoy sociai,life with men who still. accepted the double standard of moral-

.

ity and for whota they were the "nice" girls. Still others found such com-

pensatory sources. of ego-enhancement in the course of their freshman year

as to make the sexual questions relatively less pressing.

We turn nor to the conflictful Virgins, some unwavering in their ad--

herence to the.norm of premarital chastity, but uncomfortable and defensive,

others tormented by indecision,

The first case illustrates a 'Woman who felt herself a deviant at col-

lege and among helfriends. But she was both critical about the prevailing

1code and quite defensive about h rself.,

"Well" she said: "I'm a virgin and I'm going to stay a
virgin,until I get married. I don't think my, friends are.
My roommate is pretty fiee with what she gives. She disgusts
me but my friends say that what she does is her own business..
I guess that'S true, but I still feel very uncomfortable
around her."

The student surmised that she is uncomfortable with her
experienced suite-matesbec'ause "it makes me odd, I'm the
only one who wasn't having any sexual experience."

She went on to explain her attitudetoWards sex.

"It isn't a matter of.religion with me. It is morality.
I'd like to be sure that I-was in love with the guy before. .

I wentto,bed with him. I'm not going to jump into bed
with just anybody. I would feel used and somewhat dirty.
I 'don't believe that sex is something that's dirty, but
I'd feel that if I just jumped into bed with someone that
I wasn't in love with,'I would feel that I had compromised,
my own moral values. Also, although it was never explicitly
said in my house, I think I was brought up to believe that
you should wait until marriage, that you just shouldn't jump
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into bed with the first uy,that you meet. My parents
. never really said thatI had to wait until Marriage, but
I always 'felt that 'they would be disappointed` in me if I
Wasn't in a-very serious relationship that was tending
-toward marriage acid D went to .bed with a 'guy."

She's not embarrassed to talk to her close 'friends s-aboUt her attituhes
o

toward sex, but she neverspeaks up in a group. She says that in, the dor-

mitory women discuss freely their sexual adventures and ,experiences,

but it4embarrasses. her. She never says anything, and if she becomes too

embarrassed by how explicit the talk is, then she leaves and goes back to
7

her ;room. There is one woman on her dorm floor who goes to the Pub, picks
4

up men and sleeps with them.' She-is not only casual about her sex life,

she is up front about and doesn't) seem to be embarrassed that she is the

most talked about girl. on the floor. Sometimes she'comes into this student's

room-to exchange her sexual adventures with the student's equally promiscuous

roommate. Our respondent is t6o embarrassed to listen to their talk and she

leaves very resentful to be "kicked out of my own room."

The male students of the Eastern college, this student felt,. were able

to spot virgins and were out to get them, because this was deemed a special

kind of conquest.

This student herself defined the crux of her stress: She considers the

sexual freedom of her classmates immoral and disgusting and yet they make

her feel odd. Her plight might be the result of fortuitous circumstances

of room assignments in the freshman year or hler own passi'Vity in her failke

to seek out friends with more congenial values.

Another student, a virgin who believed that premarital sex was wrong,

felt that virgins Were made to feel on the defensive in this college. Her

deep resentment pf this attitude is apparent in the following/elcerpt from
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e of her-three girl- friends at college did have sex
rith her boyfriend,hilt'thehf the relationship went\sOur.
"It would crush me to giv&Mysqlf to jomeone, and have it
not work out." No, she doetn't judge'-gii:ls'who hate had
intercourse badly: ,:.'EveTybody She was
told about another girl who met a guy.and they were sex-
ually attracted to each other and had:sex.The way'I
understood it, it wasn't love,°jut animal attraction..
Guys will just get it from who they can." Another girl .

friend was seeing a guy for awhile and when she wouldn't
have sex with him,.hestopped seeing her.

The studen met some.guys at Eastern College who were
"mostly de ent" but she waS not dating.

For the woman to be described next, the decision whether or not to haVe

sexual intercourse was J-major conflict.

A sophomOre spoke:,

"I'm pretty happy with myself. 'There is only one conflict
* I have and that's a really big thing in m-9' life now. It is

sex. I don't know what's the right thing to do. How old do
you have to be befOre you decide when to'do it? I am so
confused and there's no one I can talk to about it. My two
girl friends who are still virgins are intending to marry
their boyfriends in a. couple of years, so they dont' have
to wait that long.' They are doing it with the guys they are
going to marry. Then there is another friend who is a 'free,
liberated woman' who has been having sex fbr a long time.
Her mother is so liberal that she doesn't mind if a guy sleeps
over in the house. All of these friends wouldn't understand
my confusion."

She went on to explain that she lost a boyfriend because she refused, to

have sex with him. "I'm just afraid of pregnancy, or that the guy won't

want to marry me then." She'd "die" if she had to walk into the Health

Services to ask for advice. She certainly doesn't want to wait for ever,

but she hates for guys to pressure her. Because, she explained, "I don't

have firm standards to fall back upon. I sort of apologize when I refuse

sex and I really don't know why I am saving 'I'm sorry' but this only gets
4

the guys aggravated. There's just.,no one to talk this whole business over

with." 411
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We illustrated some adjusted-and conflictful virgins. A few could

not be classified because.. the interview suggested that some.deeper con-
_

flicts may have been hidden despite the apparant adjustment. One such

student adMitted that thougshe was "'somewhat uneasy" about 'sexual rela:-

tions, she was not troubled\because she had no desire to engage in sexual

actiyities while still in college.

\

The .student did not disapprove of premarital sex-in
principle. Some of\her.friends had-and others did not
have any sexual experiences and that's a personal
decision. She would never discuss sex in a mixed
group. She intended to remain a virgin until she
found someone that she wanted td spend her life with.
She wasn't even.surethat she would ever meet a man
that she wanted to spend her life with, but she cer-
tainly wasn't g4ng to have'casualsexual relation-

. ships. She does not feel ashamed to talk with her-
girl friend about the fact that she's' virgin. She
talks to.her closeit friends about her lack of sexual
experience and her lack of desire for sexual experience.
One of her girl friends feels that sheis.missing a great
deal, but she knows for a fact that this friend herself
is also a virgin.

We have focused upon pressures operating withinthe college community.

But women in late adolescence have close and often ambivalent relationships

with their parents which play a major part in their sexual development.

The research did not pursue this problem systematically but the interviewed

students had much to say on the subject wften'parental relationships were

especially supportive or, at the other pole, especially tense over the

issue of sex. The-conflicts of the young Women'were exacerbated when pa-

rental attitudes mattered and at the same time ran counter to those of

significant peers. Concealment of an affair was a more or less satisfad-

tory method of coping only when parental values did not. generate excessive

guilt. This was_ illustrated by a student who explained:
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"I get a lot of pressure from mq mother,about,not
'sleeping with fide guys. One time.I was staying over
at my boyfriend's and`my mother tried to Phone me at
11 o'clock, at :1, 3,.5, 7. 14hen she finally reached
to in the morning, she was. hysterical' and accused ,me
of sleeping with my boyfriend and of(negiecting,my
work. She offerd to buy me a car ifj,were willing
to stay home and cOmmutei.ltr-father is a-lot more
open-minded about,sex. He teiis her'that.hewas glad,
that her mother.,Was a virgin but that it's up to her'
to make her own decision." This student did not ex- .st.

press much anxiety over this conflict with her mothers

Although parent-child relationships as,a factor in sexual development
..-

of..the daughter is an issue falling outside the scope of this researct,

there are references to it throughout .the book. This chapter, to repeat,

deals with the variety of sexual experiences and p r attitudes within the

college community.

0



Casual Sex: Deviance or Liberation
00

Women who "slept around" ,were ehe subject of finfavOr gossip and

Chapter 7
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.

whatever rewards. they derived from such alife-style, "they 'were aware of:

their deviant status. Interviews with ehissmallmInority brought to

light either anxiety about their reputation,br an angry defiance.

But*not all promiscuous women felt on the defensive. Some, apparently

fewinnumber,.viewed themselves as the avant-garde of true sexual libera
)

tion, as the "cutting edge" of the new order; Echoes of their ideology

were heard now and then beyond their ranks. For example, a sophomore had

a sexual relationship since her senior year in high school with'a man

attending another college. They discussed the possibility of a future

marriage in a light-hearted way, neither one ready to make a,commitment.

Because they were separated gAgraphically, this gregarious young

woman often accompanied female classmates to parties or to the Pub where,

on occasion; same male student made a play for her. She confided a con-,

flict' to the interviewer. It was not the temptation to respond to same

advances,but the Zack of it .,that worried her. "Am I denying my sexuality,"

she wondered: "By refusing a one night stand? I love my boyfriend but I

wonder, is there anything wrong with me that I find a one-night pick up

so distasteful,-solalarming?"

Another Sexually experienced sophomore-discussed freely her current

affairs with her equally, experienced women friend. She expressed great

admiration for-one of them who is "very sexually active." She is out to

expeYience everything she can, and to learn about her body and its re-
,

sponses. Not particularly popUlar on her dormitory floor, she neverthe-

less enjoys a certain measure of respect because people come td her with
4-

4,
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their sexual problems. The reporting st felt that this woman had a

genu e search for a variety of experien

attitude towards sex

n contrast with the

as a series of uests: "Unfortunately," she

added: "I lieve that most women at. this college have not had really

satisfying sexu experiences and are engaging in sex out of competition,

to prove to thetse es and totheir fiiends that they are sexually attrac-

tive. To treat ex as a conquest the view that another man is an addi-

tional notch in her belt -- this-is a sick attitude, not liberation."

The values of the ideological subculture were 'described in a diary

kept for us by a sophomore.

"What I have noticed in my own friends is the adoption of
the traditionally male role of the hunter or the cruiser.
I have done it myself to an.extent but I have seen it carried
too far, to the point where women pick up the very traits
that they criticize in men. The behavior is an extension of

. what might once have been called the 'tease.' You make sure
that you look very good but you don't wait for anyonejto
notice you. You, do the eyeing up and down and make sure
itv,s obvious that you are checking theth all out. It's car-
ried to an extreme when women will talk to or dance with
several men jiist for-the sake of rejecting them soon after.
What differentiates these women from the traditional flirt
or coquette is that they feel that what they are doing is
all part of the greater feminist plan or at least of some
sense of liberation, sexual or otherwise.

This attitude comes out even more strongly in conversations
about men -- with. or without men present. I think it's great
that women don't feel inhibited about discussing -their sexu-
ality or what they'like about a man's body. I don't feel a
need, however, to discuss the male anatomy with the, cold,
'macho' eye of a prospective cattle.buyer. Such reverse dis-
crimination is inevitable up to a point but I don't think it's

.particularly constructive to assume the very' characteristics
that we are trying to rid men of. I know that some women feel
they must,do a lot of 'catching up' on certain rights and priv-
ileges that have traditionally been an exclusively male.prere-
gative. I tend to think there is a difference between ..'Latching
up' and running backwards. 7

In relmading yesterday's installment I was reminded of an
incident in high school that seemed to shed sOmee,light -on the



Chapter 7
18.

topic of women adopting Men's attitudes. Tn the o r

room after gym one day several of thg girls were 04 bin&
the evening they had spent at a.male strip show the night
before. We weie'all quite fascinated and made Immediate
plans to go. To prove your success with all men was one
way to demonstrate your independence from men in general
(or your steady boyfriend in particular). I think we all
felt that watching,men perform erotically for us was as
good a way to assert out independence as any..".

have had another report of a small group, of women who prided them-

selveS on having a string of lovers. The admired goal is to make a con7

scious decision to "lack up an attractive Eastern collemmat,-not, to be

picked up by him. ."The ideal is to have the guy endup in your room the

next morning, rather than ending up In his." The "super women" are those

who.engage in such freely chosen sex,(and a lot of it) and still keep up

- .

with academic work.,

If these reports are tole trusted, there exists a small subculture

in which equality is defined as a victory in the male model of sexual be-
,

havior: the decidion when to have sex, the choice of a partner, the casual

attic /de towards intercourse,. the position o ower-symbolized by both the

initiative and'the place of sexual activity.

0
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APPENDIX

Research Instrumen'ts

1979, First Wave - quesLonnaires and scales

1980, Second Wave jThe 1979 questionnaires of,all the
dependent variables distributed
again to the total sample.

Interview Guide

1982-34 Third Wave - Selected questionnaires being
distributed to total sample.
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Fall 1979

'EXPECTATIONS FOR ACADEMIC PERFORriACE/

, How do you think you will. do academically at Sarnard? You

nay or may not have given any prior thought to this question, but

which of the following comes closest to your bestvptesent mess?

Please look over all statenenta before checking.

Check

1. I ao likely to make a..B+ or
10
hicher average.

2. Lan likely to make a B or r- averane.

a. I an likely to have a C+ averane, thou-h there might be

indivieual courses in which I'll do better.

4. It is possible that I may. fail one or Fore courses.

5. I don't think I can even venture a f:uess at this point.

6. Other:

EXPECTATION 2 -- MARRIAGE

What is your best guess as to trio chance that you will

y.

1. Get ;married withi

5 years after

col leve.

2. Get married withi

a year after

college or in

coller2e.

No Chance
Very

Little Chance Some Chance

Very
Good. Chance

,
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laqii SCHOOL SOCIAL. LIFE

1. Did you attend an all- girls' high school,
during your junior and senior years?

Did you attend a 'coeducational high school.
during your junior and senior years?

FALL 1979

Please check

4

*If you transferred from one type of school to another during
the last years of high school, please specify.

2. Try th think back to your junior and senior years in high
school -- did you go out on, what used to be called "dateg"?
("Social: \occasions with a man," whether just as a pair,,or.as
a,pair with another couple or couple6, 'or as a pair with a,
large group.)

Junior Year Senior Year

Did not go out as a pair at all. . .

Once a month or less. . .. ..

Two or three times'a month. . .

More than this

3. If you-went out with men during the junior and senior years of
high school, did you ever

a) see one person regulcarly for scDme period during the two
years?

b) have more than one special male friend during the two years?
(number)

c) went out'with several men, but with none exclusively

4. Do you feel that, compared with the other girls in your high
school, your social life with female and male friends in the
last two years of high school was:

More satisfactory. .

As satisfactory. . .

Less satisfactory. .

Social life
with female friends

SOcial life
with male friends.

fc,f'k.
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Fall 1979

MASCULINE AND FEMININE PERSONALITY TRAITS *

Please check statement expressing most closely your opinions:

b 1.. Ween are more sympathetic than men.

Agree Agree somewhat Uncertain Disagree somewhat Disagree

2. Women are more emotional than. men.

Agree Agree'somewhat Uncertain ...Disagree somewhat Disagree

3. Women are more sensitive than men.

Agree Agree somewhat Uncertain Di sagree .somewhat

,
4. Men are more aggressive than women.

Agree ?' Agree somewhat Uncertain Disagree

5. Men are more ambitious than women,

_Agree _Agree somewhat Uncertain Divcree

6. Women have a higher moral character th n men.

Agree Agree somewhat Uncertain Disagree

somewhat

sOmewhat

1

somewhat Disagree

T. The reasoning ability of men is greater than that of women.

Agree Agree somewhat Uncertain Disagree somewhat Disagree

8. Women are more artistically inclined than men.

Agree Agree somewhat Uncertain , Disagree somewhat Cisagree

9. It probably goes against basic needs of,men and women to place women in .a

position of authority over men.

Agree Agree somewhat Uncertain Disagree somewhat Disagree '

10. Men are more straightforward, less devious, than' women.

Agree Agree somewhat Uncertain Disagree somewhat Disagree

11 Women tend to be pettier than men.

Agree Agree somewhat Uncertain, Disagrees somewhat Disagree

12. Men are more original than women.

.';gree Agree somewhat Uncertain Disagree somewhat Disagree

13. Women are more insecure than men.

, Agree Agree somewhat Uncertain Disar.ree somewhat Disagree_
14. WoMen are more superficial than rden.

Agree Agree sonehat Uncertain Disaoree sorewhat° Disarree:

*Adapted frarl !:armeyer & K. Johnson
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MASCULIOE AND FEITIFNE PERSONALITY TRAITS--2.

Women are more artificial. than !len.

Agree Agree, somewhat Uncertai Disagree someuhat Pisagree

16. UoLle'e; are pore easily offendee.than men.
I

Agree Agree someivhat Uncertain Disagree.soewhat

I

226
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HE LIFE STYLE INDEX
Fall 1979

I. As far as y can tell now, do you plan to continue your.
education ter recevin a bachelor's decree? Please
circle the appropriate nu.,ber:

Yes, graduate school 1

Yes, professional school, 2

Yes, other training 3

I do not Plan to continue 4

How important do you think the followinn feature of an
uccupation hats been or will be in influencjng your choice

of a field of work? Circle 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 to indicate

the defree of importance this work feature has for you.

Provides freedom from supervision

Completely unimportant 1 N
Not so important It 2

Somewhat ir.portant .3

quite important 4

Very i:71portgyit 5

111.

<:1
Selow are some condition s nder which wonen work. ;ate

yourself on these by speculating how you mic2ht feel about

holding a job after marriage and nraduation frost collece.

Circle 1; 2, 3, 4 or 5 accordiv, to whether you would ",. -ant

to work under each condition. .(re sure to rate yourself

on all 7 conditions.)

...,efinitely Probably' Probably Definitely

'iot i:ot Undecided Would !cluld

1. No children; hus-
band's salary
adequate.

1 2 3

2. One child of pre=
school aJT; hus-

band's salary
adequate.

1 2 3

3. Or chilc.: ofipre-

scool aje; hus-
band's salary
not ac' equate.

1 2 3

22
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THE LIFE STYLE INDEX

III. Cont.
Fall' 1980

2.

Definitely Probably Probably Definitely
Not Not Undecided 20.11c.L. # wool(

4. Two or more children
of preschool age;

-husband's salary not 1

adequate.

5. Two or more children
of school age;
husband's salary 1

adequate.

6. Two or more children
of school age;
husband's, salary-not 1 1

adequate.

7. Children have grown
up and ,left hare;
husband's salary 1

adequate.-

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 '5

2 3 4

2 5

IV. Assume that you are trAined for the occupation of your choice, that you will
marry and have dhildren,_and that yqUr husband will earn enough so that you
will never have to work unless you Want to. Under these condition, which of
the following would you prefer (circle one).

To participate in clubs Cr volunteer work 1

To spend time an hobbies, sports or o activities

To work part-time in your chosen occupation

__Please check 3a, 3b,.or 3c

. To work part-time with pre-school children
/) 3a

To work part-time as long as children are of school age 3b

To work part-tine whatever the age of the children 3c

To work full-time in your chosen occupation 4

To concentrate on home and family 5'

Other (explain briefly) 6

V. Fifteen years from now, would you likekto be:

A housewife with no children 1

A housewife with one or mare children 2

An unmarried career woman 3

A married career woman without children 4

.A married career woman with children 5

Other: what? 6
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-Fall 197.9

1

ATTITUDES TOWARDS SEX ROLES

The statements listed below describe attitudes toward the

roles of woLen in society which different people have. There are

no right or wrong answers, only opinions. You are asked to express

your feeling about each statement by indicatino whether you

(A) aeree stroncly, (B) agree mildly, (C) disaeree mildly, or

(D) J'sagree strvi71y.

1. Swearing and oi,scepity are more revulsive in the speech of
a wom-a-n than a man .

A 3 c

Agree
strongly

Agree' Disagree
mildly

Disagree
strongly

2. Under.odern economic conditions with women being active out-
side the home, reh should share in household tasks such as
washing dishes ',rid doing the laum2ry.

I
A B- C D

Agree figree Disagree Disaeree
strongly mildly mildly strongly

, It

3. It is insulting to women to have the "obley" clause remain in
the marriage service.

A B C

strongly
Agree
mildly

Disaeree
mildly

Di sagree
strongly

4. A woman should be as free as a nail to propose marriage.'

A B C.

Agree
strongly

Agree
mildly

Disagree
mildly

-1. ,,,dapted. from J. T. Spence
and Femininity, p. 237.

Disagree
strongly

F. L. L. HeT.7.reich. Masculinity
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ATTITUPES'i0"UsuS SEX ROLES - -2.

5. Women should worry less about their rirhts and more about
becoming good wives an&m6thers.

A

rgree
stronly

B C

Agree
mildly

Disagree
mildly

Disagree
strongly

6. Women should aysume their rightful place in business and-all
the professions along with men.

'A

A,ree
strongly

Agree
mildly

Disagree
mildly

Disagree
.strongly

7.- A woman should not expect too go to exactly the same places or
to have quite the sane 'freedom of action as a mar.

A D

Agree Agree Disagree uisanree
strongly mildly mildly stronnly

. -

8. It is ridiculous' for a woman to run locomotive and
man to darn socks.

A

Agree
strongly

Agree
mildly

Oisagree Disagree
strongly

2. The intellectual leadership of a community should be largely
in the hands'of men.

A B

Arree
strongly

C D

Agree
.mjldly

Disagree
mildly

Pi sagree
strongly

13. Women should be, given equal opportunity with men for appren-
ticeship in the varipus trades.

A B

Apree
strongly

Agree
mildly

Disagree
mildly

Disanree
. strongly



ATTITUDES T0'!ARDS SEX ROLES--3.

11. Women earninr as 1,;uch as their dates should bear equally the
expense when they go out together.

A

:7ree

strongly
_Agree
mildly

Dis,arree
mildly

Disagree
strongly

12. Sons in a family should be given more encouragemenl to gio to
coller;e than daughters.

Agree
strongly

B C D

Agree
mildly

Disagree
mildly

Disagree
strongly

13. In ceneral, the father should ha(ie greater authority than the
mother in the Lringing up of children.

A B C D

Agree
strongly

Agree
mildly

Disagree
mildly

Disagree
strongly

14. Econonlic and social freedom is worth far more to women than
acceptance of the ideal of femininity which has been set up
by men. ?"-)

A 6

Agree
strongly

;gree
'mildly

Disagree
mildly

disagree
strongly

15. There are many jobs in which me'n Orould be civ'en preference
over ' :omen in being hired or proroted.

A

Agree
strongly

,agree
mildly

Disagree
mildly

231
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WINTER 1983

ATTITUCES TO 40MEN'S tIeERATIOP MOVE4EHT

1. Please indicate your feelincs about the "wenen'sliberatiOn

movement" in general by circlina one of-the choices below:

a) sytapathize.greatly, think it is certainly justified

b) sympathize so.f.ewhat, think it is somewhat Ipstified

c) neither for it nor against it 4
401.

d) somewhat against it, think it has littl, if any, justifi-
cation

vet), . much against it think it has no justification

,

2. 11ayy you ever been active in the movement in Any gray?

(check one):

b) npa) yes

If yes, please specify (circle as appropriate):

a): consciousness- raising - group

b) abortion reform

c) day-care facilities

d) demonstrations

e) conferences, symposia, workshops

f) other (explain)

2.3



Fall 1079
C OLLEGE i1 AJO R

*ou may or ray nbt have decide(' that your colle9e.major will

be. Please read over the list below and then check the statement

'.-Pthat best describes your present thoughts on the subject.

Check
4

1. I haVe at present no idea of what y rlajor in collee will
,t rbe.

. .
. -

.

2. I ar. undecided, but I think I mi glit ' iajor in one of the

following three (or. more) fields:

a) 1.1)

c) others

3. I am considerinn one of the following two fields:

a) b)

4. I most likely to major in

a', most likely to r.ajor in

(write inI

(write in)

Uther possibilities not covered in above state%ients.

,Uhich one or two persons ,..ost influenced your choice of major?

(Please circle)

Mother

Father

Closest Sister

Closest 1.rofher

',Relative

,Closest.feale friend .0$

Closest r.'.ale friend

Fiance

-Teacher

Guidance Counselor

Thyself or nobody

Other (specify)
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Fall. 1979

FUTU°k OACCUPATIONS

Question J.

Please lool: over, the folloWinn statements and check the. ,one

that cones closest to. apressinn your present thou "hts about

post-college work:.

Chetk

e;

1. I feel it is too early to know what kind of work I may

do after collee and have no definite occupational plans
II

at present.

2. I wish I did know that I wanted to do after colle7e,

but I am quite undecided at present.

3. I may change my r.ind, but at present I ar, considering

several possible occupations: ;.mono these, the most

likely three choices are:

a) c)

I shall probably choose .one of the followinn two

occupations:

a)

5. I an fairly certain:that I shall enter the following
)-

occupation:
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RELATIOiSHIP TO MOTHER III CHILDHOOD

1. She :Jade me feel wanted and needed

very true tended to
be true

2. She. set very few rules for me

very true tended to
be true

3. She praised me when r deserved it

very true tended to
be true

tended to
be untrue

tended to
be untrue

_tended to
be untrue

4. She never let me get away with break] nn a rule

very true tended to
be true

5. She ridiculed me and made fun of me

very true tended to
be true

tended to
be untrue

tended to
be untrue

6. She wanted to have maplete control of my actions

very true tended to
be true

7. She acted as ifs didn't exist

very true tended to
be true

8. She pushed me to do veil in school_L_

very true tended to
be true

9. She was overprotective of me

very true tended to
be true

tended to
be untrue

-tended to
be untrue

tended to
be untrue

tended to
be--untrue

Fall 1979

very
untrue

very
untrue

very
untrue

very
untrue

very
untrue

very
untrue

very
untrue

very
untrue

very
untrue

10. She tended to keep out of 'and withdraw from family situations
that be unpleasant

very true tended to
be true

235
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RELATIONSHIP TO FATHER IN CHILDHOOD

1: He made ne feel wanted and neded

very true tended to
be true,

2. He set very few rules for ne

very true tended to
be true

He praised me when I deserved it

very true tended to
be true

f .

Fall l9n.

tended to,
be untrue .

tended to
be untrue

tender! to
be untrue

4. He never let me Cet away with brealcing a rule

very true tended to
be true-

5. He ridiculed me and made An of me

very true tended to
be true

tended to
be untrue

tended to
be untrue

G. _He wanted to hame complete control of my actions

very true tended to
be true

7. He acted as if I didn't exist

very true tended to
be true

8. He pushed mtvto do well in school

very true tended to
be true

9. He was overprotective of ne

.very true tended to
be true

tended to
be untrue

tended to
be untrue

tended to
be untrue

tended to
be untrue'

very
untrue

very
untrue

_very
-untrue

very.
untrue

ve+y
untrue

very
untrue

very
untrue

very
untrue

very
untrue

10. He tended to keep opt of and withdraw from family situations
that minht be unpleasant

very true tended to a tended to very
be true be untrue untrue



Fall 1!77E

RELATI0i6NIPS*

Every ily is not only 'a whole units but a number of twosomes. For each
of the followinl twosooes in the family in which you crew up, check the category
which best describes therelationship.

.

Very tense
& strained

.

Somewhat
tense &
strained Neutral

Somewhat
close &
intimate

Very close
,*.i intimate

No such
'oStrie

Mother & father

.'Mother & 7.e

,

,

Father & me
-,-,_,,

;;.n o1 der bro
theT & 'e

,---
.

i' yo i-er

bro her & me .;

. .

,

-n oldt,:r

sister & me
, r

.

A youn-er
sister & me

7
,

Which of your parents do you take after in A. personality and temperan.ent;
B. intellience; and C. outlookdon life?

f

Neither parent

A.

Personality a
,temperament

B.

'Intelligence

C.

dhiv6k,
on life

Mother only ,

Father only

Doth oarents, but 1:.other more

Both parents, but father more .

Both parents equally

.

Don't khow

*Adapted from A. Rossi.
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Fall 1279

FAHILY DACKGROUND1

1. What is your father's occunation (or,..if he is retiree; or
deceased, what was his occupation before)? Please give a
detailed answer, such as "welder in ar automobile factory,"
"high school English teacher," "accountant in a larle insurance
company".

2. Does he (or did he) wort, for himself or for someone else?

1 for 1 mself 2 for someone else

3.4 About how m ch was your father's income last year as far as you
1(000 (If yOVr father is-not the chief breadwinner in the
farily, indicate inco:'le of lain-earner.)

1 less than .0000 5 ..;.10,000 to $15,000
53,000 to ;5,032 6 :;15,000 to $20,000

3 .435,103 to $7,000 7 $20,033 to $33,000'
4 $7,510 to. $11,3C3 8 over b30,010

4\. How certain are you about this income?

1 I am Quite certain about it
2 I know it arproximately
.3 I am mostly guessing

4

5. Pow,j)-uch' formal education dii your father have? Your mother?

1

2

3

Father

u.
C

7

Scrle grade school
Finished grade school
Sonie hi ^h school
Finished hi7h school
Some college
Finished college
Graduate or professional

sch6o1 after college

Mother

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

c:J. How old are your parents? (Guess if you are not sUre):

Father'S age ,
Mother's age

7. bo you have any sisters or brothers? 1 yes 2

If yes,: List then in order of their aces:

Sisters

2

3

4

5
'6

Apes
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3

4

5

6
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FAMILY 3AC':GROU0D--2.

yow r.any of your sisters will rrotally 2o or have -one to

college?

9.. 1!o,:l'any of your brothers 011 prof ably 2o or have gone to
colle-e?

lb. InwhRt,country were your -rents horn?.

Father's countr f birth

Nother'S country of tArt;1

11. What is your parents' religious background?

iiother Father
1 Protestant 1

2 Catholic
3 . Jewish . 3

4 Cther (What?)
t(-,

4

.12. uo your parents Lelon- to a church, synar,ocue or.temple?

Mother 1 yes 2 no.

Father 1 yc,.s 2 no

13. How old are you?

14. 'Where ,,.!ere you torn? ,(Give city, state and country)

15. Does your r:other now hold a payinu job or has she ever worked
during your lifetire? (Includinc' mana2ing her own Lusiness or
working in a favily business.)

yes, she : :arks now full-tire
2 yes, she ,.orks now part-ti*.ie
3 yes, she worked rreviously but not now
4 no,-st.e never .orked -y lifetime

16. If' she has 1,erkeC. durin, your lifetir,e, ,::hat different -Obs has
she held.? (::)escrite as !:recisely as you can):

1

2

3

4

17. aid your t:ier ever receive special occupational or' profession-al
training?

1 yes 2 no

If ves , describe briefly
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FA1ILY 3ACI;G;iUND -r3.

As far as you know, did your rother per work for pay efore you
were rii?

1 yes 2 no 3 not. certain

If ;es', what work did she do?

19. In the past few years, has your tilother been active in any of the
followin? (check one or rore):

1 clubs or orrtanizations
comrunity or volunteer work'
sports

4 hobbies. . . 44hich ones?
5 other What?
6 no, she has not been active in these ways

T. Adapted from Angrist and Alnquist.
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NAME (see directions below)
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DIRECTIONS FOR USING NAME GRID: 'IR thg boxes

above, print your last name first. Skip a box, then print

as much of your first name as possible. Below each box

blacken the circle that is lettered the same as the let-

ter in the box. Blacken the blank circle for spaces.

. NO./SPECIAL CODES

luse.only as chrected)
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SEX: MALE 0 FEMALE 0

AGE DATE

NCS 'ANSWER SHEET FOR

THE ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST

BY HARRISON G. GOUGH

SCHOOL

Copyright 1952 by Harrison G. Gough, Ph.D.

University of California, Berkeley

,Published by Consulting Psychologists Press,

877tioNege Ave Polo Alto, Calif,

DIRECTIONS FOR USING NCS ANSWER SHEET

This answer sheet contains a list of 300 adjectives. Please read them

quickly and blacken in the circle beside each one you would consider

to be self-descriptive, Do not worry about duplications, contradictions,

and so forth. Work quickly and do not spend too much time on any one

adjective. Try to be frank,,5nd fill the 'circles for the adjectives which

describe you as you really are, riot as you would like to be. BE SURE

TO TURN THE PAGE OVER and continue through adjective No. 300

on the reverse side, Ru

Use N. 21/2 or softer pencil Fill circles heavily Erase any errors or stra;,marks completely I Do not use ball point or ink Example:

1 Q absent-minded

2 0 active

' 3 0 adaptable

0 adventurous

5 0 affected

6 0 tiffectiOnate

7 0 aggressive

8 alert

9Q aloof

10 0 ambitious

11 0 anxious

12 0 apathetic

13 0 appreciative

14 0 argumentative

15 0 arrogant

160 artistic

17 Q assertive

180 attractive

190 autocratic

20 0 awkward

210 bitter

22 0 blustery

23 0 boastful

24 0 bossy

250 calm

26 0 capable

270 careless"

28 0 cautious

29Q changeable

30Q charming

310 cheerful

320 civilized I

330 clear-thinking

340 clever

35 0 coarse

36 0 cold

r.

610 dependent

620 despondent

630 determined

640 dignified

65Q discreet

66Q disorderly

37 Q commonplace 670 dissatisfied

3810 complaining 68Q distractible

390 complicated 690 distrustful

400 conceited 700 dominant

41 0 confident 710 dreamy

42 ()confused 720 dull

430 conscientious 730 easy-going

44 0 conservative

efficient

effeminate

45 0 considerate

460 contented 760 egotistical

470 conventional 770 emotional

480 cool 780 energetic

490 cooperative 790 enterprising

800 enthusiastic50 0 courageous

81 0 evasive5521 g ccrouweolrdly

53 Q curious

820 excitable

830 fair-minded

54 0 cynical - sa 0 fault-finding

556

deceitful

55Q daring es 0 fearful

860 feminine

870 fickle558200 defensive 87

880 flirtatious

590 demanding 890 foolish

600 dependable 90 0 forceful
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91 Q foresighted

920 forgetful

93Q forgiving

940 formal

950 frank,

96Q friendly

970 frivolous

99982 :lSgeneroushSY

1000 gent le

1010 gloomy'

1020 good-looking

1030 good-natured

1040 greedy

1050 handsome \-f.

1060 hard - headed

1070 hard-hearted

1080 hasty

1090 headstrong

1100 healthy

1113 helpful

1'120 high-smung

1130 honest

1140 hostile

1150 humorous

1160 hurried

1170 idealistic

1180 imaginative

1190 immature

1200 impatient

1210 impulsive

1220 independent

1230 indifferept

1240 individualistic

1250 industrious

1260 infantile

1270 informal

1280 ingenious

1290 inhibited

1300 initiative

1310 insightful

1320

1330

1340

1350

1360

1370

1380

1390

1400

1410

1430

1440

1450

1460

1470

1480

1490

1500

intelligent

interests narrow

interests wide

intolerant

inventive

irresponsible

irritable

jolly

kind

lazy

leisurely

logical

loud

*of
'mannerly

masculine

mature

meek

methodical

CONTINUE ON REVERSE SIDE ..
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Copyright 1952 by Harrison G. Gough, Ph.D.

University of California, Berkeley

Published by Consulting Psycho logistsPress

577 College Ave., Palo Alto, Calif.

DIRECTIONS FOR USING NCS ANSWER SHEET

This 'answer sheet contais a list of 300 adjectives. Please read them

quickly and blacken in th circle beside each one you would consider

to be self-descriptive. Do n'bt worry about duplications, contradictions,

and so forth. kik quickly and drt not spend too much time on any one

adjective, Try to be frank, and fillthe circles for the adjectives which

describe you as You really are, not as you would like to be. If'SURE

TO TURN THE PAGE OVER and continue through a jective No, 30Q

on the reverse side. "-A
4414

.Use No. 21,1 or softer pencil Fill circles heavily Erase any errors or stray marks completely Do not use ball point or ink s Example:

1 0 absent-minded 31 0 cheerful 610 dependent 910 foresighted 1210 impulsive

2 0 active 32Qcivilized 620 despondent 920 forgetful 1220 independent\
3 0 adaptable 33 0 clear-thinking 630 determined 930 forgiving 1230 indifferent

1 0 adventurous 340 clever/ 64Q dignified 940 formal 1:00 individualistic

5 0 affected 350 coor e 650 discreet 950 frank 1250 induStrious

6 Q affectionate 360 col 660 disorderly 960 friendly 1260 infantile

'7 0 aggresive, 370 co monplace 67Q dissatisfied 970 frivolous 1270 informal

8 0 alert 380 co laining 68Q distractible 980 fussy 1280 ingenious

9 0 aloof 39Q c laded 69Q distrustful 990 generous 1290 inhibited

10 0 ambitious '40 0 c nceited 700 dominant 100agentle ,1300 initiative

11 0 anxious 41 0 con dent 710 dreamy 1010 gloomy 1310 insightful

12 0 apathetic 420 confused 720 dull 1020 good-looking 1320 intelligent

13 0 appreciative 43 0 conscientious, 73Q easy-going 1030 good-natured 1330 interests narrow

14 0 argumentative 44Q conservative 74Q effeminate 1040 greedy 1340 interests wide

15 0 arrogant 450 considerate 750 efficient 1050 handsorne 1350 intolerant

16 0 artistic. 460 contented 76Q egotistical 1060'hard-headed 1360 inventive

170 assertive 470 conventional 770 emotional 1070 hard-hearted 1370 irresponsibleA
180 attractive 480 cool 780 energetic log) hasty 1380 irritable

190 autocratic 490 cooperative 790 enterprising 1090 headstrong 1390 jolly

20 0 awkward 500 courageous 800 enthusiastic 1100 healthy 1400 kind

21 0 bitter 51 0cowardly 810 evasive 1110 helpful 1410 lazy

220 blustery 52 0 cruel 820 excitable 1120 high-strung 1420 leisurely

230 boastful 530 curious 830 fair-minded 1130 honest 1430 logical

240 bossy 54 0 cynical 84 0 fault-finding 1140 hostile 1440 loud

250 calm 550 daring 850 fearful 1150 humorous 1450 loyal ,

26 0 capable 56 0 deceitful 860 feminine 1160 hurried 1460 mannerly

270 careless 570 defensive B7 0 fickle 1170 idealistic, 1470 masculine

280 cautious 580 deliberate 880 flirtatious 1180 imaginative 1480 mature

19 0 changeable 590 demanding 890 foolish 1190 immature 1490 meek

300 charming 600 dependable 900 forceful 1200 impatient 1500 methodical

Scored by NATIONAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS,

4401 West 76th St., Minneapdlis, Minn. 55435
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Sophomores Fall 1980
.

Outline of Data We Must Obtain i"

Dependent Variables. Sex-Role Orientations as specified below:

Problem A-

Has the student, remained stable with regard to the "dependent var

What changes are manifested in Set 1 to Set '6?

Set 1 Plans for majors? Future occupations: what earlier possibilities

?II

have been eliminated? Is the change, a narrowing of alternatives

stated in 1979 or an addition of. options? Change from "innovative"'

to traditional or vice versa? I

Set 2 Preferred time of marriage.

Set 3 Life style index. Professed future projections as to marriage,

children, work or career.

Set 4 Attitudes towards Women's Liberation Movement.

Set 5 Views (ideology, sentiments, attitudes) concerning female/male rela-

tionships and current experiences. Relationships in in$ellectual,

emotional, sexual, power aspects. Special emphasis on attitudes

towards women's roles on the continuum from traditional to feminist.

Set 6 Modes of role straines (see "Dilemmas'of Masculirpy" Chapter 9 for

clues both as to substantive Areas of strain and conceptual typology).

We shall want to know more about self-concept as a Woman and satis-

faction, strains in self-esteem.

Which 1979 strains have disappeared and which new strains have appeared?

Problem B. Some conceptualization of changes and stability.

Tentative typology of 1979-1980 comparisons.

24



Guide for Interview I m be used in conjunction with

the outline of Dependent and Independent Variables,

PART I. Summary of changes .(oi-7stability) through Compaiison of

1979 -1980 schedules.

PART II., The role of academic work'and male/female professors in

\hange, its diiection (or stability). This includes instructions to

interviewers as to our goals .and suggestions for que4tiaing.

1.

2 4:u



Part I Summary of-Changes

The interviewer's first task is to digest the total set of materials

in the student's folder for 1979 and examine the schedules for Dependent

Variables Set 1, 2, 3, and 4 filled out for 1980.

the interview begins with "I see you have indicated that your presedt

intentions with regard to major are...." and siMilarly with occupation,4

Set 2,-3, and 4, taken one at a time.

°If no change "I see you have filled out schedule x much the same way

as in .1979. Was there any time during the past year when you had some

doubts but returned to the original views or plans?" If change in Sets.1,

2,'3, and 4 point it out briefly.

Since.we bave no structured questions for Set 5 and Set .6 -- these

will have to be tackled in the second interview.

I suggest that we aim here at getting a fuller description-Of the

student's current positions with regard to dependent variables Sets 1 to

A and stop having ascertained enough to be able to classify case- as to

Types. I to IVas described in the Outline under Problem B. Let me make

a distinction between the 1) facts of change and 2) explanation of change.

I think it would be a mistake to begin at this point the analysis of the

causes of change or no change. The student will certainly attempt to give
41

some explanation "I got a C in chemistry and decided it is not for me. "
. %

slam inclined- to limit the questioning to what the student volunteers

plus whatever will_give a fuller picture of her current views. "I realized

that I cannot take 15 years off for childrearing and still have a career.

realized that it is not harmful to children to attend a nursery school,

etc..

Were we to probe at th s point the flows and whys of the changes, we



Guide

would ha',e to go through the "independen var'ables," Factors 1 to 5 for

-every dependent variable. It is my assumption that if there are changes

in the traditional or feminist direction, or an increase in role strains

these may well be the complicated product of several independent variables
8

(i.e., features of the college experience). I propose' therefore that

having ascertained the student's fuller (than in the filled out schedules)

description of what she thinks, feels, wants, plans (rather than why she

changed)-With regard to Sets 1 through 4, we stop at this point. In sum

the question is-"In what ways have you changed," (not why?).

The Fiut,InterView - Part 2 - Prbfessors and Courses

Introduction for the'Interviewer

You should havd time left in the first interview to cover Factors 1

and 2 of the Independent Variables: 1) Academic performance in relation

to expectations in various subjects taken in the freshman year and

2) Female and male professors. These two features must be distinguished.

The student no doubt will shift back and forth from 'subject to profesSor.

Our purposes in this section:

We will'have ascertained in Part 1 of this interview the 1979-1980

thtir
chaFges (or bibire lack) in sex role orientations. The probing, though

containing some common elements should be focussed on whatever change we

want to explain in each individual case. We should be able to end up

knowing something of the following about influence of professors on our

depende;lt variables, such as: a) no professors had any discernable

influence on self-concept'on any other of our dependent variables..

b) The net.effect was to anchor the student in whatever attitudes she



Guide

brought to Barnard.

. c) To reinforce the attitudes, whether feminist or traditional. The

difference between b and c may be too subtle. The first (b) implies

no questioning of accepted positions whereas (c) is a positive

P

reinforcement.

To modify sex role orientations towards the more traditional pole--

to lower career aspirations (a push in the direction of "defectors").

e) To modify sex role orientations towards the more feminist pole
c_-

("converts") i.e., more self- esteem as a woman, greater intellectdal

interest, greater openness to career orientations, etc.

*.

Professors in 'so far as they exert influence can do so in'several

ways.

Explicit ideological remarks about feminine/masculine roles that

arouse in students interest, indignation, approval. Irony, pursuasion in

class.

Presentation of factual materials on women artists, in pSychology,

sociology, etc., etc.

Influence exerted on sex-role orientation (positive ornegative) by

virtue of different behavior towards male/female students (reacting to

comments of one sex more seriously, patronizing, put downs).

Influence exerted by either lowering or enhancing the self-esteem of

the student (in grading, in comments upon questions). See influence in

out-of-class interaction as special topic.

Influence exerted by being admired, liked, disliked, or indifferent.

Personality, abilities of teacher as negative or positive role models.

With regard to courses, our task is to discover whether changes,



Guide P. 4

-if any, were the result of new intellectual, interests, unanticipated strengths,

or conversely disappointment in either her previous interest in a subject/Z-----
...,

or her performance in it. On the whole, what is your assessment? Did the

student suffer some loss of sel l- esteem as a student (in general or only in

a special field that was not too crucial) or found she was better than she

had anticipated? Does she feel she.gave about as much time to studies as

she expected? More or less?

Perhaps we can begin to assess how strong the students academic interests

are? How much is she preoccupied with vocational and not "liberal arts"

aspects of the colleges experience, or both? There will be Other points

in the interview in which these matters will reemerge in dtscription of the

people she hangs out with ("my friends are into studying or "partying and

having some fun ").

So much for the introduction to the interviewer and the statement of

our objectives. Now for the interview proper.

The questioning might begin with some opening statement:

"We are interested in finding out what the freshman year has meant to

you academically. Student reactions vary--some have been disappointed in

general--"I have had better teachers in high school." Others were enthusiastic

at least about some subjects and some instructors.

Some students felt that they did not Study as much as they had in high

school. One said: "I was Joe's student all through high sc4ol. For some

reason,I haven't been studying as hard here. Perhaps I hang out with the

wrong crowd. The guys seem to feel it is 'cool" not to be into studying

and tell me I'll_learn not to study by the sophomore year." Others repeated

that they only now learned what it is to study hard and they have worked



Guide P.

much harder than in high school. In order to get a more accurate picture

we are asking what your schedule of courses was each term, without naming

the instructor. Interviewer uses schedule asking student to dictate name of

course. Rate the instructor 1 to 3.:""

When all courses are listed ask which professor was female, which

male.

If professor is,female does the student know whether teacher is single

or marrjed? Children?

Let her talk about 3 courses you found most stimulating? What about

a) subject matter b) professor, added to their value?

Why did you give the rating of 1 to those you gave? (Knowledge of

subject, fascinating presentation, inspiration, attitude to students?)
4

"Now let us turn specifically to women's issues. Do you have any

,
idea as to where the professO stood on the whole issue of masculine and

feminine roles? In some irse sychology, sociology, women in art or
*.N

women's studies the subject of the coursg is bdund to include relevant

factual material. Iq\i, other courses the attitude of the professor may be

manifested in some incidental r Marks about psychological sex differences,

4
graduate study for male and fema e students, views on affirmative action

for wamen,_on the family, on suitable and unsuitable occupations. Perhaps,

. some remarks in response to questions from students.

The attitude of a particular professor may also become evident from

differences in treatment of male and female students. Patronizing.

Put down, more responsive to questions from one or the other sex, jokes,

etc. This inventory of possibilities should help students recollect

relevant incidents.
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,.Guide

Find out her reactions to the position professor rep /esented--gave

her a new outlook (which?): made her angry?; she agreed?

Interaction with professor outside the classroom. WaS there any?

How initiated?

Stimulated interest in the materials of the course? Raised self -'
,1 ,

,.. i
confidence? Allayed anxiety about performance in course? Opened up

some vocational opportunities? Offered ger:ex.-411 counseling? Created a tie

to the college? Lowered interest in subject because professor was too

- "heavy," gave a more realistic description of the field dispelling illusions

about interest or vocational opportunity linked to subject? Was so

indifferent or impersonal as to alienate student?

Does student have different expectations of female/male teachers?

'Expects more support, more personal interest? More intellectual rigor

from one tharkanother?

;

Perhaps the interaction with male or female professors outside the

classroom differs in frequency? Be open, of course, to negative answers

even after probing: "Were you more surprised or displeased by the aloofness

of the female professor when you went to see her than by the same aloofness

of the male professor?" 4

25.d
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Guide

Academic.Performance. New Interests, new self -image lowered, hightened

self esteem.

Interviewer:read over relevant paragraph above in Introduction to

Interlifews.

One way to begin might be to look with the student at what she
$

indicated in 1979 about expectations of academic performance and confront

the realities (grades received and current attitudes) one year later.

The Introduction to the Interviewer contains suggestions as to questions.

Has she found Barnard standards more, less, ,-as difficult as anticipated?

How does she compare in'her work habits, amount of work, to her few best

friends on campus? .Does she feel Barnard students too grade conscious for

her comfort? How does it Manifest itself? Who knows her grades? Attitudes

of mother, father, relatives to her freshman record? Her own feelings'?

Does she feel better, worse about her freshman record than do friends,

siblings?

(To tho interviewer: The comparison with others may occasionally reveal

satisfaction or dissatisfaction with self, not ascertainable by direct

questions.)

ti
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GUIDE-FOR INTERVIEW

Factor 3. The StudoCt's _Social Network

For the Interviewer

As with all independentariables our task is to discover what fnflu-

ences peers (fpmale first, but male also, of course), had upon every one

of the dependent variables. Did it anchor_i.e., produce no change in the

views, sentiments, values the student came vtith; did it reinforce them;"did

it move student towards 1) the more traditional of 2) the more feminist pole,

did it create cross- pressures and strains.

Whatever we can get on the bases of friendship and clique formation

will be-very important: the accident of being on the same floor in the

dorms, on a meal plan. Continuation of freindship from high school, self-

selection, as in joining a racial, religious, some specia in rest group.

It matters, whether the student through such self-select on--exposed herself

to, say, Women's Collective which then reinforced her or ginal inclination.

We shall want to record whether' the student remained resi ent or commuter

throuOlout the freshMan year.

We might begin with the questioning by some such opening as the fol-

lowing:

"Some students were able to distinguish 3 circles of social relations

Very close friends

A crowd I hang out with

People whom I know only in classes or outside, withcut mach inter-
action

Does such an overview make sense in your case? In any event let us begin

25,4



Factor 4 P. 6

t

with men may tur%some students towards more dedication,to work.
-

Relation-
.

shipS with traditional men (with or without strains) moving students

/towards less career salience and the more traditional.pole. Satisfactory

relationships with egalitarian supportive men reinforcing feminist attitudes.

Here, again, one way to begin might be by'eiting illustration.

Students have made various comments. Here is a sample:

"He could never understand how I could refuse a date because I had'to

study for a final."

"He annoyed me by always putting down Barnard girls. He said-ever);one

knows they are competative, castrating females."

'

"He was not interested in friendship, he just wanted to have fun and

was having sex."

"I was very attracted to him as a lover but he became,too possessive

and jealous even of my having to do a term paper:" ' iked him because ,he

was a good listener and I could talk to him about my personal as well as

academic life."

Having given a-sample of comments, the interviewer is ready to turn,

to questions. Review in your mind our purpose. We want t locate the

kind and the intensity, from mild to serious, of strains as they4li!par upon

feminine/masculine roles in this period of transition. Reread "Dilemmas

of Masculinity" for substantive areas of strain- -e.g., "a feminist woman

is feeling guiltry because she really likes dominant men." "A feminist-

woman blames herself for timidity in calling men. She fears .(actually whether

she knows it or not) that many men would consider such initiative not merely

aggressive but a sexual invitation."

The -terviewer may use these illustrations to evoke reactions

2 5 LI



Factor 5

..-Tdrn to Questioning

urn to the. guys who mattered as friends or ,more than just

friends)whomyou dated.. ./1

Begin With "John. 's

p. 21';.

"If yoU could make 3 changes in him what would they have been?"

,,...,

"If John could make 2 changes in you 'what would they have been?"

Same with others, if any
'

more or less significant male associates

in the freshman year.

° If a relationship was terminated, the reasons for it may be revealing

of current strains and relevant to dependent variables.

Factor 5. Extracurricular Activities; Campus and Off Campus

Get.a list of-eakips,,activities, student joined? Joined and abandoned?

. Why?

Organizations toward which the studentis somewhat antagonistic?
r

How did student get involved in a given activity? (For example, saw

notice of a meeting-and went; a friend called attention to lecture,-meeting

and they went and she got interested.)

A

What outside speakers made a stronzAmpaqt.

Factor 6. The College Administration, Advisers. -. The Culture of the Barnard

Campus: Is There a Barnard Ethos.?'

We are interested in any impression you ma:- have received of where

.administrators, (the Presidet, ;Pean the college advisers) stand on the

whole sub'ect of women'.; roles? ;:hat philosophy if any.is promulgated.

:;rat ideas, role models are presented as adm ? How this ccmmunicated?

Speakers, outside lecturers who are invi:ed? Comments of avisers?



Factor 3 p. 4

d
with which some freshman talked about having sexual affairs.. No one in

her high school crowd would have disclose to anyone if she did have sex

with a guy. Another cannot figure out a friend who is both ambitiot for

herself and studies hard but also seems to need a guy and has had several

affairi during the year. Another fellow student is having an.affair wit

a married man. Some other reactions were also reported. A freshman said

that. throughout high school her friends, and she he self, played games with

the guys in order to be popular and behaved very dl,fferently in mixed

company. The Barnard students she observed appear freer to speak up and

even argue with guys about intellectual or political issues.

If you look back, first at close friends; but than also at others

you have met, what would you have entered in your diary, if you had kept

one, because it fhanged your expectations of Barnard, surprised, pleased,

shocked, disturbed, stimulated you. Particularly

attitudes towards amount of study, concern with grades, intellectual

interests as'revealed in class or outside of class

attitudes towards marriage, children

attitudes towards work and fUture career

attitudes towards women's issues

attitudes towards men

initiative as to calling men

attitudes about friendship with men, playing games to bolster men's

ego, sexual relations.

It is probably at this point that you might return to the close friends

to find out differences between them and respondent on relevant issues and

possibile influences (even if only the realization that unforseen or previously

condemned patterns can be tolerated).

25t



Factor 4

Factor 4. Relationships With Men

P11

Begin with a question about alleged difficulty of social life at

Barnard/Columbia (to make it easier for students who have nothing to report).

"Some freshmen have found the Barnard/Columbia situation not conducive

to soiializinitwith men, either in just friendship,or iedating and felt

real difficulty in meeting men.

Do you share the view that the Barnard/Columbia campuses and, indeed,

the city as a whole do not provide enough opportunities to have a satis-

factory social life with men?

What has been.your experience with regard to this over the'course of

the' past year?

Let the student give a brief 'overview of her freshman yew. Perhaps,

only casual.conversations in class, meal time etc.

The only contacts with men were in clubs, organizations, church,

synagogue activities, that is in groups without any pairing off.

Some friends (perhaps use initials if more than 1).

Some dating relationships (we cannot at this point ask directly

whether one or more lovers with sexual rdlarships but this may eventually

become apparent).

I envision a brief inventory of men who mattered (note whether contin-

uation of pere-Barnard relationship or new) without going in depth.

OP

Relationships With Men Explored Further

To,the Interviewer

Our task is to study relationship with men as they have implications

for our dependent variables. For example, tack of` interest in.or "unpopularity"

25'3



Factor
P. 6 !

with men may turn sane students towards more dedication to i(ork. Relation-

shipi with traditional men (with or without strains) moving students

/towards less career salience and the more traditional pole. Satisfactory

relationships with egalitarian supportive menoeinforcing feminist attitudes.

Here, again, one way to begin might be by citing illustrition.
,i

.
.

Stud

OF
s have made various comments. Here is a sample:.

"Hy could never understand how I could refuse a-date because I had to

study for a final."

"He annoyed me by always putting down Barnard girls. He said everyone -

knows they are Competative, castrating females."

"He was not interested in friendship, he just wanted to have'fun and'

fun was having sex."

"I was very attracted to him as a lover-but he becl.tolpossessive

and jealous even of my having to do a term paper." "I liked him because he

was a good listener and I could talk to him about my personal as well as

academic life."

Having given a sample of comments, the interviewer is ready_to turn

to questions. Review in your mind our purpose. We want to locate the

kind and the intensity, from mild to serious, of strains as they bear upon

feminine/masculine roles in this period of transition. Reread ,"Dilemmas,

of Masculinity" for substantive areas of strain,--e.g."a feminist woman

is feeling guilty because she really likes.;;dominant men." "A feminist

woman blames herself for timidity in calling men. She furs (actually whether

she ,knows it or not) that many men would consider such initiative not merely
)

aggressive but a sexual invitation."

The interviewer may use these illustrations to evoke reactions.
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Factor 5

Turn to Questioning

Let us turnto the.guys Who mattered as friends or more than just

Triends)whom'you dated.

Begin with John.

p. 2:

"If yoU could make 3 changeg in him what would they have been?"
,1

"If John cbtld make 2 changes in you what would they have been?"
Atop

Same with others, if any, more or less significant male allociates

in the freshman year.

If a relationship was terminated, the reasons for it may be revealing

of current strains and relevant to dependent variables.

Factor 5. Extracurricular
a

Activities; Campus and Off Campus

Why?

Get a list of clubs, activities, student.joined? Joined and abandoned?

.Organizations toward which the studentibs somewhat antagonistic?

How did student get involved in a given activity? (For example, saw

notice QUA meeting and went; "a friend called ateention to lecture, meeting

and they went and she pt interested.)

What outside speakers made a strong impact.

Factor 6. The College Administration, Advisers. The Culture of the Barnard

Campus: Is There a Barnard Ethos?

We are interested in any impression you -may have received of where

administrators, (the President, Deans, the college_ advisers) stand on the

,whole subject of women's roles? What philosophy.if any_is promulgated?

What ideals, role models are presented as admirable? How. was this communicated?

Speakers, outside lecturers-who are invited? Comments of avisers?
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Factor :6 p. AL

The following goes back to faculty but one student complained that one

of her professors would not be interested in giving much time to any student

who has no plans for graduate study.

We haWtouched upon-the different social cliques at Barnard but if

someone asked you to define some dominant features of Barnard,as compared,

.1

perhaps, to other colleges attenled by relatives or friends, if you had to

sum up such an overall picture of 'what "goes" is applauded, rewarded or,

contrarywise not well accepted what do you perceive it -to be?

Let the student volunteer some responces. Having recorded them, test

further:

"By and large who is more on the defenyve at Barnard?:
)

A student who gays she has no plans for graduate study and wants a large

family.

A student who does not inr,end to havechildren.

A 7re-med a pre-law student who hopes to have a lifetime commitment

to a career.
14-

A :-dical feminist-who- beliv,%, in "women-oriented" women and who

believes won cannot expect 7.uch help from men in achieving equality.

Who is more admired: ::?great academic achieer or, a student vet'Y

popular with men?'

,among Columbia_seniors in 1970 ("Dilemmas of Masculinity"), Professor

Komarovsky found a little under a third to be virgins. Virgins appeared

to feel more secretive about virginity, than the sexually experienced m n

about having had such experiences. How is it at Barnard? Are students

opposed on moral: grounds to premarital sex feel freer to state their position?

Are'the traditional or the more permiisive positions "on the defensive" on

2
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the campus ?_ Does a cautious student have to size up the particular group

she happens to be with before expressing the first position, the second c

position? Does a student who is living with a man feel free to talk about

it? Only to one or two closest friends or to others also.
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Guide 1980--continued

Factor 7. The Influence of the Family in the Perspective of the First
.

Year of College

For the interviewer. Review the 1979 interview and the blanks dealing

with relationship with each parent and with "family relationships."

Our optimum objectives:

We want to know what role has each parent, sibling (generally an

older sibling, I would assume, oi- \perhaps, a younger, if there are com-

petitive relationships with them), as other significant relative played'

in our dependent variables, i.e.,

1) changes in.Major as occupational plans with no change towards

more traditional or more feminidt- 'direction

2) changes towards the traditional --pole

3) changes towards the feminist pole.

The specific questions .which shOuld'help to elicit this information.

At some point it will be useful as an indication of the possible role

of the family to find out for.resident students, (that is, students who

did not continue living at home during the freshman year) what was the

frequency of contacts, with family, i.e., visits, telephone calls, letters

in the course of the first and second semesters.

We need to find out what parental views and influences impinge upon

the student, do these coincide with her own? 15o possible disagreements

cause interpersonal or intrapsychic conflicts? Is student strongly influ-

enced by parental views? Rebellious?

26
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What support, approval, criticism, pressures come from each (Parent

concerning academic life and othar features o'f feminine role listed in

our dependent variables list?

Recall that.we want to k owthe points at which the family reinforces+

certain college influe ces (which themselves may vary) and'the points at

which. the family create cross pressures.

One way. to apprOach the problem might be to ask "What are your mother's

(and father's) views, if they expressed aRy opinions on choice of major,

choice of future occupation."

For example, on vocational vs. liberal arts emphasis in the choice of

courses or majors.

What conversations,.areas.of agreement, disagreement with regaid to

the above between parente,or you and mother, or father? Which patent is

the more supportive of your own wishes, if these are different from theirs?
0,

Does mother (father) know the grades you received in first, second

semester? Reactions? ("They don't realize how different college is.from

high school" or "They know that I worry too much about grades and they try

to reasure me," etc., etc.)

Devise your own questions to obtain the above data. A possible line of

questionging might be: "If you had to select one or two main disagreements,

area of strain, conflicts between yourself and your mother in the sphere of

college (grades, choice of career, major, zossibility of taking a'semester
o

off, etc.) of future occupation or career; or in the sphere of personal life

such as dating, etc., attitude to marriage, future life styles.

What would some of the main disagt'eements be?

.

Repeat with father and, if there exists one, some "significant" relative. .
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Conclusion

Factor 8. Has the freshman year changed you?

Note to the Interviewers

I am interested in checking Lelia Rosen-Young's finding that career

commitment in warden wan associated with se ing faculty outside of class,

high grades, discussing ideas-with other s udents, talking over personal

matters wit adVisors, and having few friends, being more lonely than non P,

careerists.

By contrast, she found that male careerists, if anything, Tarticipated

more fdlly in the social life of the college than male non - careerists.

Perhaps being career orietv d is not a deviant pattern at Barnard and,

therefore, career-salients are not lonelier or have fever friends than non, -

career girls.

4%
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Department of Sociology

Dear. Senior,

rqs3

Barnard College
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK 10027

Three yeIs have passed since you first participated; in the Fall
of 1979, in the stud of the college experience of Barnard students.
The magnificent rate o response in 1979 and again, in 1980 has resulted
in significant findings, some already published. _We are torn between
the desire to tell you everything we have learned up to date, on the one
hand, and, on the other, the conviction that such disclosure before the
final step. of the study carries an almost sure risk of influencing and,
thus, distorting the results. The completed study will be published as
a book. Inquiries about our preliminary findings have come from all
parts of the country and Tome dozen foreign countries.

We are asking for your cooperation one last time. It zs easier
an,. e' because this time there are only a few questionnL res which
should r! take more than half an hout to fill out. As in t_2 past, all
informa'ai- is handled confidentially and is not available to an, college
faculty or adhinistrative personnel.

Please return the filled questionnaires through the ca pus mail in
the enclosed envelope address'ed to me. Many thanks for your .help.'

Some of your again selected at random, will be approached by me or
by one of my research associates for an interview at your convenience.
We hope to illumtnate in depth the nature of the college experience which
all too many existing questionnaire surveys failed to capture. Hard as
we have worked and are prepared to work, it is, of course, your willing-
ness to reflect with us upon these significant issues that will make this
deeper unde'rstanding possible.

I plan to be in my office, 317 Milbank Hall (tel. ext. 5054) daily,
genera:1y from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. I teach only in the Spring term. Please
feel free to come in if you have any questions or comments about. the study.

With thanks in advance,

L:: RV

Encl.

\N.

Mirra Komarovsky
Professor Emeritus and Special
Lecturer in Sociology

Barnard, B.A.
Columbia, Ph'.D., Litt.D.
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WINTER 1983

F U T U R E -- O CCUPATIONS

Question I.

Please look over the fellowinn statements and check the one

that',cones closest to expreWnn your present thounhts about

Post-college wo'rk:

Check

1. I feel it is too early to know what kind of work I may

do after college and have no definite occupational plans

at present.

2. I wish I did know what I wanted to do after college,
f

but I.i quite undecided at present.

3. I may change my mind, but at' present I at, considering

several possible occupations. ;,mong these, the most

likely three choices are:

a) b) c)

4. I shall probably choose one of the followinn two

occupations:

a) b)

5. I an fairly certain that I shall enter the _following

occupation:

,

What is your current major:

26';



THE LIFE S'TLE MUM

rr '..Winter 1983

I. As °far as you can tell now, dob you plan to continue your education after receiving
a bachelor'S degree? Please circle the appropriate number:

Yes, graduate school 1

Yes, profession.L.school 2

Yes, other training 3

No, I do not plan to continue 4

.III. Below are some conditions under which warren work. .Ptate yourself on these by spec,-
ulating how you night feel about holding a job after marriage and graduation from
college. Circle 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 according to whether you would want to work under
each condition. We sure to rate yourself on all 7 conditions.)

Definitely
Not

1. No Ch4dren; hus-
band's salary 1
adequate.

2. One child of pre-.
ty-school:age; hus-
band'ssalary 1
adequate. e'

3. One Child of pre-
schco age; hus-
band' salary 1
not te.

...

4. Two or =Ire children
of preschool age;
husband's salary not 1

adequate.

5. Two or more Children
of sdhool age;
qlusband's salary
adequate.

6. Two or more Children
of school age;
husband's salary not-
adequate.

Children nave grown
t and left hone;

.s salary
a.:-/equaL1e.

1

Probably
Not Undecided

ProlL;ab.L..1

Would
Definitely

Would

2

2

3 4

4

5

5
i')

._,--

2 3 )
i,
I

4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

3 4 5

2 4 5
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THE LIFE STYLE INDEX 2.
Winter 1983

IV. Assume that you are trained for the occupation of your choice, that you will marry
and have children, and that your husband will earn enoughso'that you will never
have to work unless you want to. Under these conditions, which of the following
would you'prefer (circle one).:

To participate in clubs Or volunteer work 1

To spend time on hobbies, sports or other activities 2

To work part-time in your chosen occupation

Please check 3a, 3b, or 3c

Work part,-time with preschool children 3a

Tbk work part-time as long as children are of school age 3b

vork par time whatever ye 3c

wL.LIk full-time in your Chosen occupation /7 4

To concentrate on home and family 5

Other (explain briefly) 6

V. Fifteen years from now, would you like to be:

A housewife with no children 1

A housewife with one or more children 2

An unmarried career woman 3

A married career woman without dhildren 4

A married career woman with children 5

Other: what? 6
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS SEX ROLES1

The statements listed below,describe attitudes toward the roles of women in society`
which different people have. There are no right or wrong answers, only opinions.
You are asked to express your feeling about each statement by indicating whether
you (A) agree strongly, (B) agree mildly, (C) disagree mildly, or (D) disagree
strongly.

1., Swearing and obscenity are more repulsive in the speech of a woman than a man.

A C D
Agree strongly Agree mildly Disagree mildly Disagree strongly

2. It is insulting to women to have the "obey" clause remain in the marriage
service.

A B
Agree strongly Agree mildly Disagree mildly

3. A woz..Af

A

as free a se -irriage.

B
Agree strongly Agree mildly

Disagree strongly

D
Disagree mildly Disagree strongly

4. Women should worry less about their rights and more about becoming good "wives
and mothers.

A B C . D
Agree strongly Agree mildly Disagree mildly Disagree strongly

5. A woman should not expect to go to exactly the same places or to have quite
the same freedom of action as a man.

A B C D
Agree strongly Agree mildly Disagree mildly Disagree strongly

6. Women earning as much as their dates should bear equally the,expense when they
go out together. ,

A tB C
Agree strongly

7. Economic and social
ideal of femininity

A

Agree mildly Disagree mildly Disagree strongly

freedom is worth far more to women than acceptance of the
which has been set up by men.

B C D
Agree strongly Agree mildly Disagree mildly Disagree strongly

8. There are many jobs in which men should be given preference over women in
being hired or promoted.

A D

Agree strongly Agree mildly f Dis4gree mildly

A

Disagree strongly

Adapted from J.T. Spence & R.L. Helmreich.
p. 237.

:lasculinity and Femininity,



WINTER 1983

ATTITUDES TO WOOENIS LIBERATION 140VUIENT

1. Please indicate your feelincs about the "wonen's liberation

movement" in general by circling one of the choices below:

ar'ft-syt;ipathize ireatly, think it is certainly justified-

b) sympathize somewhat, thT it is somewhat justified

0. neither for it nor against it

d) somewhat,, against it, think it has little, if any, justifi-

cation

e) very much against it, think it has no justification

2. Have you .,ve 'ee
(check one):

\\

a) yes b) no

thg movement in any way?

If yes, please specify (circle as appropriate):

a) consciousness-raising group

b)- abortion reform

c) day-care facilities

d) demonstrations

e) conferences, symposia, workshops

f) other (explain)



5. This is probably tne question requiring the most reflection. Think back to
the professors you had,:since entering college and up to the current semester.
Which 3 stand out as the most influential in your development? No names
required: just Professors X, Y, Z.

Types of in uence

(check more than one,
if applicable)

Has been one of the
most intellectually
Stimulating

PROFESSR X

emale

3

PROFESSOR Y PROFESSOR Z

Female Male

------- -

Provided a model
to emulate through
other qualities (e.g.
drive, compassion,
social concern, etc.,
etc.)

fHas given re encourage!--

rent through personal
concern in my develop-::
rent


